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1.0 SUMMARY 
This report documents the work accompl ished during the conceptual and 
pre 1 iminary lies ign phases of NASA Contrac t DEN3-153. The program descr ibed in 
tn is report was des ignated the t~OD-5A Wind Turb ine Generator by the U. S. 
Uepartment of Energy, and is a key element 'If the national Wind Energy Program 
(see !>ection £). 
Section.l summarizes the system design requirements that were used to develop 
the t10lJ-JA base 1 ine canf igurat ian. 
Sect ion 4 oef ines the program's des ign object ives, and descr ibes the resu lts 
of system sizing optimization and cost of energy studies, composite rotor and 
two-speed gearbox innovations, and detailed trade-off studies that led to the 
selection of the baseline conceptual deSign configuration. 
Section J contains the detailed configurational deSign update leading to the 
current system conf igura t ion, with deta i led subsystem des ign descr ipt ions, 
support ing system performance ana lys is, and ver if icat ion of prev ious ly 
performed traCle-off stuClies. 
Section 6 Cletails all of the results of all of the system dynamic analyses in 
support of the traCle-off stuoies and the design activities. 
Section 7 presents the evolution of the system loads that were useCl to 
evaluate and oesign the MOD-5A wind turbine's major structural elements. 
Sect ion 8 s ufllnar i zes a 11 of the Cleve 1 opment tes ts that were conducted in 
support of the oesign activities. 
Section 9 sUfllnarizes the structural and dynamics deSign criteria by which the 
structural and load analyses were conducted. 
1- 1 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 
In 1973, a nationil Wino Energy 'gram was estab l ished to develop the 
technology to make wino energy systems cost competitive with conventional 
power generation systems, and to accelerate the commercial use of wind energy. 
The United States Department of Energy (DOE) has overall management respons i-
oil ity for this program. The NASA-Lewis Research Center has the 
responsibil ity for managing the development of large horizontal-axis wind 
turbines for the DOE. 
Under contract to NASA, the Advanced Energy Programs Department of the General 
Electric Company (GE-AEPD) was engaged in the development of an advanced 
multi-megawatt wind turbine generator designated the MOD-SA WTG. 
Participating in this program, as subcontractors to GE-AEPD are Gougeon 
Brothers, Inc. (GBl) for the wood laminae blades, Philadelphia Gear 
Corporat ion (PGL) f or the gearbox, and the eh icago Br ioge and I ron Company 
(CBI) for the steel Shell tower, site work, founoation and WTG erection. 
The goal of the MOD·· SA program was to develop a reI iable, corrrnercially 
feasible wind energy system, able to produce electricity at a cost of energy 
of 3.75 cents per kilowatt hour, or less, in mid-19BO dollars, at a site with 
an annual average wind speed of 14 mph. 
The general approach to the implementation of the MOD-SA WTG Program was the 
initiation of a multi-phased, 71 month effort, consisting of 47 months for 
conceptual design, pre~ iminary design, final design, fabrication, assembly, 
installation and checkout, followed by 24 months of operational support and 
design improvements. In addition, development and qual ification testing of 
materials, parts, and components were included as part of the prel iminary 
Oesign phase to ensure that the MOD-SA would perform and endure, as designed. 
The program began in July 1980. It was organized into three design phases: 
conceptual deSign, which was completed in March 1981, preliminary design, 
wh iCh was completed in May 1982, and f ina 1 des ign, wll ich started in 
June 1982. Each design phase culminated in a comprehensive design re" iew, 
2-1 
which had two main objectives : an in-depth review of the des :gn's technical 
adequacy, and verifi cat ion that the program 's requ irement for cost of energy 
was be ing met. 
During the conceptual design phase, comprehensive trade-off and system slzlng 
stuClies were conClucted around a basel ine configuration. The goal of these 
studies was to arrive at a concept with the greatest potential to meet the 
~roject's objectives: a cost of energy of 3.75 cents per k ilowatt hour in 
mio-l~80 dollars, a 3D-year life, and safe operation, with acceptable risk to 
tile program and equ ipment. As part of th is act iv ity, a cost, cos t of energy, 
anll weight account ing procedure was deve I opeo. Th is procedure tracked the 
effects of tne sizing and trade-off studies. In adoition, a manufacturing 
plan was developed to support the proj ect~d program costs for the fabrication 
of the IOOth MOD- 5A proCluction unit. 
Af ter NASA anCl the Department of Energy approveCl the conceptua 1 des ign, the 
program progressed into the preliminary Clesign phase. During this per iod the 
r ecOl1l1lenCled basel ine configuration, an upwino winCl turbine, with a 400-foot 
laminated \~ooCl anCl epoxy rotor and a power rating of 5.0 MW, was evaluated 
further. The outcome of t he prel iminary des ign woulo be used in the final 
deve I opmen t ph ases. In conjunction with the preliminary design 
qual ification of the wood-epoxy laminate blade materials, and key 
act iv ity, 
components 
and su bsystems were cond uct ed. These tests continued during the final design 
phase. 
The developm~nt proCluced a wind turbine design rated at 7300 kW, with a 
4()O-foot rotor with lightweight, wood-epoxy laminated blades, aileron control 
and a tower and nacelle system designea for reliability and ease of 
maintenance. A~ a result of the optimum si ze and the numerous technical 
advances, this thirCl-generation machine would be expected to achieve a cost of 
energy competitive with tne cost of conventional forms of power generation. 
2-2 
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3.0 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The goal of the MOD-SA project was to develop a cost effective wind turbine 
that could be used in many applications in the electric utility market. The 
intent was to s t imu 1 ate innovat ion and introduce advanced techno logy that 
would achieve a low cost of energy at an dcceptable risk to the equipment anc 
the program. Technical and econc.mic feasibility were emphasized. Trace-off 
decisions favored the lowest cost of energy and a mature product. 
Tne technical requirements and specifications were identified in Contract 
DEN 3-l!>3, Statement of Work (SOW) , Exhibit 6. The System Specification for 
the MOD-SA Wind Turbine Generator, includes the statement of work 
requirements, and more detailed requirements for the design of the model 304 .2 
MOD-SA Idnd T ~rb ine Generator . (304.2 was the I ast mode l number ass igned 
during the MOD-SA program.) This document is included in the appendix of this 
report. 
The design process comprised the conceptual, prel iminary, and final phases . 
lJuring the conceptual design phase, trade-off and size optimization studies 
were conducted, to identify an optimum system. More detailed design was done 
in the preliminary and final design phases. Major changes were made as the 
result of a study that reassessed the risks during the final design phase. 
3.2 SPECIFICATIONS 
The stat~nent of work required the MOD-SA to be: 
o designed for use by electric utility companies, 
o capable of generating at least one megawatt, 
o able to produce energy at less than 3.7S cents/kwh (1960$) in a mean 
wind of 14 mph, 
o designed to deliver three phase, 60 Hz power, 
o c€<igned for a useful operational life of 30 years, 
o cont ; ~ured with a horizontal-axis and a propel lor. 
These requ irements were intended to permit the max imum des ign flex ib il ity 
with .n the constraints imposed by the user, size, cost of energy, 1 ife, and 
configuration. 
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The system design requirements developed for the conceptual design phase are 
shown in Table 3-1. The comment column indicates areas in which a requirement 
acted as a design driver. The statement of work requirements were evaluated 
dur ing the conceptual des ign phase. The recommend at ions that resulted from 
this evaluation are summarized below: 
1. Use the cost of installed equipment or the capital cost, as well as 
the cost of energy. An electric utility will be able to evaluate 
these costs more readily than cost of energy, because of the 
unc~rtainty in wind resources. 
2. Retain the extreme wind specification with 0.1 shear exponent. 
3. Permit signals from a common sensor to be used by the control system, 
operat iona 1 instrumentat ion system, and eng ineer ing in!itrumentat ion 
system. The signals must be buffered before they are sent to the 
engineering infDrmation system. 
4. Obtain additional wind data for use in determining wind shear effects 
up to !:l00 ft. 
5. Use the wind gust defin it ion in NASA P IR # 151 and use a Rayle igh gust 
ampl itude distribution as a better match to the PNL-Battelle data 
than the Statement of Work definition. Also, use empirical 
dispersion factors to define turbulence induced response loads. 
6. Spec ify a Response Spectra seismic method rather than the Un iform 
Building Code method. 
7. Increase the minimum operating temperature to -22°F, if site data 
permits. 
8. Specify 24-hour rain accumulation, and rate. 
9 Specify shipping and storage requirements. 
10. Use a 150 MW cluster for determining the number of units. This size 
is appropriate for a single 230 kV grid connection or 3kV connections. 
11. Use more reasonable cluster distribution 1 ine costing, at 34.5 kV, of 
l45,000 to l55,000 per mile, depending on conductor size, instead of 
nearly $90,000 per mile. 
During later phases of the program, the extreme wind shear exponent, noted in 
item 2, was lowered from 0.1 to 0.04. The wind gust definition, noted in item 
5, was adopted. The cluster size, noted in item 10, was raised to 175 MW 
during the preliminary design phase. 
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The ambient temperature range for wind turbine operation was specified during 
the final design to. be OaF to l04°F. This range was ample for the proposed 
installation in Hawaii. The minimum temperature reduces the risk of fatigue 
crack propagation in- some steel components. 
GE specifications were prepared for the major components, listed in 
Table 3-2. Industry and government documents and standards that were used 
during the design are referenced in a GE specification. 
(, 
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Requirement 
Cost of Energy 
Operational Wind 
Regime 
--.... ,)--- -_. 
Table 3-1 System Design Requirements 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
Criteria/Value 
Less than 3.75 t/KWH (1980) (SOW) 
Goal- minimize cost of energy 
with acceptable risk 
14 MPH mean (SOW) 
at 32.8 ft. above grade with 
variable wind shear. 
Cut-in at below 10% of rating 
(GE) 
Cut-out wind to minimize COE 
(GE) 
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o 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Comments 
Major driver in all areas 
Reduce labor and material costs 
Increase performance and 
availability 
Driver for combined tip speed, 
speed ratio, solidity to minimize 
COE 
Determines tip length and startup 
time values 
Goal of less than 12 minutes with 
25% tip, 14 MPH (hub) established 
Determines speed where COE stops 
decreasing or loads start in-
creasing 
44 MPH (hub) established for SOW 
wind 
= 
Requirement 
Extreme Wind o 
Limit Thrust o 
Emergency Feather o 
Seismic o 
o 
Table 3-1 System Design Requirements ( Cont i nued) 
Criteria/Value 
120 MPH (SOW) 
at 32.8 ft. above grade with 
0.1 wind shear exponent. 
115% speed, 1.2 CL design point 
with 4 a gust (GEl 
Max negative CL on tip (-1.5) 
Low C L inboard 
Zone 3-UBC (SOW) 
Analyze as 0.5G with response 
spectra 
3-5 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Comments 
Driver for tower and foundation 
Minimize load by < 45· 
orientation to wind (weather-
vaning) to decrease COE 
Driving load on parts of blades 
Not as critical as limit thrust 
condition 
Not a design driver 
O.3G, 25 in. maximum response 
less than extreme wind limit 
loads on system 
Requirement 
eyc 1 ic Loads 
Frequency Placement 
. :.' 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Table 3-1 System Design Requirements (Cont i nued) 
Criteria/Value 
30 year life (SOW) 
Fatigue load factp~s 
determined from MOD-O and MOD-2 
and gust model (SOW turbulence) 
Avoid resonances 
Tower bending between 1.1 and 
1.BP 
Drivetrain torsion below 0.9P 
and ~ 25% cr it ica 1 damp:i'ng 
Blade cyclic modes away from odd 
(N t. .2)P (except teeter) 
o Blade collective and fixed system 
modes away from even (N ~ .2)P 
3-6 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Conments 
35,000 start, stop and gear-
shift cycles established from 
hourly data analysis 
Driving load on parts of blades 
and hub for 2 x lOB cycles over 
life time 
Drives bell section to to~er, 
high RPM and RPM ratio to in-
crease energy capture 
Driver for gearbox stiffness and 
active (control system) or passive 
damping 
Pre 1 iminary des i9n phase requ ire-
ments for system 
-----,~ ....... - ~----
Requirement 
Availabi1 ity o 
Critical Failure 0 
Modes 
1 
~ , 
0 
o 
. , 
Table 3-1 System Design Requirements ( Continued) 
Criteria/Value 
0.92 minimum design for 100th unit 
between cut-in and cut-out (SOW) 
Sense and control for failures 
which might cause human injury 
',' 
or require major (over 20% of 
capital cost) repair (SOW) 
Single degradation shall not 
cause hazard (SOW) 
Automatic shutdown on loss 
of grid power (SOW) 
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o 
Comments 
Design goals established based 
on RAM analysis 
0.960 for cluster 
o 0.932 for single site 
o Design features for maintenance 
0 Redundancy checks established for 
critical sensors 
0 Single tip shutdown requirement 
established 
0 Failsafe unit established to 
protect from controller mal-
function 
0 Stored energy shutdown power 
established 
.... 
" 
Table 3-2. Major GE MOD-5A Specifications 
NUMBER 
47A3800ll 
47A380002 
47A3800l3 
47A380U22 
47A380052 
47A380053 
47A380054 
47A380047 
47A380048 
47A3/l00/l3 
47A3/l0094 
47A380l24 
47A380l04 
47A380ll0 
47A38011l 
47A380108 
47A380ll6 
47A3800l2 
47A380062 
TITLE 
System Specification 
Structural Design Criteria 
Control System Specification 
Support Tower and Foundation Specification 
E lectr ica 1 Fabr ication ana Workmansh ip 
Electrical Equipment Design and Test 
General Welding Specification 
Bolt Pretensioning Specification 
Naterial Finish Specification 
Three Stage Speed Increaser 
7500 KVA Variable Speed Generator Subsystem 
Aileron .Structure 
Aileron Actuator 
Rotor Hydraulic Power Supply 
Yaw Hydraulic Power Supply 
Gearbox Lubrication Cooler 
Material Control Specification 
Slipring Assembly Specification 
Material Control Specification 
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3.3 COST OF ENERGY 
The object ive of the MOD-SA program was to develop a cost effective wind 
turbine generator that could be used ill, many appJ ications in the util ity 
market. The intent was to stimulate innovation and introduce advanced 
technology that would achieve a l(""--,,:_ost of energy at an acceptable risk to 
'--, \ 
the equipment and the program. The\.JSign should provide a low cost of energy 
and a machine that could be produced in volume. Within the boundary of 
acceptable risk, a minimum cost of energy was the design driver. 
A method for computing the cost of energy was defined in contract DEN 3-153, 
exhibit E, and is sUlIJI1arized in Table 3-3. The costs were calculated and 
reported in mid-1980 dollars. The cost of energy formula uses an annual cost 
in the numerator and an expected annual energy capture in the denominator. 
The annual ized cost is based on the costs of installed equipment, 
interconnect ion costs, 1 and costs, per iod ic replacement costs, and operat ion 
and maintenance costs. Values for fixed charge rates and levelizing factors 
were specified and were used to compute annual costs for each category. The 
annual energy capture was computed by multiplying the estimated output energy 
by an availabil ity factor that was obtained from a reI iabil ity, availabil ity 
and maintainability analysis. No cluster performance loss was included, since 
the wind turbine generators were spaced at intervals of 10 times the rotor 
diameter. 
The cost of energy calculation assumes a 30-year operational and amortization 
life for the equipment, and a privately-owned utility. The calculation 
provides a uniform basis of comparison for the projected cost of electricity 
of various energy conversion technologies. The algorithm used to optimize 
Size, power rating and other variables 
\~ith a minimum cost of energy. 
" 
was designed to search for arrangements 
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Table 3-3 Cost of Energy Computation 
o COE = LEVELIZED ANNUAL COST 
AVAILABLE.,ANNUAL ENERGY 
'<J 
o LEVELIZEO ANNUAL COST INCLUDES 
(IN MIO-1980 $) 
(REFERENCE SOW EXHIBIT "E") 
CAPITAL COST AT 0.18 FIXED CHARGE RATE 
LAND COST AT 0.15 FIXED CHARGE RATE 
O&M COST AT 2.0 LEVELl ZING FACTOR 
PERIODIC REPLACEMENT LEVELIZED COST 
::::, 0 AVAILABLE ANNUAL ENERGY;\~NCLUDES 
SYSIEM POWER CHARACTERISTICS 
'-' SYSTEM LOSSES 
SOW 14 MPH MEAN WINO REGIME 
SCHEDULED AND UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE 
, 
, ' 
J 
3.4 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
Many innovat ivedes igns were used or were cons idered for use on the MOD-SA 
wind turbine generator. The 400-ft. rotor was one innovation that reduced the 
cost of energy signf.'icantly. The blade material, blade attachment, variable 
speed generator, aerodynamic control us ing ailerons, and push-pull yaw drive 
are other innovations used in the final design. Advanced technology was also 
used in' intermediate des igns. Although this technology was not included in 
the final model, it 'may:be of use in other wind turbine generators. These 
des igns include free tip overspeed protect ion, weathervane capabil ity, rotor 
integrated gearbox, passive control of drivetrain spring-damper 
characteristics, two speed operation, and underrunning and slip clutch control 
of drivetrain torque. 
The initial size optimizations, with a minimum cost of energy as the goal, 
indicated that the rotor diameter should be roughly 300 ft. Later a 
comprehens ive ana lys is of the weight and cost est imat ing rel at ionsh ips for 
large wind turbines indicated that a 400-ft. rotor diameter would reduce the 
cost of energy significantly. 
Laminated wood and epoxy was selected as the material for the rotor because of 
its light weight, the ability to control the surface finish and the ability to 
tailor its properties using the lay-up of alternating materials. These 
properties yielded high performance and the low cost of energy. DLiring the 
preliminary design, when .the c,enter blade was optimized with continuous wood 
construction, the external' yoke was developed to attach the blade to the 
drivetrain using a blade tEeter shaft. This innovative design was developed 
further when bolsters were added to the center blade to localize the area in 
which large openings and reinforcements were needed. 
A variable speed generator was included during the final design phase, to 
reducerisk.and gearbox cost,and to increase operational flexibility. The 
arrangement was based on the Scherbiustat type of variable speed drive. It 
comprises a wound rotor induction generator and a static cycloconverter. The 
variable speed generator drives the turbine at low speeds for starting and 
generates power at rotor speeds of 11 rpm to 17 rpm. The generat ion mode 
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prov ides generator a irgap torque control both for dr ivetra in damp ing and for 
limiting the maximum torque. Reactive power control was provided for 
operation in either a constant var or a constant voltage mode. The subsystem 
arrangement and control modes were innovative applications. 
The a ileron control development and test ing advanced wind turbine technology. 
Ailerons regulated the rotor torque. The MOD-SA ailerons extend from 6))% of 
the blade radius to the tip. They comprise three driven sections on the 
trailing 40% of the airfoil. Wind tunnel tests and subscale MOO-O tests were 
,) used to develop and demonstrate the characterist ics of the aileron 
arrangement. Each driven section had two segments. to allow the main blade to 
flex. The control arrangement provided mechanically independent sections to 
increase reliability. A tip-to-tip structural wood spar was provided by 
locating the ailerons on the outside of the maili"structure. This spar was 
des igned with structurally effic ient finger joints., 
The push-pull yaw drive is another advanced feature. The drive was developed 1 
during the MOO-l program. and it was tested on one NASA MOO-OA wind turbine. 
Cal iper brakes and hydraul ic actuators held and retracted. then gripped and 
pushed or pulled mating flanges across the yaw bearing. By avoiding gear 
teeth on the bearing flanges. a more cost effective drive was achieved and ,"'\ 
back 1 ash was avo ideO '-fF-l(')) 
In the first design for rotor torque control. which was called partial span II 
i 
control. the outer 25% of each blade was moveable. A free-tip overspeed }, 
protect ion arrangement was des igned for the part ia 1 span control. The MOD-sAc.,,,,,,' 
airfoil uses NACA series 64XXX sections to optimize performance and 
fabrication. The control sections at the blade tips were designed with an 
unrestrained pitch equilibrium position that produced retarding rotor torque. 
This feature. proven by test on NASA's MOO-O wind turbine. was used in the 
free-tip overspeed protection. in which releasing the pitch control restraint 
resulted in a pass ive shutdown. This innovat ive feature was expected to 
minimize the chances of rotor overspeed. 
The MOO-S rotor with partial span control could be weathervaned while parked. 
In this innovative design. proven by test on the NASA MOO-O wind turbine. one 
tip control was rotated to maximize drag on one blade while the blades are 
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horizontal iIRd the yaw is free. The blades are 'pushed into alignment with, 
high wind. In this position the blades minimize drag area and reaction forces 
seen by the tower and foundation. 
The initial gearbox design used an advanced technology that may be useful in 
" 
smaller wind turbines., This des ign was called the rotor integrated gearbox. 
",-
The rotor support bearing was integrated into the external gearbox structure 
to min imize interfaces and couplings and to permit a compact configurat ion. 
The first planetary stage of gearing was cantilevered on the rotor support 
shaft. which let it move with respect to the case with no load reaction. 
Tors ional stiffness and damping control of the first stage ring gear were 
proviaed by passive torsion bar springs and viscous flow hydraulic dampers. 
Th is pass ive control of drivetra,in dynamics avoided the potent ia 1 excitat ion 
of structural modes that a more active control could produce. 
The first plan for the generator subsystem used a synchronous generator. A 
two-speed gearbox permitted more efficient rotor operation. The low speed was 
automat ica lly selected for low wind ,operat ion and performance pred ict ions 
indicated that two-speed operation provided most of the energy capture 
benefits of a variable spe~d generator. 
\, 
With the synchronous generator. drivetrain torque was constrained between zero 
and 1.4 times the rated torque in a generating direction. This was done by an 
overrunning clutch and a slip clutch in the high speed shaft of the 
drivetrain. The overrunning clutch prevented the generator from motoring the 
r"otor and permitted the rotor to underrun the generator during brief periods 
of low wind. thereby avoiding a shutdown and start-up cycle. Th'is c,lutch was 
a 1 so used for two-spe'ed sh ift control. The slip clutch 1 imited the tQrque 
f / 
that could be reacted between the, gearbox and generator. prevented' the 
generator from impos ing fault torques on the' gearbox. and avoided loss of 
synchronism by permitting brief slips in response to gusts. This response to 
gusts' permitted thll rotor torque control to react more slowly. and minimized 
fluctuations in the blade loads caused by the torque control. 
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4.0 ~ONCEPTUAL DESIGN STUDIES 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Dur ing the conceptua 1 des ign phase an opt im ized MOD-5A conf igurat ion was 
developed. The resulting basel ine configuration evolved as a result of , 
deta i led subsystem trade-off stud ies us ing developed we ight and cost 
estimating relationships, and an optimization of rotor size. 
Deta iled descript ions of the major tasks performed in the conceptua 1 des ign 
phase are in the following sections, including: 
1. Ii We igllt and cost est imat ing reI at ionsh ips deve loped for the s iz ing 
optimization 
2. Performance calculations 
3. Major trade studies 
4. Sizing optimization to minimhe cost of energy 
5. Conceptual design model 204.0 
In addition to the detailed subsystem trade-off studies a series of analytical 
/"', 
tasks were also performed in the conceptual design phase. These are dis: .• ussed 
in other sections of the report, and include: 
1) A study of automatic controls and safety 
2) A volume production manufacturing plan 
3) Evaluation of requirements 
4) Analysis of the structural dynamics and aerodynamics 
5) Verification of the loads prediction methods 
6) Analysis of the utility interface stability , 
8) Determination of TV interference 
The conceptual des ign phase began in Ju!y, 1980 and concl uded with a des ign 
review in March, 1981. At this time, preliminary design activities were 
initiated. ., 
The wind turbine proposed at tile beginning of the conceptual design phase was 
rated at 4000 kW and had a glass fiber rotor 350 ft. in diameter. Model 
numbers were used to track significant changes in the configuration. T,ll:! 
model number of the basel ine. system was changed from 101 to 102 when the rotor 
was changed from downwind to upwind of the shell tower. When the diameter was 
increased to 400 ft. the model number was changed to 104. A chart of cost/.of 
energy versus time by model number is shown in Figure 4-1. 
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1980 $/ KWH- 100TH UNIT !!lh. MODEL £Q!!!D!!. 
0.05 :::. 101 Downwind 350 Ft. Ota ....... FliP lIolor, No SPi!'~ "'Relief. 
69 KV Grid Connect'on ',,1 
, 101 Detail load, Cost Ind Weight An.lyst~ 
0.04 3 10' Upw'nd. 350 Ft. Q", 4 fIIW 
• , .. IntUal stu Opt1,r:lhatlon. 400 Ft. ot •• S .... 50 Ft. Ground Cl~.r.nci!' 
, 104.5 Reovtsed Cluster Size to 150 ... with 30 Units. 
50 ft. Control Spin 
0.03 
• 204';0 CDR Configuration, Wood Rotor with steel Hub. 16.1 Ft. Blade Root Chord. Wf.thervlne Loads 
..•. 
1 ~O4.1 Aggressive AllowabllPs. D~tlt1td Torque Analysts 
12.B/17.9 RPfII. 6.2 .... Rotating Sh,ft 
0.02 
• 204.2 Raised lowr RPM for Better Tower SePlraUon 13.2/17.9 RPM 
~ 204.3 Conttnuous Wood tenter alade wtth Steel Yoke. 
Non-Rotating Sfltft 
0.01 ,0 204.4 Uprated Gearbox Torque with Slip Coupl'ng. 1.3 NW. 
115 MW Cluster with 24 Units 
11 204.5 Full ArN £xtr!lll! Wind lOiefs with Spec Exponent 
o 
COR POR OR 
19~,3,~ 1 1980 1984 
Change. 40 ft. Grounef Cltar,nce. 101 Bl~~e_!h'ckness 
Increase with Rn1sed Allowbles 
12 2 .... SU:e--Effect on Wood Allowbles. "ASA lurbulence Effect 
on lOids. 19.5 Ft Bl,de Root Chord. 13.1116.9 RPM 1985 
VALUE=.0369 GOAL= - LIMIT=.0375 13 :!04.0 Risk Reduction Analysts. Variable Spnd Generator. Stanef Alone Gearbox. I.eftal Beartng lotor support. 
25 Ft. Blade Root Chord 
" 
304.1 50 Ft. Grounef Cleara~~e for Frequency Control 
15 304.2 At leron Control .41 •• 4C and low Spelltd Stopping Brake 
:~ '::'-~ 
'",....---' 
-::-~ 
Figure 4-1 ·Cost of Energy History 
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When the blade mater ia 1 study and size opt imizat ion were completed, the 
base 1 ine des ign was des ignated mode 1 204.0. Th is model had a teetered, 
400-ft., laminated wood rotor, partial span, control,~:a rotor-integrated 
gearbox and two-speed operation. 
4"2 WEIGHT AND COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS (WCERS)" 
In order to opt imize th~ size of the system and minimize the cost of energy, 
the weight and cost of subsystems were defined as functions of major 
parameters, such as rotor diameter and power rating. 
Th is sect ion discusses the development of the we ight and cost est imat ing 
relationships that were used to optimize the system configuration and minimize 
the cost of energy. The techniques used to validate these relationships and a 
description of the performance calculations used to calculate energy capture 
are included. Thirteen cost categories were used: 
1. Site items 
2. Transportation 
3. Installation 
4. Rotor 
5. Drivetrain 
6. Nacelle 
7. Tower 
8. Remote control 
9. Spares 
10. SpeCial items 
11. Land 
12. Cluster 
13. Operation and Maintenance 
To calculate the system cost, the 13 major components of cost were subdivided 
into 33 cost categories. Each of the costs is expressed as a function of one 
or more of six des ign parameters: rotor diameter, power dens ity, tip speed, 
speed ratio, ground clearance, and rotor sol idi(y, (Sol idity is defined as 
the area of the blades d iv ided by the area swept by the rotor, or, the 
percentage of the swept area that is filled by the blades). Some of these 
categories are also used to define components, of the weight of the wind 
turbine generator system. 
The relationships were originally developed for rotor diameters between 150 
and 550 ft. Equ ipment des igned for th is range of s izeswas analyzed for 
4-3 (' 
,;' cant inuous trends tnat expressed the c~st and weight as a fUllct ion of the 
design parameters. The trend relationships provided information necessary for 
s iz ing opt imizat ion. After the in it ia 1 size opt imizat ion, updated costs and 
weights were calculated for point designs with 300, 350, 400, and SOO-ft. 
rotor diameters. Tnese values were used to val idate the prev'ious 
relationships. The cost and weight relationships were then adjusted to 
reflect the more accurate values from the point design calculatjons. This 
section uses the values as of June, 1981, in 1980 dollars. 
4.2.1 WEIGHT AND COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIP SIZING PARAMETERS 
The rotor diameter is the most s'ign if icant s lZ lng parameter. Other 
var iab les, such as area, are expressed in terms of the rotor diameter to 
minimize tne number of pe,:"ameters. 
The power density is defined as the maximum power generated per square foot of 
the area swept by the rotor. The power density varied between 25 and 60 W!sq. 
ft. The rated power is calculated from this variable. 
The tip speed varied between 250 and 450 ft. per second. This parameter, with 
the diameter, was used to define the high rotor speed. A variable defining 
the ratio of the two rotor speeds identified the lower rotor speed. This 
ratio varied from 1.0 (for a single speed rotor) to 2.0 (for a high speed 
equal to twice the low speed). 
The ground clearance is the distance from the local ground grade line to the 
bottom of the rotor with the blades oriented vertically. A range of 25 to 150 
ft. was considered for ground clearance. The tower height is calculated from 
the ground clearance and the rotor diameter. 
The rotor solidity had a range of 2.5 to 4.0%. Solidity, tip speed and rotor 
a iameter affect the rotor performance. High sol id ity creates high drag and 
consequently f avors'!'6w speeds, but 
Higher speeds permit low torque 
structurally efficient blades. 
the blades are s tructura lly eff ic ient. 
ratings, but require slender, less 
The rotor torque and cluster size are also important in optimizing the size of 
the system. The rotor torque is calculated from power and rotor speed. The 
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cluster size was set at a rated power of 150 MW, which permits a dual grid 
connection at 69 kV with intra-cluster connections at the same level. The 
number of units varies with unit power rating and size. 
4.2.2 SITE ITEMS 
The site-related items fell into three categories: 
equipment, and special items. 
foundation, ground 
The foundat ion des ign was infl uencea by the overturn ing moment caused by 
extreme winds and by 1 imit thrust. For rotor diameters between 150 and 550 
ft., with a spread concrete foundation and approximately triple reinforcing 
bar content, the cost varied as shown in Table 4-1, line 110. Weight was not 
reI ated to the foundat ion cost, since concrete wou ld be supp lied 1 oca lly. The 
aata required two equations, with a shift at a rotor diameter of 405 ft. 
The ground equipment consists of the step-up transformer and its protection, 
circuit breakers, relays, auxiliary transformers, and an enclosure. The cost 
and weight equations are shown in Table 4-1, line 120. The cost of special 
items, such as soils survey, finiSh grading, and fencing, was defined as a 
fixed cost that is not reI ated to we ight. The equat ion is shown on line 130 
of Table 4-1. 
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Table 4-1 r10D-5A Weight and Cost Estimating Relationship (UCERS) 
LINE VOLUME PROOUCTION 
NUMBER ITEM 
110 Foundation 
120 
130 
310 
350 
410 
420 
421 
430 
520 
530 
Ground [qui pment 
Special 
Installation 
Integration and C/O 
Blades (Wood) 
PSC Hydrauli cs 
PSC Structure 
Yoke, Shaft 
Gearbox 
Highspeed Shaft 
(lB.)WEIGHT RELATIONSHIP 
(As Of June 1981) 
None 
W120 = (10 )PR 
No.ne 
None 
None 
W410 = (6.4726xl0-
1O )03.1 (VT)2.45 
'''420=(0.0384 )02+3,000 
W421 =(5.844Xl0-
7)04.138 
W430=(57,606)(0/400)2.17 
e[(2.3Xl0-6)(W410-135,OOO)] 
W520=(38,775)QR(0.043)+(RWT)(0.124) 
Where QR = Rotor Torque (Ft-lb), 
Derived from PR, VT and 90% 
Efficiency RWT = W410 + W420 + 
W421 + W430 
W530 = 500 + 0.65PR . 
(1980$) COST RELATIONSHIP (As Of June 1981) 
If 0<405 Ft: e110 = (118.2)0
1
•
244 
If 0 >405 Ft: CllO = (25.26)01.501 
C120 = 121,000 + (7.3)PR 
C130 = 53,440 
C310 = 36,000 + (54.8)0
1
.
4 
- 4000 
C350 = 15,500 + (0.018)0
2
•
5 
If 0<400 Ft: C410=(4.2576Xl0-7)02.7 
(V.r) 1.8 
If 0 .. 400 Ft: C410=(3.614Xl0-l0)03.6 
(V
T
)2.1 
C420 = 13,100 + (22)0 
C421 = (5.468xl0-
6)03.839 
C430 = 1.66 W430 
C = A Q 0.627+(33 7)(RWT)0.647 520 R . 
If QR«2.75Xl06), A=36.03 
If (2. 75xl06) .. QR«3.85x106) ,A=41.63 
If QRc~·(3.85Xl06), A=48.09 
C530 - 5,000 + (3.033)PR 
0= DIAMETER (FT), PR = RATING (KW), VT = TIP SPEED (FPS), GCl = GROUNO CLEARANCE (FT) 
C110 = COST ATTRIBUTED TO ITEM IN lINE 110 
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Table 4-1 MOO-SA Weight and Cost Estimating Relationship (~ICERS) 
(Conti roiled) . 
LINE VOLUME PRODUCTION (lB. ) WEIGHT RELATIONSHIP (1980$) COST RELATIONSHIP 
NUMBER ITEM (As Of June 1981) (As Of June 1981) 
540 Generator WS40 = 5.6PR C540 = (417.4)PRO•64 
If PR > 4500: C540 = (521:76)PRO•64 
610 Bedp1ate If 0<411 Ft: W610=(4.417)01.563 C610 = 0.70W610 
If 0 >411 Ft: W61O=(7.035X10-4)03.016 
620 Hydraulic System W620 = 7,100 +,0.9460
1
•
4 C620 = 14,000 + 12.750 
646 Fairing and If 0<407 Ft: W646=(0.1014)02.021 If 0<403.5 Ft: C646=(0.01094)02.618 Mi sce 11 aneous 
If 0 ;.407 Ft: W546=(170.2)00.7852 403.5 Ft: C646=(82.96)01 •. 129 If 0 
--
660 Sliprings, W660 = 1,500 C660 = 20,600 Electrical 
I. 670 Controls and W670 = 2,000 C670 = 45,300 Instrumentation 
680 Yaw Subsystem W680 = (0.6886)01•
795 If 0<395 Ft: C680=(0.02312)02.467 
If 0 395 Ft: C680=(2.345x10-8)04.775 
710 Tower If 0<398 Ft: W710 = (0.2309)02•433 C710=0.99 W710 (Includes Erection) 
+ e[(9.166X10-3)(GCl-50)] 
If 0 398 Ft: W710 = (6.872x103)0 3.020 
3.020 + e[(9.166X10-3)(GCl-50)] 
720 Lift Wno = 1,000 C720 = 20,000 
740 Cabling W740 = 20(0+GCl) C740 = 45(0+GCl) 
0= OIAMElnR (FT); PR = RATING (KW); VT = TIP SPEED (FPS); GCl = GROUNO CLEARANCE (FT) 
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NUMBER 
810' . 
820 
930 
Table 4-1 MOD-SA Weight and Cost Estimating Relationships (WCERS) 
( Continued) 
VOLUME PRODUCTION (LB. ) WEIGHT RELATIONSHIP (1980$) COST RELATIONSHIP 
ITEM (As Of June 1981) (As Of June 1981) 
Modem None C8lO = 500 
Remote Display None C820 = 2,000 
Spares None C930 = 24,000+ 100 
1000 Profit None C1010 = (0.010)(Tota1 of other Costs) 
1020 Assembly and Test None C = 49390°·5 1020 
1030 Contingency None • C1030 = ° 
1110 WTG Land None C1110 = (0.01722J(1.8)D2 
1140 Road Land None C1140 = (0.01722}(140)0 
1240 Substation None C1240 = 6.68PR 
1250 Transportation and None C = (492 6)(P 10°·4873) 
Road - 1250 • R 
240 Transportation None C240 = (0.09)(Tota1 Weight) 
1340 Yearly Operation None C1340 = 4,500 + 1.78PR + 100 and Maintenance 
o = DIAMETER (FT); PR = RATING (KW); VT = TIP SPEED (FPS); GCL " GROUND CLEARANCE (FT) 
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4.2.3 SITE ERECTION ITEMS 
The installation, integration and checkout cost items are in this category. 
Installation is defined as anyon-site erection, excluding the construction of 
the foundation and tower. It inclUdes lifting the nacelle and rotor 
assembl ies, attachin!f'them to the tower, and renting 1 ifting equipment. The 
cost is shown on line 310 of Table 4-1. 
The integration and checkout costs are shown on line 350 of Table 4-1. They 
include system and subsystem checks from the initial stages of installation, 
until the system is approved with customer acceptance. 
4.2.4 ROTOR ITEMS 
The rotor cost and weight items include the blade, the partial span control 
(PSC) hydraulic subsystem, PSC structural elements, and the structure between 
the center blade and the rotor integrated gearbox. 
Tile blade cost and weight varied with rotor diameter, and to a lesser extent, 
with tip speed and sol idity. The relationships were derived from almost 
eighty wood blade des igns encompass ing the ranges of size, tip speed 
solidity. The cost of the larger systems was more sensitive to size and 
speed, so the cost relationship is expressed in two equations. The cost 
weight relationships are shown on line 410 of Table 4-1. Relationships 
WOOd, steel and glass fiber were developed, but only the equations for 
and 
tip 
and 
for 
the 
wood construction are shown. 
Structural considerations such as frequency placement, buckl ing, 1 imit load 
:<~nd fatigue stresses were included in the min i-design algorithms that were 
used to develop weight equations for the rotor, nacelle and tower systems. 
The PSC hydraul ics rotate with the blade, thereby avoiding the need for 
rotating fluid couplings. The weight and cost ofa reservoir, a pump, 
accumulators, valves, and related piping are included on line 420 of Table 4-1. 
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The cost and weight of the structural joint between the PSC and the blade, the 
rotating shaft and bearings, actuator, and control valving are shown on line 
421 of Table 4-1. 
The yoke and shaft section includes the attachment to the main blades, the 
teeter bearings and restraint, and the low speed shaft up to the joint where 
the rotor is attached to the drivetrain. The weight for these items depends 
on the blade weight, as shown on line 430 of Table 4-1. The cost of this yoke 
and shaft varies directly with the weight. 
4.2.5 DRIVETRAIN 
The drivetrain items are the gearbox, high speed shaft, and the generator and 
accessories. 
Th e transmiss ion, or gearbox, cons ists of step-up gear ing, st iffness and 
damping control equipment, a speed changer, the rotor support bearing, and a 
structural case. The rotor weight and torque were important variables in the 
cost and weight equations, as shown in 1 ine 520 of Table 4-1. There wel"e· 
discrete changes in the cost equation at torque levels which required partial 
disassembly for shipping or field gearing assembly. Figure 4-2 is a plot of 
cost vs. torque, indicating both the original data and the. data val idated by 
the point designs. 
The high speedi~haft includes one-way and torque 1 imiting coupl ings and a 
floating shaft. The cost and weight equations are shown on line 530 of 
Table 4-1. 
The generator category includes the synchronous generator, exciter, instrument 
transformers and surge protection equipment. The cost and weight equations 
are shown onl ine 540 of Table 4-1. The cost depended on the power rating and " 
required two equations, with a split at a power rating of 4500 kW. 
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4.2.6 NACELLE ITEMS 
The nacelle category includes the bedp1ate structure, the yaw hydrauHc and 
gearbox lubrication systems, the fairing structure and miscellaneous items, 
sliprings at the rotor and yaw interfaces, electrical wiring, the controP' 
system and instrumentation, and the yaw structural and drive items. 
The bedp1ate cost and weight, shown on line 610 of Table 4-1, are sensitive to· 
the rotor weight moment. The re 1 at ionsh i p requ ired two equat ions, with a 
break at it rotor diameter of 411. ft. This break results from having to break 
down the bedp1ate structure for shipping and handling. 
Tne we ight and cost of the:, 1 ubr icat ion system are shown on 1 ine 620 of 
Table 4-1. 
COST 
UNKNOWN INCREASE DUE TO S:f~ -----:l 
EXCEEDS MACHINING CAPABIL~ 
>30% INCREASE DUE TO --- " 
ASSEMBLY, SHIPPING ~ 
- I _-~ I 
.-..-.- _--- I I 
_-ijl' I 
.... - I [!)PARAMETRIC DATA-100TH UNIT-ORIGINAL 
~ POINT DESIGN DATA-100TH UNIT-UPDATED 
I • 
1.11 FT-LB x 106 1.74 2.33 3.2 
TORQUE, CFT-LB x 106) 
DESIGN DEFINITION OF TORQUE, RPM, TWO SPEED RATIO, 
STIFFNESS, ROTOR WEIGHT 
INCLUDES: HYBRID CONSTRUCTION, TWO SPEED, 
MON08EARING, STRUCTURE, TORSION BARS • 
Figure 4-2 WCER Development Example - Gearbox 
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The cost and weight equations for the fairing and miscellaneous items are 
shown on line 646 of Table 4-1. The slipring cost and weight do not vary with 
any of the design parameters, as shown on 1 ine 660. The controller and 
instrumentation cost and weight are also constants as shown on line 670. 
The yaw subsystem consists of the bearing, the structure on both sides, and 
the hydraulic push-pull yaw drive. The design of the structure was influenced 
most Ily tile rotor weight moment. The yaw drive design was a function of rotor 
tilt angle, which produces a yaw torque, and rotor size. As shown on line 680 
of Table 4-1, the relationships for cost and weight were related to the rotor 
diameter. The weight data fit a single equation, but the cost data required 
two equations, with the break at a rotor diameter of 395 ft. 
4.2.7 TOWER ITEMS 
The shell structure from the yaw bearing area to the foundation, the elevator, 
and the cabl ing from the yaw sl ipring to the electrical equipment on the 
ground are the cost and weight items included in the tower category. 
The des ign factors for the tower were st iffness, fat igue, and ext·reml~, wind 
loads. Wind loads vary with blade area and the moment varies with the tower 
height. The weight varied with the ground clearance and rotor diameter, in 
two equations that spl it at a Totor diameter of 398 ft. The cost equation 
depended on weight, and included the cost of tower erection. The tower weight 
and cost equations are shown on line 710 of Table 4-1. The elevator weight 
and cost are constants, as shown on 1 ine 720, because the des ign does not 
depend on the tower height. 
The cost of cabling depends on the height of the tower, as shown on line 740 
of Table 4-1. 
4.2.8 CONTROL ITEMS 
The cost for the main controller and instrumentation are covered in 1 ine 670 
of Tab 1 e 4-1. The remote d isp 1 ay and contro 1 1 ines for the remote site 
commun icat ions modul ator-demodul ator and terminal are addressed ind iv idua lly 
in lines 810 and 820. The costs are fixed and this equipment does not affect 
the weight of the system. 
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4.2.9 SPARES 
Spares are defined as the allocation of spare parts per wind turbine generator 
in a cluster. Spare parts will be stocked at the cluster level. The spare 
parts will not affect the weight of the system. The cost of the parts varies 
with the rotor diameter plus a constant term. Line 930 in Table 4-1 defines 
the equat ion. 
4.2.10 SPECIAL ITEMS 
Profit is defined as 10% of all cost items, as shown on 1 ine 1010 of 
Table 4-1. Factory assembly and test costs that were not included in the cost 
'''' of the hardware appear on 1 ine 1020. Th is cost var ies with system size. A 
contingency cost is also included in the special items category. It is a 
measure of uncertaint§ in the weight and cost estimating relationships. This 
cost, shown on 1 ine 1030, was reduced as data was val idated by the point 
design definitions. 
4.2.11 LAND COSTS 
The 1 and costs were def ined for a site with an area of 1.2 times the rotor 
diameter by 1.5 times the rotor diameter. A land buffer between machines was 
not used. At 'the rate of $750 per acre, the cost is shown on 1 ine 1110 of 
Table 4-1. 
Within a cluster, costs for the roadway and transm iss ion 1 ine right-of-way 
were calculated for a fixed cluster power rating. The allocation to each unit 
depends on diameter, as shown on line 1140. 
4.2.12 CLUSTER COSTS 
Cl uster-re 1 ated costs refl ect the cost of transmiss ion 1 ine construct ion, at 
i-', 
the rate of roughly $90,000 per mile for 69kV and the cost per unit of the 
grid connection sUbstations. Roadbed improvement is included in the 
transmission 1 ine cost. The per unit cost data was developed from a 150 MW 
farm with each unit placed at intervals of 10 times the rotor diameter to 
permit wind recovery between units. 
The substat ion cost depends on the power rat ing, as shown in 1 ine 1240 of 
Table 4-1. The cost per unit of the transmission line and road improvement 
" 
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varied with the rotor diameter and the product of the rotor diameter and 
power, as shown on line 1250 of Table 4-1. 
4.2.13 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE (O&M) 
Operat ing and ma intenance costs are based on a two-sh ift ma intenance crew for 
the 150 M~J cluster and expenClable suppl ies. Maintainabil ity data confirmed 
that the costs for unscheduled failures. repair times, and scheduled 
maintenance were wit/lin the crew costs. As shown on 1 ine 1340 of Table 4-1, 
~the costs per unit Clepend on the rotor diameter and the power rating. 
4.2.14 TRANSPORTATION 
Transportation costs, shown on line 240 of Table 4-1, are related to the sum 
of the weights of the system components. Increased costs for large loads that 
are Clifficult"to ship were included originally, but were el iminated since they 
were found to be unnecessary. The shipping cost is based on a 2000 mile trip 
from the factory to the site. 
4.2.15 PERFORMANCE 
The system performance was computed from an envelope power coefficient curve 
that varies with solidity. Wind duration characteristics were converted from 
the reference height of the anemometer to hub height. The wind speed at the 
hub height was used over the full rotor diameter, with appropriate corrections 
for tilt, teeter, elastic deflection and yaw error. 
Drivetrain and electrical system losses were included in the calculation of 
grid power. Gearbox and rotor bearing losses were based on fixed and variable 
losses: 
(Gearbox) P t = P. -(0.015) (PR + [Po /PRJ) ou 1n' 1n 
Electrical losses were treated Similarly: 
(Electrical) Pout = Pin-(A) (P R + [p;rIPRJ1.8)_(0.015)(P irl PR)1.8 
where PR = Rated output pOwer 
Pout = Power out of item 
P out = Power input to item 
and A varies with PR; it is approximately equal to 0.0'14 
4 -14 
The exponent of 1.8 in the equation for electrical ,losses matches vendor 
data. This term is well known for losses that in21uderesistive losses 
( proportional to r2R), hysteres is,. and eddy current losses. The 1 ast term 
reflects transmission losses between the generator and·the grid tie. 
Energy was calculated from the area under the output power versus wind speed 
curve, for wind speeds between the cut-in speed (14 mph) and the cut-out speed 
(45-60 mph) The design whd duration Weibull curve is",~efined by: 
where 
p (v~.vl)=e[ -(Vj /ch 
V, Vl are in meters/sec at 32.8 ft. 
C = 7.17 meters/sec 
K = 2.29 
The design variable wind shear chare:cteristic used to extrapolate the design 
wind to hub elevation Z is: 
where 
= (Z/ZR)a 
= ao[l - log(VR)/log(VH)] 
= Wind speed at elevation Z (m/s) 
= Wind speed at elevation ZR (m/s) 
= Elevations in consistent units 
= 0.35, zero speed shear exponent 
= 67 mis, homogeneous wind speed 
\) 
Cumulative annual distributions of the hub height design wind speed and 
typica 1 net output power are shown in Figure 4-3. 
The calculated energy was reduced by start-up, shutdown, speed shift, and 
auxil iary power energy values, then multipl ied by an availability factor to 
obtain average annual net energy. 
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HUB CUMULATIVE MOD - SA (304.2) WIND-POWER & ENERGY 
V(MPH) & MW*10 AT ZH FT 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 
o 10 
MW x 10 
S.L. 
MPH 
20 30 40 
NET GWH AT 250 FT ASL = 22.42 
AF = 100% AND LOSSES = 1 GWH 
NR = 100%, RATING = 7300 KW 
50 60 70 80 90 100 
CUMULATIVE 'PROBABILITY, PERCENTILE 
Figure 4-3 Output power and Wind Speed Cumulative Distribution 
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4.3 SUBSYSTEM TRADE-OFF STUDIES 
4.3 .n I NTRDDUCTI ON 
" Eight major trade-off studies were conducted dur ing the conceptual des ign 
phase. These studies are summarized in Table 4-2. The results of four of 
these stud ies, torque control, system speed, gearbox conf igurat ion, and rotor 
stopp ing techn ique, were changed in the preliminary and final des ign pi1ases 
" 
after studies that'reassessed the technical risks. The reasons for change are 
noted in this section, and are discussed in detail in section 5. The 
trade-off studies were performed both in parallel and lin series with the size 
optimization study, so that the best Y'esults were included in the design. 
The criteria for evaluating each trade-off are shown in Table 4-3, the summary 
scOre sheet. Each criterion received a qual itative or quantitative score. 
The cost of energy was the major dec id ing factor, but the other measures, 
including qualitative (best, 2nd best, etc.) factors~" were necessary for an 
adequate eva 1uat ion. Techn ica 1 cr iteria and measures of performance were 
tabulated for each, trade-off study. For example, cost, re1 iabil ity, 
,) 
complexity, and the risks that factory or field assembly would involve, were 
carefully examined in the blade material study. In a trade-off study, a 
possible design was evaluated against either the basel ine configuration or a 
moael that developed from the baseline configuratIon • 
. The costs for the trade-off items were calculated for the 100th unit in a 1000 
- --"~-:~~ 
un if"product ion run, produced commerc ia lly accord ing to a manufacturing p1 an. 
~",,,,, " 
Special facilities, spares, or maintenance costs were also included, ifihey 
were appropriate. This plan was designed to meet wind power goals in a 
competitive market, with volume production. The f1QW chart and schedule by 
which the trade-off studies and size opt.imization were performed is shown in 
Figure 4-4. 
The baseline syst'em optimization and the evolution of the design is described 
by the solid-1in~ path. The dashed lines indicate several alternatives. The 
following are brief descriptions of the various steps labeled on Figure 4-4. 
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Figure 4-4 System Configuration Selection logic· Flow 
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Table 4-2. ~'ajor Trade Studiesand Sel ection at 
the Conceptual Deslg'n Review 
Study Alternate Considered Selection 
Blade Mater'a.~ • Fiberglas (Epoxy I: Polyester) • Wood Epoxy 
• flee! 
• Wood Epoxy 
Blade Articulation • Independent Coned Blades • Teetered Rotor 
. 
• Teetered Rotor 
Wind Orientation • l"pwtnd • Upwind 
• Downwind .. 
TorqLle Control • Flaps • Partial Span 
Part ial Span Control Control • 
. 
-
Tower Height • Ground Clearance 25' to 125' • 50: Ground 
Clearance 
.. 
System RPM • One Speed • Two Speed Mechanism 
• 1wo Speed Mechanl~m (l"p to 2:1) 1. 3:1 ~ee-j Ratto 
• Tv.'o Sp4;!ed Electric (t:p to 2:1) 
Gea"box/Sacelle • Separate Gea.l'Lox • Hotor Integl'ated 
Configuration 
• Integral Gearbox Gearbox 
• Rotor Integrated Gearbox 
Rotor Stopping • Partial Span Control • Partial Span 
Technique Stopping Control 
• &'opping Brake 
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Attributes 
• Ltilltest Weight 
• Lowest Cost 
• Allows Upwind 
• Least Tech Risk 
• Lowest Cost 
• Lowest Cost 
• Lowest Sound 
• Low~st Cos:. 
• Most Reliable 
9:artllP 
• Cost Insensitive 
25 1 to 75' 
• Can move in 
either direction to 
2ccommodatc 
other drivers 
• Greater Energy 
Capture 
• Lower Cae 
• System Flexibility 
• Most Efficient 
System 
• Lowest Weight 
• Lowest Coe 
• Significant Stopping 
Torque Mar~j.,tI. 
• No Ne1l.' Hudware feT 
Thts F~lture 
1 • [.t)~est Coe 
.. 
r~-" ,."~,~.....,..".,, "- ,,"~", -
. Tabl e 4-3. Trade-Off Summary Score Sheet (Format) 
,r 
Item Units Baseline Trade A Trade B Remarks 
Design Complexity (Qllal) 
Manufactllring Complexity (QIlal) 
" 
Transportation ($) 
',: 
Erection ($) 
Reliability (QIlal, Ii) 
Maintainability, O&M (Qllal, $) 
-j Availability (%) 
Environmental Impact (DB-SPL) 
SollDd, TVI 
:-: 
Safety (Qllal) 
.i 
Technical Risk (Qllal) 
Trade SpecifiC Items 
Weight (K lb) 
Installed Cost (K$) 
Annllal Energy Captllre (GWH) 
Maximllm Efficiency (%) 
I 
Plant Factor (%) 
Cost of Energy (i/KWh) 
.J 
.' Recommendation _________ _ 
, 
I 
I 
\ 
1 
I, 
! 
, 
l ~ 
}j 
(lA) Th i s step represents the size opt imizat ion of the upwind baseline 
system. The objective of this task was to determine the combination 
of diameter, rated power, rotor speed, rotor speed ratio and solidity 
that resulted in the lowest cost of energy. The baseline was updated 
accord ingly. Th is study conta ined an eval uat ion of both one- and 
two-speed rotor operation. 
(2A) Variat ions in blade tip 1 ength, feather rate, and rotor precone' and 
tilt were analyzed to further refine and lower the cost of the 
baseline system. 
(lB) & (2B) These steps comprise the independent coning trade-off study, 
which was conducted in parallel with the baseline optimization 
(lA and 2A). Parameter variation studies were performed similarly to 
the baseline study, but over a smaller range. The appropriate weight 
and cost estimating relationships for the blade and hub, and the 
energy capture algorithms, were used to reflect the differences in 
design. A choice between the best independently-coned rotor and the 
current baseline was made. That choice became the new baseline. 
(3A) This' step included trade-off studies and refined the baseline. 
During this time, improved cost estimates became available from the 
vendors and system s iz ing parameters were re-eval uated. Stud ies on 
tower height, hub extens ion and a irfo i 1 type were performed. The 
tower height study assessed the increase in cost versus the increased 
energy capture for a higher tower. The hub extension study assessed 
the costs of making an extra foot or more of hub instead of a foot of 
blade. Shipping considerations were a factor in the hub extension 
study, so it was deferred until an optimum rotor diameter had been 
established. The output of this step was the best upwind, compoSite 
blade configuration. 
(lC) The wood, steel and TFT glass fiber composite blade designs were 
deferred until this step in order to allow the blade subcontractors 
to develop better cost est imat ing procedures. The wood and steel 
materials were analyzed for a smaller range of sizes than the glass 
fiber composite, since initial cost data for the materials allowed 
the selection of the appropriate material arrangement at a size near 
the optimum rotor diameter, which was found in step lA. 
(10) This step analyzed a downwind system of the same size as the optimum 
upwind system. Previous studies by GE and by Boeing indicated that 
there was not much difference in the cost of upwind and downwind 
configurations. However, if independent coning had been selected for 
the baseline configuration, the dOWnwind rotor would have had a lower 
cost of energy, because the blade would deflect away from the tower. 
However, rotor noise might have been a problem. 
(lE, 2E & 3E) Blade torque control studies began early. Costs for the 
fina 1 torque control des igns .were compared to the des ign for part ia 1 
span control. Only the optimum system was designed. The final 
decision was deferred, to coincide with the blade material selection, 
since the Choice of blade material might affect the choice of a 
torque control system. 
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(4A) The selections made in this step were used to define the point 
designs for the final costing. The pOint designs of the optimum 
system. and systems +25% in rotor diameter were analyzed. The 
resulting costs were -compared with earl ier estimates used in the 
parametric s iz ing 'stud ies and configurat ion trade-offs. The 
re lat ionsh ips used in these studies wer,e updated to incorporate the 
new data. 
(IF) A free, or passive, yaw system was to be considered only if the final 
design was a downwind system. 
(IG) Des ign improvement trade-off studies were conducted throughout the 
conceptual design phase. Periodically, the results of these studies 
were incorporated into the baseline design •• 
Model 104.5 was the outcome of the conceptual des ign stud ies. Th is 
configurat ion and the trade-off and size stud ies were reviewed extens ively by 
llE and NASA before proceeding to the prel iminary design phase. Descriptions 
of the eight major trade-off studies in Table 4-2 follow. 
4.3.2 BLI\UE MATERIAL STUDY 
An extensive trade-off study eva I uated blades made of TFT re inforced gl ass 
fiber, steel and l.aminated wood and epoxy, based on the cost of the IOoth 
unit. The results of this study indicated that laminated wood and epoxy was 
the most effective material for a rotor with a large diameter. TFT glass 
fiber was a close second, and steel was a distant third. Other composite 
materials, such as filament-wound glass fiber, were not evaluated because the 
resources were insufficient. 
Figure 4-5 is a flow-plan outl ining the sal ient features of the study. The 
stuaies establ ished material allowables, developed a parametric data base, 
performed many size and configurat ion eva I uat ions at the system level, and 
evaluated the cost of the material and configuration. All of these tasks were 
performed with three support ing subcontractors: Ch icago Bridge & Iron (CBl) 
for the steel studies, Structural CompOSites, Inc. (SCI) for the TFT glass 
fiber studies, and Gougeon Brothers, Inc. (GBI) for the wood studies. All the 
subcontractors were ma inta ined on contract throughout the conceptua I des ign 
phase, to proviae design and costing support, 
The subcontractors aeveloped parametriC cost and weight data, based on early 
load data. These costs, in terms of dollars-per-pound for chordwise, blade 
sections of different sizes, capable of carrying different loads, determined 
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the costs of various blade configurations, using a GE computer program, called 
SECTION. The program determined the weight and cost of a blade using 
parametric data, including configuration, loads, material and properties, and 
power rating. Mdny configurations were, evaluated by SECTION, to determine the 
optimum cost and weight characteristics for each mdterial. 
Tile b laae configurat ion conta ined joints assoc iated with part ia 1 span control, 
and a root joint ,dnd a fie I d jo int requ ired by sh ipp ing cons iderat ions. The 
subcontractors provided cost and weight data for these joints. Parametric 
cost and weiyht udta for the joints were integrated into the program. 
Tile results of the parametric study is sUlTlnariled in Figures 4-6. The curve 
of cost and weiyht versus size is clearly exponential. The figure shows that 
the wooel blade weighs the least and is the least costly. The prel iminary 
evaluat ion of aerodynamics indicated that the NACA series 64XXX airfoil 
operat ing in d flow reg ime between 1 aminar and turbulent, allows the 
thickness-to-chorel ratio to increase 30% to bO% without any noticeable 
eleterioration in performance. This airfoil series, as shmm in Figure 4-7, is 
concave near the trailing edge, so i~-c~,ould not be suitable for welded steel 
or glass fiber winding without a c~stly development program. The use of 
female lIIolos in building the wood blade allows the 64XXX airfoil to be used 
without increased manufacturing costs. 
When the trade-off study was completed, laminated wood and epoxy was selected 
as the baseline material. However, wood and glass fiber ranked so closely, 
that conceptual elesigns were completed for both glass fiber and wood blades. 
The two subcontractors, SCI and GBI, prepared cost analyses for blades 300, 
400, and 500 ft. in diameter, using the geometry and skin thickness defined by 
GE. 
The normalized costs for a unit of each material, produced in volume, is 
summarized in Table 4-4. 
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Table 4-4. Conceptual Design - Cost and ~/eight of the lOOth Unit 
Diameter - Ft. 300 350 
Field Joint Req'd. No No 
Cost - K! 
Fiberglass 135.2 159.4 
Wood 89.7 138.8 
Steel 170.6 247.1 
Welsht - K-Lbs. 
Fiberglass 98.9 125.0 
-~-' 
Wood 51. 3 75.6 
Steel 165.0 261. 0 
// 
II 
400 500 
Yes Yes 
. 299.1 636.1 
183.7 360.2 
363.0 689.6 
244.3 716.9 
139.5 318.8 
." 
395.0 800.0 
• Std. labor rates 
- S. E. U. S. 
• Construct OH 
- Direct lab. support 
,- Mat' 1. burden 
- Dlr. lab. OH 
• Con,>l:ruct G&A 
• Depreciation 
Plant - S. I.. @ 30 }TS. 
Equip. - s. L. @ 20 yrs. 
• Cost Ilf money 
Assume 2570 front 
Fin 75'* @ 12'* 
- Plant - 30 
- Equip - 20 
• Profit 6<;( aft. tax 
- Assume 45'i[ state & 
fed. tax 
Notes: 1. Normalized 100th unit costs based on subcontractor quotes. 
2. One set 1. e. two blades plus joints. 
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The costs evaluated for the conceptual design supported the selection of 
wood. The materials were also evaluated at the system level, as shown in 
Tab le 4-5. Th~' lower costs of energy and the reduct ion in risk to the 
program, based on the performance of the wood blades in MOD-OA, also endorsed 
the selection of wood. A more detailed description of this study is given in 
VA 1 ume. II 1, sect ion 4. 1 • 
Table 4-5. Blade t1aterial Trade-Off at the System Level 
Item UnJt:. UIIM,.illl' A II Ht!marklf 
Blade Malorlal Fibt:r"loss "oocl Steel 
Complcxily I/uol iJHttclinc Less LeS5 Procest> control 
Trnnspurtution K $ UUfil.'linr 23 I":ili 26 morc Weight dependent 
Hclil'~illty I/uol IIRlicline SHllle ~ltmc 
Maintainability. OaM I/ua! BlltlcHnc S.,mc More Pu'inting 
Availability , BOIiCJine Same Semc .1' pal 
t;nyiruRu!.Hul I/uol BUKt.·Ji,1l' Sume TVI Wurst> TVI Mutcriu. dependent 
M'SS sUUnt) ~Sfi Sound Speed dependent 
S.rety I/uol Husclinc Smne Less Single SlfOCI loud puth 
Rlhk Quol HHsclinc I.c:o.s Some MOD-OA hi. tory 
Diameter t't 402 400 400 -. 
'rip tipct'd Ft/Scc 400 350 325 Wood. Fiberglusti Optinlizcd 
Welsht K LB 
InHlalled cost K $ (1980) 
Annun. e.u!rgy cflpture OWH 
Cost 01 energy "KWH(980) 
A "IINCcI on pnrumctric duta 
" HUttcd on 3/Bl CONt dnl. 
e EXlrupulnled 
1349 
3602 
20.56 
3.33 
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1209 1627 ® 3/81 WCER 100lh unil 
3366 4100 ® 3/81 WeER IOOth unit 
11.21 11.'0 © Lower wood CP - l 
13.321 3.10 Wood hOB Imlst C(I!it. risk 
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4.3.3 BLADE ARTICULATION STUDY 
The NASA MOD-O and MOD-l wind turbines used, a rigid rotor. Each blade was 
firmly attached to a stiff hub. The rigid rotor is not me~hanically complex, 
out each blade must react airloads independently. Large vibratory moments are 
transferred through the hub to the drivetrain, bedplate" and tower~ The 
teetering rotor was recommended by the MOD-1A study to reduce loads. It was 
adopted in later designs, including Boeing's MOD-2 and Hamilton Standard's 
WTS"-4. The teetered rotor was selected as the basel ine configuration for the 
MOD-5A. During the conceptual design, the rigid hub was not considered. ,; 
However, a trade-off study was performed for an independently coned 
configuration, in which each blade has its own flap hinge. Figure 4-8 shows 
this hub configuration, and the rigid hub and teeter hub configuration. 
(I 
The potential load rel ief provided by independent coning was the motivation 
for investigating this configuration. In the teetered rotor configuration, no 
.' 
flapwise moments are transmitted to the fixed system, and vibratory blade root '.: 
moments are approx imate ly half those of a rigid rotor. Independent con ing 
provides even more load rel iet. In the independent cone configuration the 
blade.Jlap hinges are near the center of rotation. No flapwise moments are 
transmitted to the fixed system, and both steady and vibratory flapwisec 
moments at the blade root are zero. As shown in Figure 4-8, the blade a lwaY3 
seeks an equil ibrium flap angle so that the root lIIoment caused by airloading'! , 
isba 1 anced\by the. centr ifuga 1 restor ing moment. The reduct ion in bend ing 
, 
moment on the inboard port ions of the blade and hub reduce the structure 
needed in these areas. 
For this study, rotor design loads were calculated for the teetered 'and 
independently coned configurations. Comparative weights and costs were 
derived from these des ign loads. Simultaneously, the performance and 'e;')<;!rgy 
" capture of botty configurations were computed. The energy capture and cost 
data were combined to furnish the cost of energy of the two configurations. 
The final decision between the two configurations was based on this 
information and qual itative factors. The cost of other components of the 
system were not significantly differentil\ so the costs of energy were based 
only on the rotor. \\ 
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At this tim~ the MOD-SA basel ine configuration was an upwind teetered rotor, 
with gO of shaft tilt. Independent coning was best implemented by a 
downwind rotor, because of tower clearance considerations, so the study 
focused on th is configurat ion. Deta i1ed .compal'isons were made at a diameter 
of 350 ft. However, enough conceptual design data was generated to extend the 
results to other sizes. The results of the study are highlighted below. 
The efficiencies of the teetered and independently coned rotors are shown in 
Figure 4-9. The maximum efficiency was 3.5% less for an independently coned 
rotor. The percentage of loss becomes less at higher tip speed ratios in 
lower wind speeds, because the b"lades do not cone as much in that range of 
speeds. 
The power coefficient versus the velocity ratio, shown in Figure 4-9, 
determined the energy capture of the teetered and independently coned rotors. 
The performance of the teetered rotor was adjusted for the 90 tilt, and the 
performance of the downwind independently coned rotor was adjusted for tower 
shadow blockage. Each of these deduct ions amounted to approx imate1y 1%. 
Although the difference in the maximum power coefficient was 3.5%, the loss in 
energy capture with the independently coned configuration was, only 2%. This 
was because at low wind speeds, the difference in efficiency is less than 
3.5%, and at wind speeds above the rating the efficiency does not matter. 
Rotor cost and weight estimates were developed for each configuration on the 
baSis of the design loads. Blade limit loads are shown in Figure 4-10. The 
difference in chord bend ing loads was due to lower grav ity moments on the 
lighter, independently coned blades. These chord loads were not design 
drivers for either configuration. The limit flap bending loads, however, were 
des ign factors and independent con ing had a significant advantage in th is 
area. F1apwise fatigue loads were also design factors at some blade spanwise 
locations. Independent coning had a decided advantage, particularly at the 
inboard blade stations, as shown in FiglJ.re 4-11. 
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The lower loads associated with the independently coned rotor allowed a 30% 
savings in blade and hub weight, as indicated in Table 4-6. The total rotor 
cost was reduced by a smaller percentage, because, although the hub was 
lighter, it was more complex. 
The trade-off summary sheet is in Table 4-7. Substantially reduced rotor 
loads on the independently coned rotor resulted in a significant savings in 
rotor weight. On the other hand, the energy capture of the independently 
coned rotor was 2% less than that of the teetered rotor. The savings were not 
qu ite enough to overcome th is difference in energy capture, although the cost 
of energy of the coned rotor was within .5% of the cost of energy of the 
teetered rotor. There were two other reasons for us ing the teetered rotor. 
The downwind coned rotor generated much more noise than the upwind teetered 
rotor and the teetered rotor was' less of a risk because it had been 
extensively analyzed and tested on recent wind turbine generators. 
Consequently, the independently coned rotor was dropped from consideration in 
the MOO-5A program. 
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Table 4-6. Trade-Off Score Sheet. Independent Coning vs. Teetering 
Item Units Buellne Ind/Cone Remarks 
Design Complexity (Qual) Buellae (-) Hub 
Manufacturing 
Complexity ~ual) (-) Hub structure Assessed 
1.37 Complexity Factor 
Transportation ($) . Saves $9K Llghtsr Weight 
Erection ($) Even More Parts but 
Rellablllty (Qual. ') Even Less Sensltlve to Gusts 
Maintallliablllt¥. O&M (Qull. $) (-) 2 More Bearings 
Avallablllty (Cl) Even 
Environmental Impact (DP-SPL) (-) Higher Sound - Downwind 
Sound, TVI (Greater than .10 dB) 
Safety ~ual) (+) Less Sensitive to Gusts 
Technical Risk ~ual) See Remarks • In Field, le88 risk 
because of reduced 
gust sensitivity 
• ProgrammatiC -Engineering DeSign 
more straightforward 
with baseline 
Trade SpecifiC Itsma 
Blades 
Hub 
Energy Capture 
Weight (K Lb.) Baseline Saves 63.5 Result of Major 
Installed Cost (K $) Saves 47.5 Rewctlon In Loads 
Annual Energy Capture (GWH) Loses 2% 
lfaxlmum Efficiency (Cl) .43 .415 I Plant Factor (%) Baseline· Same 
Cost of Energy (lif/KWH) .. Approx. 1/2% 
Higher 
Recommendation - Baseline Upwind Teetering 
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-Table 4-7. Weight and Cost Summary for 350-ft. Rotor 
Baseline Ind. Conlag 
Blade. (lb. ) 124,200 79,600 
Hub (lb.) 92,500 73,600 
Total 216,700 153,200 
Delta I -63,500 I 
Blade. ($) 188,000 116,500 
Hub ($) 152.000 1851 000 
Total 340,000 301,500 
Delta I -38,500 I 
NOTE: Costa are baaed OD 100th UDlt 
4.3.4 UPWIND OR DOWNWIND ROTOR STUDY 
The ~IOD-5A proposal was for a coned rotor, downwind of the tower. As a result 
of analysis and technical direction from NASA, the configuration was changed l ,,-
to an unconed rotor, upwind of the tower. 
An upwind rotor involves the least aerodynamic interaction between the tower 
and rotor. The upwind location was favored from an energy capture standpoint, 
because it prevented the tower from blocking a small region in the rotor swept 
area. This blockage created large cycl ic load variations in the blade and 
tower structures of a downwind rotor. Even though a small reduction in the 
wino,upwind of the cylindrical tower 'was predicted by potential flow theory, 
the impact of this reduction on cycl ic loads and noise was minor compared to 
that of the downwind rotor, because the angle of attack change was small. 
4-37 
The disadvantages of the upwind configuration were a need for blade to tower 
clearance, and the impracticality of a free yaw or a coned rotor. The elastic 
deflection of the blade, caused by thrust loading, was towards the tower. 
Adequate clearance for this deflection and teeter motion had to be provided. 
Straight rotor and tilted rotor configurations were examined to provide blade 
to tower clearance; a 90 tilt was chosen. The tilt reduced the rotor swept 
area, thereby reducing the energy capture and raising the cost of energy. 
However, this tilted rotor cost of, energy was less than that with a vertical 
rotor. The vertical rotor required a longer bedplate with higher moment 
loading caused by the greater offset distance of the rotor's center of gravity 
from the tower. Sound was minimized because of the increased tower clearance 
from the tilt. 
The tilted rotor produced a yaw torque when ore:';::ting. The torque had to be 
considered when the size of the yaw restraint and drive system was 
established. A downwind rotor, with no rotor tilt, would have avoided this 
requirement, but since the yaw restraint and drive system was not costly and 
was needed for maintenance, the upwind orientation was favored. 
A conell rotor, wh ich woul d balance the thrust loads, with the centr ifuga 1 
loads, was not practical in the upwind orientation, because of tower clearance 
factors. Coning is not advantageous for shutdown loads on the portions of the 
blade that experience reverse thrust caused by the act ion of the contro 1 
surface. 
The main advantag(!'~;;f a downwind rotor was the reduced concern over blade 
deflection. The abi'l ity to accommodate a coned rotor, and the potential for 
free yaw operat ion w!~re also advantageous. 
One drawback of the downwind rotor was that the rotor thrust load moment adds 
/1 .~ 
to, rather than subtracts from, the rotor weight moment at the yaw bearing. 
This problem, and an increasing weight moment caused by coning and',elastic 
deflection, resulted in higher structural loads and cost in the yaw area. 
Also", the fabrication cost of the' hub section for a coned rotor was 
significantly higher than the cost of a more uniform hub section for an 
unconed rotor. The benefits of coning were not balanced by the added cost of 
the more complex center blade. 
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As shown 1n Table 4-8, the Upwind orientation with an unconed, tilted rotor 
pl'oduces a system with a lower cost of energy than the best downwind 
configurat ion. Consequently. the upwind rotor was selected as the basel ine 
system for the final design. 
',' I 
':::::: 
• i 
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Table 4-8 Summary of the Upwind vs Downwind Trade-Off i) 
ITEM UlIlTS UPWIND DOWNWIND REHIIRKS 
ROTOR DETAIL 9· TILT go RECONE TILT FOR CLEARANCE, COrlE FOR LOADS 
RELIEF. FOR MODEL 102 (350 FT) 
BLADE WI KLB ,OASELINE -20 WEIGIIT SAVINGS DUE TO LOADS RELIEF 
HUB WT KLB +19 MORE COMPLEX IIUD FROM p~EcorlE 
ROTOR COST K$(1980) +45 OLADE COST DECREASES LESS TIIAN IIU8 
COST INCREASE 
YAW COST K$(1980) + YAII DRIY( IS -6K FOR PASSIVE. OUT ~ 
BEIIRING COST WILL INCIIEIISE DUE TO .<=-~~ 
LARGER OVERIIANG liND ADDITIVE MOMENT 
COMPLEXllY QUAL WORSE DUE TO IIUB FABRICATION 
ENViRONMENTAL QUAL WorlSE 10 08 IIIGIiER SOUND LEVELS DOWI/WIND 
RISK QUAL SAME 0 
ENERGY CAPTURE GWII/YR -.36 PR£CONE AND TOWER SIUIDOW EFFECT 
HllXlMUM Cp -3.61 rRECONE 
0& M COST $/YR(198D) SliME 
TOTAL COST KS(19BO) +45+ YIIW BEARING COST INCREASE NOT ESTI-
HllTED 
COST Of ENERGY e/KWII(19BO) +.054 
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4.3.5 TORQUE CONTROL STUDY 
During a trade-off study of torque control methods, the basel ine partial span 
control was compared with a flap control. (Later in the program the flaps 
became known as aileroils.j The comparison was made when the') blade was made of 
glass fiber. The partial span control involved the outer 25% of each blade, 
and the flap control involved the outer 50% of each blade and 30% of the 
trailing edge, as shown in Figure 4-12. 
1. Flaps were operationally inferior to partial span control because a 
motor-assisted_poost was required tq start the rotor. They were also 
1 ess effect ive at lower rotor speeds. In add it ion, b lade deflect ion 
limited the flap length to approximately 10 ft. 
2. The reI iabil ity, availabil ity and maintainabil ity assessment ranked 
flaps lower, because the number of components was greater. . 
If' 
3. Ten independent flap sections ter blade were required versus one 
partial span control. Five times as many hydraulic jOints, actuators, 
hinges, and attachment points were required for two flap sections 
driven by one actuator. The failure rate of the flap system would be 
higher since there are five times as many items to fail. 
Consequently, availability would be lower. 
4. The flap system extends to 50% of the span. The area beyond 25% of 
the span back from the tip of the 400-ft. diameter rotor cannot be 
reached by a utility truck with a 100-ft. lift. More elaborate 
procedures would be required to get access to part of the flap control. 
The flap system was an inferior choice from the point of view of performance, 
operating and maintenance. The concept could be rejected if its cost 
advantages were not enough to offset the disadvantages. Since the absolute 
cost differences were not defined, a relative difference between the two" 
concepts was estimated. The basic blade materials were assumed to cost and 
weigh the same, ignoring for the moment, hardware for flap hinges, actuators, 
the mechanism, and field joints. This assumption was logical assuming the 
blades had the same geometry, loads, and construction. The flap configuration 
required more complex production and handl ing. For the lengths of interest 
and for 300 to 400 ft. diameters, the TFT blade with a partial span control 
was wound in two major pieces and the fl ap blade was wound, in three major 
pieces, the inboard, outboard and fl ap sect ions. The fl ap sect ion is cut into 
the individual flaps. The attachment of <;ten . flap sections with hinges and 
actuators was a more complex operation than the attachment of one partial span 
control section actuator. 
ii 
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" The flap configuration was est\i,mated to require 50% more labor. The 
difference in cost was about l1~,s'ince the labor content of the blade was 22%. 
The hardware costs were assumed to be the same for flaps and partial span 
control mechanisms, although it was possible that five small sets of fHlp 
hardware cost more than one large partial span control. 
Thus, the only other cost sav ings woul d arise if the part ia I span contro I 
required an extra field joint. An extra joint would be required only if the 
blade diameter was 350 to 400 ft., whlch would mean that the inboard section 
of the blade could not be shipped in one piece. An estimate from SCI 
indicated a field joint would be 9% of the blade cost. Thus, below 350 ft. 
the partial span control had a clear cost advantage. Above 350 ft., the cost 
of the two concepts were equal, especially when the extra starting motor for 
the flaps was considered. 
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Figure 4-12 Control Flap Equivalent of 25% Partial Span Control 
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During conceptual design, flap control was shown to be technically inferior, 
and was shown to have operat'ing and maintenance disadvantages. The study is 
summarized in Table 4-9. Flap control was re.jected and the basel ine partial 
span control concept was retalned. 
Table 4:"9. Summary of Torque Control Study 
" . 
PSC Flao ConfiQuration Item Units Baseline J:lU Ula 350 Dla 
, 
Design Complexity Qual. + 
- -
r~anf. Complexity Qual. + 
-
-
-
RAi~ Qual. + , 
- -Tech. Risk Qual. + 
- -
, 
Safety Qual. 0 0 0 
Rel. Wt. 
-
0 0 0 
Rel. Cost 
-
0 
-
0 
Re1. COE 
-
0 
-
0 
. 
+ is ~avorable, - is unfavorable, 0 is ,neutral. 
This study was reevaluated during the final design. The blade was made of 
laminated wood and epoxy and the partial span control was a substantial steel 
fabrication that was attached to the blade through tapered, bonded studs. As 
the design developed, the weight of the partial span control grew from about 
20,000 lb. per blade to nearly 40,000 lb. Il,er blade. This weight influenced 
grav ityl oads and decr-eased the b 1 ade'e last ic bending frequency. The 
frequency was near a strong 2 per revolution excitation and would have meant a 
further increase in loads and size. 
NASA also obtained te,~t data from the flap control on the r~OD-O test machine. 
(At this point, the f<-1aps became knpwn as ailerons.) A 30% chord and a 38% 
chord .a ileron control were designed for the MOO-5A. Wind tunnel testing, 
cjescr ibed in sect ion 8.4.2, prov ided' much better performance data than the 
data available during conceptual design. A three-actuator aileron arrangement 
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on the ci!ter 40% of each blade appeared to.be feasible and cost effective. 
" The nina1{basel ine also included a variable SPeed gener,ator subsyst~m that 
woul" be ab Je to motor the rotor during start-up, and could overcome the lack 
of starting torque asspciated with ailerons. 
" 
Because of the cost and weight reductions, ,avoiding joints between wood and 
steel, better blade frequency placement, and the availabil ity of test .data, 
a ilerons became the torque contro 1 method dur ing the final des ign. Th is 
change is described in detail in section 4.2 of Volume III. 
4.3.6 TOWER HEIGHT STUDY 
The original plan for optimizing the tower height was modified somewhat 
because of the des ign re 1 at ionsh ips between the tower, foundat ion, and the 
erection. Chicago Bridge and Iron (CBI) was the subcontractor responsible for 
these act ivit ies. Data from CBI, based on the cost of t,he lOOth un it, 
included ,the effects of f"ctory and field tower fabrication. Ground clearance 
became the significant variable for the evaluation,rather than tower height, 
since the height is half the rotor diameter plus ground clearance. This 
automatically adjusts tower height for various rotor diameters. 
Fat igue load ing was not a cr it ica 1 des ignf acto)' for the tower des ign, because 
the ratio of weld fatigue allowables to ultimate allowables was usually 
greater than the ratio of dispersed fat'igue to 1 imit load,,). Analyses of 
dynamics indicated that fatigue excitation was reduced by i.:~bO()t 10% with 
inc.reas.ingly high ground clearances, as a result of more uniform wind across 
the rotor disk. 
The results of the study indicated that tOll'er cost increases I inearly with 
increasing ground clearance. Energy capture varies slightly less than 
1 inearly, as a function of ground clearance. The initial study showed that 
the cost of energy is essentially constant from a minimum 25-ft. ground 
clearance to about 60 ft. for a rotor 400 ft. in diameter. Above 60 ft., the 
tower cost increases faster than the value of the additional energy captured, 
so cost of energy increases correspondingly. 
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The tower frequen_cy \\~as tuned by adjusting the tower height and by designing 
the conical bell '~ection of the tower so that it could be raised or lowered 
1 j, _ . 
for the same ground clearance. "1 A larger gt'ound clearance provided more 
;: \\ . 
latitude for tuning clnd the opportur.\ity to obtain a lower bending frequency. 
\. 
, ''-', -- " 
Access to the tip cont~ol mechanism from a 95 - 100 ft. lift util ity truck was 
a very useful feature. From a maintenance standpo,int, the ground clearance" 
should be about 50 ft. or less" since the tip length was approximately 50 ft. 
This maintenance consideration was not crucial, since an access door in the 
tower and blade support and access structure can be prov ided for approx imatel'y 
$5,000 of recurring cost. 
These results indicated that: 
I. Cost of energy is insensitive to groundclea,"ance from 25 ft. to 
60 ft., and increases w:"V,h increas.ing clearance. 
~. . ',,-
2. Access does not have a significant influence. 
3. The upper end of the clearance rapge provides the maximum design 
flexib·il ity. 
Therefore, 50 ft. was selected as the tower ground clearance at the end of the 
conceptual design phase, During the preliminary and final design phases, this 
select ion was evaluated further, cons ider ing cost, ma intenance, and frequency 
placement requirements. 
During prel iminary design, the ground clearance was changed from 50 ft. to 
40 ft. on mode I 204.5 and the sens it iv ity of the cost of energy to tower 
height was reevaluated. Relative costs and 
in Figure 4-13. Note that the slope of the 
relative energy capture are shown 
energy curve decreases, wh i I e til", 
" ) 
slope of the cost curve increases. This behavior resulted in a flat, then 
'increas ing curve of .cost of energy vs. ground clearance. 
The ground clearance was raised to 50 ft. for model 304.1 during the final 
design. This increase was necessary to lower the tower stiffness so that the 
f 
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Figure 4-13 Ground Clearance vs Cost Comparison 
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system bend ing frequency requ irements were satisfied. The NASA des ign wind 
shear characteristic is representative of an open plain, so wind speed 
increases significantly with height. Some good wind sites, however, have very 
1 ittle wind shear and,//therefore, very 1 ittle increase in energy with 
increases in tower height~ The lowest practical ground clearance was the most 
universally applicable. 
4.3.7 SYSTEM ROTATIONAL VELOCITY STUDY 
One of the key trade-off studies conducted during the conceptual design phase 
evaluated the impact of rotor speed on the cost of energy. Studies evaluated 
single-speed and two-speed operation. 
-" (---'" During the preliminary design, variable 
speed generat ion was invest igaTed, and rejected then because of its high cost 
of energy. In the final design phase, however, reduction of risk to the 
system led to the selection of a variable speed generator. The operating plan 
for the variable speed generator ~/as based on the conceptual des ign work, for 
a generator that delivers power in two speed ranges. 
Operation at a constant tip speed ratio, and maximum power coefficient is not 
pract ica lover the broad wind speed range from the cut-in to the cut-out 
speeds. The wind variation is 3:1 or more. This range of rotor speed is 
prohibited by system dynamics and equipment costs. Conceptual design studies 
showed that two-speed operation could capture 99% of the energy available with 
a constant tip speed ratio for wind velocities from the cut-in speed to the 
rating. A two-speed system also captures 2% more energy than an optimized 
single-speed system. 
Two-speed systems with ratios of up to 2:1 were studied. A ratio of 1.45:1 
had the lowest cost of energy for the 350 ft. rotor diameter, 4 MW system. 
Mechanical and electrical systems of two-speed operation .were examined. The 
mechanical system shifted gears in the gearbox, which increased rotor speed to 
generator speed. The l,!st stage of the gearbox had the shift mechanism and 
the more costly high torque planetary gear stages were not changed. 
i \ 
The gear changer that was studied could operate while the drivetrain was 
rotating, but not loaded. Two shift strategies, cold and warm, were 
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developed. In a cold Shift, the ~otor was stopped before the gears were 
shifted. In a warm shift, the shift was made while the rotor was turning. 
Warm sh ifts took less time than cold sh ifts. The warm sh ift occurred with the 
drivetrain u,nloaded. Drivetrain power was removed through the act ion of the 
rotor's aerodynamic controls. 
GE's ENCAPT and WINDOPT computer codes were used during the conceptual design 
" 
to compute the energy capture and the cost of the system for variations in the 
max imum tip speed and the rat io of the two rotor speeds. The system costs 
were computed for warm and cold shifts. Shift losses were included indirectly. 
Comparisons were made on the basis of a torque 1 imited system. The selected 
torque value during conceptual design was 2.333 mill ion ft.-lbs. The gear 
size with this value was, cons istent with the manufacturing capabil ity of 
Philadelphia Gear Corporation to make an epicycl ic unit with sleeve-type 
planet bearings. 
The site conditions. assumed for these studies were from Amarillo, Texas, based 
on PNL-Battelle's hourly wind data from October, 1978 through December, 1979. 
This information included data taken at height's of 9.1 m and 45.7 m. This 
oata was very similar to the Weather Bureau's data for Amarillo, Texas, taken 
over 10 years. 
PNL's wind data .was evaluated for the changes in wind speed that would prompt 
shifting between high gear and low gear. Static shifts for start-up were not 
inclu.ded, since the logic counted only changes between the cut-in and rated 
speeds in a wind speed band. 
For the evaluation, the data was sorted by 6-hour periods, and a cumulative 
probabil ity and wind power analYSis was performed. Wind data was sorted into 
1 m/s (2.237 mph) bins and the transit'ion of the 9 mls hin (from 8.0 to 
8.99 m/s) at a hub height of 250 ft. (76.2 m) was counted as a shift. This 
bin represents a hysteresis band for the shift of 17.9 to 20.1 mph at hub 
height. The raw data at 45.7 m was shifted to 76 m, using the design 
definition for variable wind shear. 
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As shown in Table 4-10, a total of 7258 hours of operation was expected in the 
design wind, 4222 hours at high speed and 3036 at lo~ speed. 752 shifts were 
pred icted. The sh ift log ic based a sh ift dec i~ion on a one-hour average wind 
speed without considering the number of shifts that' occurred in a period. 
Actual shift logic would 1 imit shifting to once per six-hour period. A. 
persistence analysis was also performed. As presented in Table 4-11, there 
were 1229 hours of operat ion at or above, tjle rated speed, and 5931 hours of 
,~ '~ 
operat ion between the cut-in and rated speeds; There were 375 start~ups, with 
205 start-ups for operation lasting 1[hdtlrS or less. 
1 f the 752 sh ifts are cold, each sh ift counts as a start-up and the tota 1 
number of start-ups would be 1127. ,As each start-up presents a significant 
change in mean loading, the total number of start-ups was important for 
determining fatigue I ife on some rotor and hub elements. A small contingency 
was added to the 1127 cycles and for a 30-year design life, 35,000 start-ups 
were used in fatigue, calculations. 
Shift losses are related to the quantity and type of sh.ifts. For Model 104.5, 
a warm shift wDuld take 4 minutes, losing 108.5 kW-hrs. and a cold shift would 
take 1O~4 minutes, los ing 321.7 kW-hrs per sh ift. At 3.5 cents/kW-hrs., a 
warm shift strategy would cost $2,601 per year in lost energy and a cold shift 
strategy would cost $7,713. An equivalent break-even hardware cost for the 
warm shift was $28,400. A warm shift design was used during the prel iminary 
design until model 204.3, when a cold shift strategy w,as adopted to reduce the 
risk of ov.erspeed, in spite of the increased cost of energy. 
The benefits of multi-speed operation are most dramatic where the single-speed 
power coefficient characteristic of the rotor is high, but narrow. Two-speed 
operat ion prov ides a much better avera 11 power coeff ic ient character istic, as 
shown in Figure 4-14. The basic MOD-5A rotor characteristic was fairly broad, 
so tiie benefits of two-speed operation were less dramatic, but were still 
sign if icant. 
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Table 4-10 Wind Speed Distribution in Amarillo, TX. 
~------------------------------------------~------~ 
DATA SCALED TO 76 M. BINS ARE 6 HOUR GROUPS 
AVERAGE WIND SPEED. 8.31 METERS PER SECOND 
poWER IN THE WIND,. 3329." KW-HR PER SQUARE METER PER YEAR 
DATA ANALYSIS BINS 27 AND 28 PLUS 1 BlN, OR MORE 
OUT OF RANGE mOM 9 BlN TO 9 BIN 
MPS 
(Moten per Se.ond) BIN 1-600 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
t:PSHlF'TS 27 
DO\\~SHlF'TS 28 
3 
33 
54 
121 
136 
224 
255 
236 
295 
277 
295 
220 
143 
129 
61 
39 
14 
7 
2 
4 
3 
1 
2 
1 
o 
o 
130 
7-1200 
3 ' 
58 
106 
136 
197 
253 
267 
218 
202 
179 
161 
114 
84 
71 
56 
30 
25 
15 
13 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
112 
13-1800 
3 
38 
99 
144 
197 
218 
229 
199 
264 
226 
152 
137 
92 
72 
52 
22 
15 
17 
10 
4 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
65 
TOTAL HOURS OF HIGH SPEED OPERA TION = .4222 
TOTAL HOURS OF LOW SPEED OPERATION = 3036 
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19-2400 
11 
31 
38 
74 
96 
149 
140 
142 
241 
234 
250 
155 
H8 
58 
48 
18 
6 
6 
6 
3 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
69 
SUM 
20 
160 
297 
475 
626 
844 
891 
795 
1002 
916 
858 
626 
437 
330 
217 
109 
60 
45 
31 
12 
5 
1 
2 
1 
o 
o 
376 
376 
CU:l1 
20 
180 
477 
952 
1578 
2422 
3313 
4108 
5110 
6026 
6884 
7510 
7947 
8277 
8494 
8603 
8663 
8708 
8739 
8751 
8756 
8757 
8759 
8760 
8760 
8760 
o 
o 
r 
Table 4-11 Persistence Analysis 
CONnNUOUS BELOW CUT-IN RATED TO ABOVE CUT-IN , 
HOURS CUT-IN TO-RATED CUT-OUT CUT-OUT TO CUT-OUT j 
1 105 109 lU 5 49 
2 11 ee 43 2 31 
3 35 83 31 0 23 
4 30 48 23 1 12 
5 24 38 24 0 13 
8 Z1 38 10 0 16 
7 21 27 20 0 9 
8 18 37 11 1 8 
9 12 25 10 0 3 
10 4 34 5 0 2: 
11 7 22 5 0 9 
12 4 15 3 0 10 
13 1 12 4 0 6 
14 7 13 2 0 10 
15 2 18 1 0 12 
16 3 13 0 0 6 
17 2 10 1 0 8 
18 1 10 0 0 6 
19 0 5 0 0 3 
20 0 6 1 0 9 
21 0 5 1 0 6 
ZZ 1 13 0 0 10 
23 1 3 0 0 7 
24 0 7 1 0 6 
25 0 4 0 C, 4 
26 0 1 0 0 3 
27 1 5 0 O. 4 
28 0 3 1 0 Z 
29 0 3 0 0 2 
30 0 3 0 0 5 
31 0 2 0 0 2 
32 0 1 0 0 2 
33 0 0 /~ 0 0 
34 0 0 '0 0 2 
35 0 0 0 0 1 
36 0 2 0 0 3 
37 0 0 0 0 1 
38 0 0 0 0 3 
39 0 1 0 0 2 
40 0 0 0 0 4 
U 0 0 0 0 1 
42 0 1 0 0 0 
43 0 0 0 0 G 
H 0 0 0 0 ' , 2 
45 0 0 0 0 ~ 
46 0 0 0 0 II 
47 0 1 0 0 I'. 
48 0 0 0 0 2 
49 to 177 0 9 0 0 30 
i SC~lllAnO" OF COU:-',.S I): PER.'tSTENCE COLU~INS 8760 1579 5931 1229 21 ?lOO 
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Figure 4-14 Benefits of Two-Speed Operation 
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The model 102.0 system was examined for the sensitiv'/iti~of energy capture to 
the rotor speed ratio. These results are illustrated in Figure 4-15, which 
shows that a broad range of rotor speed ratios yielder!> a fairly constant cost 
of energy. The best ratio for energy capture wasi:45. Further analysis on 
the model 104.2, illustrated in Figure 4-16, shows that the cost of energy was 
constant for ratios between 1.3 and 1.5. A smaller ratio was advantageous for 
tower bending and drivetrain torsional frequ~ncy placement, so a ratio of 1.3 
was selected. 
With this ratio, the gearbox flexibility could be controlled to provide a 
natural frequency below 0.9 per revolution (0.9P) at both speeds. The best 
tower bend ing frequency is above 1. lP, at the higher rotor speed, afl'j below 
1.8P at the lower rotor speed. Straddling the 2P line is also pral~tica1 if 
the necessary softness is difficult or expensive. An increase in roi~r speed 
is also practical to raise the critical freq!Jency window. These frequency 
characteristics were identified in the point'"design definitions during the 
conceptual design phase. 
When the model 102.0 system was operated at a 14% higher torque and 14% lower 
rotor speed, for the best single speed system, 96% of the ideal '''maximum Cp" 
rotor energy capture was obtained from operation below the rating. This 
statistic confirmed the fact that the rotor was already efficient, and that it 
had a broadh igh pOI"~r coeffic ient characterist ic. 
For two-speed operation, 99% of the ideal maximum power coefficient energy was 
captured. When compared with the best single-speed machine, total energy 
capture increased by 3%, and the cost of energy decreased by 4.4%. Operating 
time increased by 7%. 
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Figure 4-16 Sensitivity of Cost of (nergy to Rotor Speed Ratio 
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The results of the conceptual des ign phase evaluation are shown in 
Table 4-12. A mechanical, two-speed, warm-shift configuration was selected as 
the baseline for the preliminary design, with the foll'owing conclusions: 
( 1/ 1. Two-speed operation can capture a substantial amount of the 4 to 5% of 
,i the energy lost by a single-speed wind turbine from cut-in to raJ;ing 
"~ecause of the off-peak Cp operat ion. ' 
.2. Warm shifting is more cost effective tha:1 cold sh'ifting. 
3. For a cold-shift design, 35,000 start cycles are appropriate for 
fatigue. This number was used for design purposes •. _,It is not what 
the machine would see. ' 
4. Two-speed operation is cost effective, including deductions for shift 
loss, in warm or cold shifting systems. 
5. Electrical two-speed systems are less cost effective than mechanical 
two-speed systems. 
6. Constant velocity ratio implementation was not cost effective. 
4.3.8 GEARBOX MD NACELLE CONFIGURATION STUDY 
The gearbox was the component of the drivetrain that connects the 
generator. It was the most substantial element of the nacelle. 
, 
rotor to t.he 
,', 
The gearb~',\ 
converts the high rotor torque input from the low'speed shaft to a low torque, 
high speed output fOI'the generator. To extend the operational capabil ity of 
the turbine into the lower win,d speeds, the gearbox provides tre capabil ity to 
change speedS. An integrated gearbox provides bearing supports for the rotor, 
and some torsional compliance and damping to alleviate torque overloads caused 
by wind gusts and includes stl'uctural elements that replace some of the usual 
nacellE! functions. This strategy offered many possible nacelle configurations 
besides the conventional simple speed increaser on a bedplate. The strategy 
;::, 
could extend to a completely integrated concept. All of these design concepts\\ 
\) I'/ere evaluated and are summarized in the following paragraphs. !i 
The separate gearbox is shown in"Figure 4-17. This conventional approach used 
" .j, 
an "off-the-shelf"'gearbox for" orily the speed ,,increaser function. Rotor 
support was prov ided by separate bearing and shaft assemblies. Tors iona 1 
compl iance in the drivetrain was obta ined eithe~, by means of a tors iona l1y I, 
IF' 
ii 
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Figure 4-11 Non-Integrated Gearbox Quill Shaft Drive 
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soft shaft, which makes it difficult to provide damping, or by a spring 
support for the whole gearbox. The entire assembly was mounted on a bedplate 
structure. The simplicity of this assembly was very attractive. However, it 
required too much assembly work, and resulted in a larger nacelle 
configurat ion than necessary. Since th is configurat ion was based on ex ist ing 
hardware and technology, production in large quantities would not reduce costs. 
The fully integrated gearbox configurat ion, shown in Figure 4-18, integrated 
all structural functions normally provided by the nacelle and bedplate into 
the gearbox casing. The rotor support was provided internally with bearings, 
compliance control was internally provided by torsion bars, and the casing of 
the gearbox was extended to form the tower interface at the yaw bearing. A 
small, bolted-on cantilevered structure supported the generator. The hOUSing 
structure would be monolithic, to provide a reliable load path. However, the 
fabrication of this structure had some disadvantages, and the size and weight 
of the structure was a drawback to handl ing and shipping. It would be very 
costly to Ship this configuration to most sites. For these reasons, the fully 
integrated gearbox was ruled out. 
A rotor-integrated gearbox, shown in Figure 4-19, was finally selected during 
the conceptual design. It was an optimum between the two designs described 
above. Wh i Ie most funct ion~ were integrated into the gearbox hous ing, the 
size and weight of the housing were within the railroad shipping envelope. 
Furthermore, the arrangement could be. disassembled into two halves, neither 
exceeding 60 tons, for transportation to less accessible sites. 
The gearbox was a hybrid, consisting of an epicyclic first stage and parallel 
shaft second and third stages. The logic for the selection of this 
arrangement is based, on minimizing the cost of energy, as shown in Figure 
4-20. If all the stages were parallel shaft, the high input torque would 
require a very large bull gear and pinion in the first stage. For a machine 
the size of the MOD,;;5A, the cost of a 1 arge paralle 1 shaft configurat ion 
exceeds the cost of an equivalent epicyclic stage, so an epicyclic first stage 
was selected. The second and third stages transmit progressively lower 
torques at increasingly higher speeds, so parallel shaft arrangements are 
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Figure 4-20:,Jiearbox and Bedplate Trade-Off Flow Chart 
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feasible for these stages. The combination of epicyclic and parallel shaft 
" 
stages offered the most. economical configuration 'for the shipping envelope and 
handling constra ints. The rel at ive sizes of the gear ing configurat ions that 
were examined are shown in Figure 4-21. 
During the final design phase, this issue was reopened. The rotor integrated 
gearbox was more expensive and more complex than the estimates had predicted. 
Some potential suppl iers were unable to produce quotes. Furthermore, 
rearranging the rotor support function would reduce the risk of a combined 
bending fatigue and torque failure on the rotor support shaft. The lowest 
system and gearing cost was obtained by reverting to a stand-alone speed 
increaser with a single ratio. A nacelle box frame structure provided the 
rotor support function, and a variable speed generator subsystem provided the 
speed change and compliance control functions. These changes are described in 
section 5.8. 
4.3.9 ROTOR STOPPING T,ECHNIQUE STUDY 
The rotor stopping tecl1i1ique trade-off study involved an evaluation of the 
re 1 iab 11 ity of the pal-it ia 1 span contro 1 mechan ism. These two independent tip 
systems each had three 1 eve1 s of redundancy. Th is des ign was compared to a 
partial span control system with less redundancy, and with the addition of a 
mechanical rotor brake, referred to as a last resort brake. The criteria were 
a reliable, safe shutdown system and a minimized impact on the cost of energy. 
The partial span control subsystem, shown schematically ,in Figure 4-22, 
consisted of a hydraulic pressure supply mounted on the hub, and movable blade 
tips controlled by actuators. The blade tips are the outer 25% of the blade 
span. The system was designed with several levels of redundancy. First, 
during normal operat ion, the servo-controlled pr imary system pos it ions and 
ho Ids the t ips anyWhere between the power and feathered pos it ions. The 
pressure and actuator piston areas were des igned to overcome the highest 
, , ' 
pOSSible reaction torques, and the tip rotational inertia. Hydraulic fluid 
was supplied by a hydrau 1 ic pump and hydrau 1 ic accumu 1 ators at the proper 
pressure and flow rate and was ported by servo valves on each tip to the 
actuator. The emergency feather valve was the second system. When the system 
loses electrical power, the emergency feather valve actuates, block ing the 
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servo valve and providing pressure to the actuator from the accumulators in 
the direction that will feather the blade. The third level of redundancy took 
advantage of the fact that the tip was hinged at a point where the aerodynamic 
moments act to drive the blade. tips towards a shutdown position. .A by-pass 
valve was connectea to both sides of the actuator and the accumuiator. It was 
electrically controlled and could be operated to hydraul ically d'nnect both 
sides of the actuator. In this condition, the aerodynamic torque drives the 
tip towards the feathered position, aided by hydraulic pressure on the 
actuator piston. The tip was feathered by the pressure on the bl ind end of 
the actuator • .. , 
The aerodynamic brak ing systems for each blade were completely segregated, 
separate pumps. The accumu 1 ator bank on each blade was separated by check 
valves from the other blade, so that a complete loss of pressure in one blade 
wou 1 d not impa ir the operat ion of the othel' blade. On ly one operat iona I tip 
was needed to stop the rotor. 
Each blade was fully instrumented with sensors indicating pump operation, 
accumulator charge pressure, fluid reservoir level and blade tip angle. The 
emergency feather system tripped upon loss of power. The basic failure modes 
were: 
1. Pump Malfunction 
~. Valve Malfunction 
3. Catastrophic Leakage 
4. Blade Jam 
Pump malfu~ction will be detected by the pump discharge pressure switch, which 
initiates a shutdown. Any valve malfunction will cause the blade tips to be 
in different positions. The discrepancy would be detected by the control 
system and the system would initiate a shutdown, either through servo valve 
control or emergency feathering of the functional bl(~de. Electrical power 
loss triggers the emergency feather system and initiates shutdown. 
Catastrophic leakage in any circuit would be detected by the individual 
pressure sensors, but would not affect other hydraulic circuits because of the 
presence of isolating check valves. The pressure loss would cause an'. 
emergency shutdown command and the unaffected blade would effect the shutdown. 
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This brief description of the partial span control shows that a singl~~point 
failure of the partial span control was manageable. The system would be 
reliable and safe. 
A last~resort brake system, in 1 ieu of some of the redundancy in the partial 
span control, was an alternat ive technique for stopping the rotor. The 
logical location for a braking system capable of protecting against overspeed 
was at the low speed rotor shaft. This location avoided loading the gear 
tra in. 
A rotor brake on the low speed shaft has to absorb the total kinetic energy 
stored in the rotat ing mass, and the energy added to the rotat ing system by 
the wind during the deceleration. It was assumeo that the rotor speed at the 
time of brake application was 15% above the rated speed and the corresponding 
rotor input torque was about two times the rated torque. The total kinetic 
energy of the rotor was computed as follows: 
where: 
KE = 1 Ici 
2 
I = rotor moment of interia, slug ft. sq. 
w= rotor speed, radians/second 
At a 15% overspeed, til = 17.9 x 1.15 x 211/60 = 2.16 radians/second. With a 
rotor moment of inertia of 50 x ]06 slug-ft. sq., the total kinetic energy 
is: 
KE = (0.5) x 50 x 106 x (2.16)2 
= 116.64 x 10 6 ft~lb (149,923 btu) 
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Assuming that the rotor is stopped in 26 seconds, the total energy absorLed 
from the wind in that time, based on a MOD-l analysis, was appro:<imated by: 
where: 
W.E. = 2nN.T. x 2/3 x 26 seconds x 2454/3600 
1 1 
W.E. = wind energy 
W.E. 
= rotor speed at time of brake application, 17.9 x 1.15 rpm 
= rotor torque at time of brake application, 2 x rated torque 
of 2.7 x 106 ft-lb 
= (2n)(17.9) (1.15)(5.4 x 10") x ~ x ~ x 26 = 250,072 btu 
33,000 3 3600 
The total energy to be absorbed by the brake is 399,995 btu. If a mean 
temperature rise of 750"F is permitted in the steel disk, each pound of steel 
absorbs 75 btu. The total weight of disk material required to absorb the 
399,995 btu is: 
Msteel = 399,995/75 = 5333.3 lbs 
One disk, with an outer diameter of 144 in., an inner diameter of 60 in. and 
1.5 in. thick, weighing 5,446 lbs., meets the heat sink requirements. The 
number of Goodyear type SLC 19 brake calipers was derived by taking the ratio 
of the total heat to be absorbed in the MOD-5A to the total heat absorbed in 
the MOD-l brake design. 
QSA = 399,995 = 
Ql 32,133 12.44 
This calculation indicates that the MOD-5A needed a minimum of 12.5 brakes of 
the type used on MOD-1. For proper spac ing th i s was increased to 16, or: 4 
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brakes per quadrant. The circumference of a disk with a diameter of 12 ft. 
will. easily accoimdate the 16 brakes. The available brake torque is given 
below. 
Holding power of each brake: 
F = 2 x P x A x \l (lbs) 
P = applied hydraulic pressure, 3000 psi 
A = brake piston area 
\l = coefficient of friction, .3 
The SLC 19 brake has 3 pistons with 3.5 in. diameters, thus 
A = (3.5)2n x 3 = 28.9 sq. in. 
4 
F = 2 x 3000 x 28.9 x .3 = 51,954 1bs. 
Total brake torque = F x R x Nb (ft-1b) 
where: R = action radius, 5.8 ft. 
Nb = number of calipers, 16 
T = 51,954 x 5.8 x 16 = 4.8213 x 106 ft-1b 
The total brake torque is below the required value of two times the rated 
rotor torque, which equals 5.4 x 106 ft-1b. Accordingly, the number of 
cal ipers had to be increased. Twenty cal ipers was the next number of brake 
calipers that could be accorrvnodated efficiently. This required the minimum 
circumference to equal 40 ft., resulting in a outer diameter of 12.75 ft. for 
each disk. Since the cal ipers would be attached to the gearbox, which was 
only 144 in. wide, an outrigger structure would be added to the gearbox and 
bedplate to support the calipers. One alternative, using two smaller disks 
was even less attractive, because of the lack of space between the bedp1ate 
and blade hUb. 
It was dec ided during conceptual and pre1 iminary des ign that part ia 1 span 
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control with the redundant features noted in this section, was satisfactory 
for rotor stopping duty. This decision was re-examined during the final 
design, when ailerons were selected for the rotor torque cqiitrol. 
Ailerons are not able to stop the rotor completely, so a rotor stopping brake 
was added to the final design, to pt'ovide complete stopping. The aileron 
subsystem was des igned with three mechan ica lly independent sect ions on each 
blade and the stopping brake was designed to stop the rotor with one aileron 
section jammed. This stopping brake only dissipates the kinetic energy of the 
rotor at a reduced speed, and it does not have to d iss ipate wind energy. 
Since wind energy contributed significantly to the energy requirements for a 
1 ast resort brake, the aileron stopp ing brake described in Vo IIJine I II, 
section 4.5.7 was designed with less disk mass and fewer calipers. 
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4.4 SYSTEM SIZE STUDIES 
The system s iz ing stud ies were the essence of the conceptual des ign effort. 
They became an integral part of the baseline optimization and were 
instrumental in the evaluation of independent coning and alternate blade 
materials. Although many design parameters, such as the tilt, could be 
changed during the prel iminary design phas~ without affecting the entire 
Design, the sizing parameters, particularly" the rotor diameter, were fixed at 
the end of the conceptual design phase. 
Sizing studies were conducted for these parameters: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Rotor diameter 
Rated electrical power (Pre), defined as power density 
Rotor solidity (sigma) 
Rotor speed (NH), defined as tip speed 
Ratio of rotor speeds (NH/NL) for two-speed operation 
Tower height, defined as ground clearance (GCl) 
The cost and weight accounts that were used for the optimization are shown in 
Table 4-13. 
The original baseline diameter was 350 ft. The sizing studies stipulated that 
the range of rotor diameters and rotor areas to be evaluated encompass values 
between 50% smaller and 50% 1 arger than the orig ina 1 baseline des ign. 61 ade 
Diameters between 150 ft and 550 ft. were evaluated. 
4.4. 1 OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE 
The basel ine stzih'g optimization study used the weight and cost estimating 
relationships de$cribed in Sectio,\,4.2. The study resulted in the optimum 
, " 
combination of system parameters for the minimum cost of energy. The 
procedure that determined these parameters is described in deta"'il below: 
Figure 4-23 is a flow chart of the major parameter optimization and is shown 
as if one parameter at a time were varied. The actual algorithm used in the 
WINDOPT computer code has multi-variable optimization USing the steepest 
descent method. To read the chart, follow the logic flow from top to bottom. 
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"able 4-13. Sizing Optimization Accounts 
COST 
Rotor (including blades) 
Drivetrain (including gearbox and 
shafting items) 
Nacelle (including access, installation, 
rotor support ,;~'contro 1 system, etc.) 
Generator 
Yaw subsystem 
Tower (structural) 
Site interface (electrical and 
remote control) 
Foundation and site preparation 
Farm interconnection 
Erect ion 
Transportation 
Spares 
Operation and maintenance 
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WEIGHT 
Rotor 
Drivetrain gearbox 
Shaft items (shaft, brake, etc.) 
Nacelle 
Generator 
Yaw subsystem 
Tower 
Site interface (electrical) 
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Figure 4-23 Major Parameter Optimization Flow Chart 
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The data requirements, anal.ysis, and output columns clarified each step. 
Steps one and two initial ized the diameter and power rating to 350 ft and 4 
MW, the proposed baseline values. In step three the yearly energy capture was 
computed as a continuous function of rotor speed for rotors with low, medium 
(baseline), and high solidities. These calculations followed the procedure 
outl ined in section 4.2.15. For the case of a two-speed rotor, actual wind 
data was used to compute the energy losses incurred during rotor speed 
changes. This data was the number of speed changes that occurred every year 
as a function of wind speed •. For the tWO-SP~~d studies, the most important 
variables were the upper rotor ,'speed and the ratio of the two rotor speeds. 
The studies searched for the change-over wind speed that maximized energy for 
a given set of variables. The rotor speeds were subject to the restriction 
that the maximum torque at the lower rotor speed was less than or equal to 
the maximum torque at the higher rotor speed. Typical energy capture plots 
are sketched in Figure 4-23. For single speed operation, energy per year 
versus rotor speed was plotted for various solidities. The plots of rated 
torque and gear ratio versus rotor speed applied to both single and two-speed 
operation. The torque and gear ratio data were used to determine the size, 
weight and cost of the gearbox. Energy capture versus the higher rotor speed 
was plotted, and auxil iary plots suppl ied the corresponding optimum speed 
ratio and change-overwind speeds. Related data was shown in the form of 
sensitivity contours, in Which curves of constant energy were shown on a graph 
of low versus high rotor speed. The contours were used to determine how exact 
the selected rotor speed had to be, to be consistent with the natural 
frequency separation requirements of the tower. 
The fourth step of the procedure was to determine the costs as soc iated with 
operation at various rotor speeds and sol idities. The costs were determined 
from the weight and cost astimating relationships. Design driving loads were 
first computed for the sizing parameters: diameter, solidity, tip speed and 
rated power. The variation in loads as a function of sizing parameters was 
determined using 'loads scaling formulae, supplemented by "check case" load 
runs, which ensured that the trends were accurate for given values of the 
Sizing parameters. A table was entered into the program, to find the critical 
des ign loads. The loads were used to determine the size of the structural 
elements of the system. For example, the procedure that was used to determine 
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the size of the blades is i 11 ustrated ill F iglJre 4-24. For a given set of 
sizing parameters, a table was entered and a set of design loads was 
determined, using wind data. For fatigue loads, only the cut-out speed was 
used to establ ish conservative trends. The design loads and blade geometry 
were entered into a lOb 1 ade sect ior}" subrout ine, I,~h ich computed the mass 
distribution and stresses. The stre$ses were compared to the material limits 
and skin thickness and revised, if necessary, to yield a predetermined margin 
of safety. Blade costs were generated, based on their planform geometry and 
cross-sect iona 1 d imens ions. In part icu 1 ar, the subcontractors pray ided data 
on cost per foot and per pound, given the weight per foot and the chord 
1 ength. Th is data was integrated over the blade I ength and the jo illt costs 
were added, to estimate the total blade cost and weight, excluding the hub. 
This proced'ure is more involved than the simple power formula previously used 
to scale cost and weight from a known basel ine. However the extra work was 
justified by the increased accuracy in the resulting trends and because, of ,the 
very large range being, investigated. For other system components, such as the 
gearbox and generator, the weight and cost estimating procedures were simply 
based on the rate of change around the baseline. For example, generator costs 
depend on the power rating, and gearbox costs can be determined from the rated 
torque and gear ratio. 
In step five, costs for the individual components, the entire system, spares, 
site preparation and operation and maintenance were determined. The cost of 
energy was calculated according to the formula in the statement of work. Cost 
of energy was plotted as a function of rotor speed; the "bucket" in the curve 
defined the optimum for the current diameter and power rating. A cross plot 
was produced to show cost of energy versus rotor diameter for constant power 
rat ings. 
Steps three through five were repeated for other power ratings until an 
optimum system was established at the current diameter. The optimum 
configuration is not necessarily the .point of maximum energy capture; it is 
the combination of energy" capture and cost that yields the lowest cost of 
energy. Finally, other diameters were analyzed to complete the system sizing 
study. 
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Figure 4-24 Blade Cost and Weight Estimating Procedure 
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4.4.2 COST OF ENERGY MINIMIZATION 
The cost of energy was computed in accordance with the design specification 
procedure shown in Table 4-14. The objective was to reduce the cost of energy 
by optimizing the system sizing parameters. 
A computer code called WINDOPT optimized the cost of energy usinC) 
IOU 1t i-var iall Ie SC;1o and max imum s lope techn iques. A representat i'le output is 
shown in figure 4-~~. The output illustrates the system's sensitivity to 
rutor tliameter and power density. Ttle other sizing vdriables ,~ere held 
constant at the values noted. 
The resu I ts of the s iz ing opt illl izat ion ind icated that the system with the 
lowest cost of energy had an upwind, 400-ft wood rotor on a 250 ft. tower and 
a 0000 kW rat ing. Th is conf igurat ion was identif ied as Mode I 204.0 at the 
cunclusion of the program conceptual design phase. 
o 
o 
LEVEll ZED ANNUI\L COST (IN MlU 1980 $)(SEE WORK 
Cost of Energy = AvAILABLE ANNUAL ENERGY (STATEMENT, EXHIBIT E) 
LEVELIZED ANNUAL COST INCLUDES: 
CAPITAL COST AT 0.18 FIXED CHARGE RATE 
LAND COST AT 0.15 FIXED CHARGE RATE 
OPERATING & MAINTENANCE COST AT 2.0 LEVELIZING FACTOR 
PERIODIC REPLACEMENT LEVEL I ZED COST 
o AVAILABLE ANNUAL ENERGY INCLUDES: 
SYSTHI POWER CHARACTERISTI C 
SYSTEM LOSSE S 
STATE~IENT OF WORK 14 MPHHEAN I.JIND REGIME 
SCHEDULED AND UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE 
AVAILABILITY DETERI'llNED FROM RAM ANALYSIS 
Table 4-14. Cost of Energy Computation 
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4.5 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN DEVELOPMENT (MODEL 204.0) 
\ The evolution of the conceptual design of the MOD-SA is shown in Figure 4-26. 
'., 
" 
" 
;. 
., 
, 
L 
The development of weight and cost estimating relationships, trade-off 
studies, and size optimization, which were described in the preceding 
sections, resulted in the Model 204.0 configuration as the conceptual design 
baseline. The major characteristics of this design are shown in Figure 4-27 
and in Tables 4-15 and 4-16. 
4.5.1 CONFIGURATION 
The model 204.0 configuration was optimized for a minimum cost of energy in a 
mean wind speed of 14 mpn, measured at 32.8 ft. above the grade. The cost of 
the installed equipment assumed that this unit is the 100th of a production 
run of 1,000 units. A special production plant, illustrated in Figure 4-28, 
was used to develop manufacturing data. 
Rotor - The rotor was 400 ft. in diameter, located upwind of the tower at an 
angle of go for clearance between the blade and the tower. The blade 
construct ion is shown in Figure 4-29. Each blade was d iv ided into three 
sections. The tip section was moveable, for rotor torque control. The inner 
blade section was attached to the steel hub with threaded stud inserts, which 
were bonded with epoxy into the wood. The inner blade and outer blade 
sections were attached in the field with a finger joint. Stud joints attached 
the steel partial span control, shown in Figure 4-30, to the wood outer blade 
and tip sections. 
The load carrying parts of the blade were made of O.lO-in. thick, rotary cut 
Douglas fir veneer, bonded with epoxy at room temperature in female molds. 
The upper and lower surfaces were made separately. The mold surface prov ided 
excellent control of the contour and surface finish. After bonding the upper 
and lower surfaces together with a shear web, the trailing edge was added and 
the blade was wrapped with glass fiber. The reverse curvature of the NASA 
64XXX airfoil was made possible by using the molding process. This shape 
provided good performance of the structurally efficient thick blade. 
Partial Span Control - The partial span control structure, illustrated in 
Figure 4-30, comprised two steel we1dments, a shaft 16 in. in diameter, 
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I j Table 4-15 Model 204.0 Configuration 
System Weight (lb) 
Installed Cost (Volume, 1980 ~) , , 
Annual Energy (GWH, SOW wind, 0.96 AF) 
Cost of Energy (Volume, 1980 ~) 
1,209,124 
3,36~,377 
19.21 
3.32 
Rotor 301,604 lb. 
o Upwind of tower 
o 400-ft. diameter 
o 350 ft/sec tip speed 
o 12.8/16.7 rpm, two-speed operation 
o Laminated wood blades and tip 
o 64-XXX Airfoil, 234 in. root chord, 
3.06% solid ity 
o 25% (50 ft.) hydraulically powered 
partial span control -90° motion 
o Steel hub, stud jOints with blade 
o Steel partial span control, stud joints with blade and tip 
o Hub mounted hydraulic power unit 
9° tilt, ±9° teeter allowance 
o Shaft-hub interface with low 
friction teeter bearings and 
brake type restrictor. Shaft 
bolts to 1st stage of gearbox 
Orivetrain 235,119 lb. 
o Hybrid rotor integrated gearbox, 
2.34 million ft-1b input torque 
o Planetary 1st stage gearing, split 
parallel shaft 2nd stage 
o 3rd stage underrunning shifter, warm 
shift procedure, inch ing drive 
o Stiffness and damping control 
at 1st stage 
o Rotor and gear supported by 
two-rowmonobearing integrated 
into gear case with load path 
to bedp late ' 
o In-Jine sl ipring access, shaft drive' 
lube pump, rotor lock, parking 
brake 
o Floating high speed shaft 
o 5,000 kW, 1,200 rpm 
synchronous generator 
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Nacelle 116, 956 lb. 
o Bedp1ate type with wiring, piping 
runs under flooring 
o Mountings for gearbox, generator, 
control electronics, high voltage 
cabinet 
o Insulated weather fairing 
o Lubrication system for gearbox 
and bearings on lower platform 
o Yaw structural adapters and 
bearing 
o Hydraulic power supply and 
push-pull yaw drive 
o Yaw sl ipring 
Tower 505,798 lb. 
o 14.5 ft. diameter steel shell 
o 250 ft. to rotor hub 
o 50 ft. tapered bell for tuning 
o Internal cable lift and ladder 
Foundation 
o Spread footing, reinforced concrete 
o About 960 cubic yards 
o Anchor bolts for tower attachment 
Electrical '049,627 lb. 
o Walk-in aisle switchgear and 
control enclosure 
o 5,000 kVA oil-filled transformer 
with fused, switch 
o 69 kV nominal interface ' 
o 150 MVA radial feeder cluster, 
with 30 units ,. 
'Maintenance 
o Permanent cluster crew 
( 
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Table 4-16 P.OD-5A Design Innovations 
FEATURE MAJOR BENEFIT 
ROTOR 
• WEATHERVANING ROTOR ASSY,,' • REOUCE HURRICANE LOADS BY FACTOR OF TIm 
• WOOD LAMINATE BLAOES (HULTI- • REDUCES SYSTEM COST AND WEIGHT, WITH MEGAWATT APPLICATION) PROVEN TECHNOLOGY 
• TILTED ROTOR (INCLINED AXIS) • SMALLER, LIGHTER NACELLE AND SUPPORT STRUCTURE , 
• HIGH EFFICIENCY ROTOR • HIGH PERFORMANCE AIRFOIL SECTION (64XXX) AND GOOD SURFACE 
'-
FINISH (1/4 ROUGH) IMPROVES ENERGY CAPTURE 
GEARBOX 
• HYBRID EPICYCLIC/PARALLEL SHAFT • HIGH TORQUE CAPABILITY AT INPUT, LOW COST AT HIGH SPEED END DESIGH 
, 
• IN]EGRAL ROTOR BEARING ARRANGEMENT • SIGNIFICANT REDUCTION IN MOMENTS ON NACELLE S~PPORTS. 
" 
REDUCE BEDPLATE WEIGHT AND COST. 
• ADJUSTA8LE GEARBOX COMPLIANCE • PROVIDES LOAD ALLEVIATION AND DRIVE TRAIN TUNING. 
.' lwO SPEED GEARBOX • OPTIMIZES ENERGY CAPTURE. 
YAW DRIVE 
• PUSH-PULL, HYDRAULIC SYSTEM • PROVIDES ACTIVE YAW CONTROL AT LOW COST, WITH HIGH RELIABILITY 
• ELIMINATES BACKLASH 
-
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• 1:.0 MW' 
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(3 STACE' 2-SPEEDI 
• INTECRAL CEAR CASE 
• TEETERED DOWNWIND 
ROTOR 
• PARTIAL-SPAN CONTROL 
• FIBERCLASS BLADES 
• SOFT TOWER 
• HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR 
YAW DRIVE 
• SYNCHRONOUS CENERATOR 
• SUBSYSTEMS 
qoo' , 
T 
I-~ 
Ii 
~ : 25~ 
r-V-A-L-ID-A-TI-O-N-A-N-D '.11-_'_-, .L.i, I 1 
WCER OPTIMIZATION I &~ 
• SUBSYSTEM MODELS 
• 150' - 550' -orA 
• 1.0 MW - 10.5 MW 
e 2.11 CWH/YR - 40.3B CWH/YR 
.133KLB-2.9BOKLB 
• . POINT DESICNS ODD ; 100 DIA 
r---[~F~E~A~T~U~R~E~S~------l 
• 7.3 MW 
• HYBRID CEARS 
• INDEPENDENT 
CEAR BOX 
• TEETERED. TILTED 
UPWIND ROTOR 
• AII.ERON CONTROL 
• WOOD LAMINATE 
BLADES 
• SOFT TOWER 
• HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR 
YAW DRIVE 
• VARIABLE SPEED 
CENERATOR 
• BBO KILBS • 1800 KILBS 
Figure 4-26 Design Evolution 
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Figure 4-27 ~lOD-5A Conceptual Design, ~lodel 204.0 
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OffICE REC(lVING INSPECllDN 
WAIEHOUSE 
(2) 
LEVELS ILADE NANUFACTUIIN5 
GEl' MACHINING 
O.N.C'. HEAYY KACHINE TOOLS 
HEAVY FAlllCAllON • ASSEMBLY 
'lUI UTEHSIOW-GEAUOl ftOUSlliG 
HEAVY FAlIICAlJON 
IIACElLE-8£OPLA1E-&ENERATOR STAND 
HEAVY FABRICATION 
l00R-YAW DRIVE 
1060' 
DETAILED !WfUFACTUIINS MALYSIS 
VALIDATES OUTPUT Of wetl'S 
FOR COST All" ceE CIllPUTAllOl 
f!OD-SA PlopycTlO! ,UNT wguT 
• MEW. DEDICATEe, VERllCALLY IITESRAltO PlAg~ 
• SeulH[AST USA 
• HI6K EFF lelENCY 
• HI6M 1Al£-TD-lUY IAIIO 
• SIU: 1 RIlLlOl/fl2 
• PLUT C051: $100 MILLION 
• [QUI M£MT COST: $12 RILLION 
• PRODUtllOll IAIE - 301llOlllH 
• ESTlKATED DIRECT HOURS PER WTG: <40.180 
• TOTAL EMPLOYEES: 11.029 
,·i 
• DlIECl: l,OSB 
• SUPPORT: 1.165 
• SALARIED: 2,206 
• IURDEH[O 'IODUCTION WAGE RAJ[ AVERAGE: S3D.OO/HOOR 
• OVERHUD bTIO: 2.1 (TYPICAL HEAVY .HOUSll,() 
• SELL PRICE (INSTALLED): 13.243K 
Fi gUI"e 4-28 MOD-SA Production Pl ant layout 
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BLADE DESCRIPTION 
• I te-:-------- 200FT 
~-I-----DIST. T.B.D. 
I. ~ HID SPAN JOINT r SOFT 115FT I I 6.5FT ~~~~~==~~~~~t-=~_~I~ 
~~=$=i~~~~~-.----tJ==~-t L . ~ PARTIAL SPAN CONTROL 
SUB ASSEHBL Y I BLADE HUB 
SECTION R T JOINT 
\ 
ATTACHMENT BOLTS 
BONDED INTO '0' SPAR-
DOUGLAS FIR LAMINATE 
--,-,... 
'0' SPAR FAIRED 
INTO FUL L SECT. 
SHEAR WEB 
:::::::::::!::;;:;2:::~B IRCH PL YWOOO 
FIBERGLASS OVER-WRAP 
TYP. SECTION 
Figure 4-29 Description of the Blade 
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~i~ LAP STRIP I OVER JOINT 
61N 
HID SPAN BOND JOINT 
BASELINE WOOD LAMINATE 
BLADE 
Sl£El , .s.c. 
SUI-ASSlM.Y 
RADIAL , fllIUST 
BEARING 
.. _-_._,,--
....... ---
""---------
PARTIAL SPAN CONTROL MECHANISr1 
ll~ STEEL fAIRING 
PSC ACTUAIOII 
Figure 4-30 Partial Span Control Mechanism 
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hearings 'arid an actuator. A servo valve, located near the actuator, 
controlled the position of the actuator, which rotated ttU!'SO ft. tip through 
d direct crank drm. The hydrdu I ic supply system tor the actuators was located 
on the huh and d separate emergency feather accumulator was provided for each 
Iddde, as ~hown in Figure '1-:11. The steel weldments were attached to the 
outer bl.ItJe dfld Lip sect iuns with studs, and were ,covered with light, 
d irfuil-shaped ~k ins. The tapered shaft was secured to the outermost weldment 
dfld WdS reta ined by hear ings ill the innermos t we Idmen t. 
nil! weldlllt!llts pruvided luad paths. which transferred the tip shear and bending 
IOdds frolll the stud plane into the shaft. The radial hearings were separated 
by tlO in., to carry bending loads into the shaft. The innermost hearing also 
reacted centr ifuya 1 loads. The shaft and bear ings were assembled into a 
flanged cOllipression tube that "plugged into" the innermost weldment and was 
secured at the actuator location. 
The actuators were convent ional, but had been modified for use in centrifugal 
accelerations of 20 g. The modifications included stop tubes and heavy duty 
seals and yuide rings. A separate emergency valve system and control circuit 
controlled emergency tip feathering as a backup for the normal tip control 
through the servo valves and system controller. Only one tip was required to 
feather to stop the rotor. The separated control and hydraul ics provided for 
the motion of at least one tip. 
Hub afld Shaft - An oval steel hub transmitted loads between the blades, ano 
provided structure for the redistribution of rotor weight, torque, and thrust 
loads from the shell to the teeter bearing housings. The shaft was a flanged, 
steel tube weldment. The deSign of the shaft was driven by the cyclic bending 
moment that occurred because of the rotor weight. The teeter bearing trunnion 
shafts were bolted to the flattened sides of the tube and the flange was 
bolted to the gearbox. 
The hub, shaft, and teeter elements are illustrated in Figure 4-32. A large 
ova I cutout on one s ide of the hub allowed the shaft to enter and was a I so 
large enough to permit inspectors to enter. The flanges on either side of the 
cutout provided a gripping surface for the teeter motion restrictors attached 
to the shaft. 
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Figure 4-31. Pitch Hydraulics Block Diagram 
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Figure 4-32 Hub, Shaft and Teeter Arrangement 
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APPlICON HUB DRAWING 
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Teeter motion through angles up to go was permitted by oil bath lubricated 
bearings. Torque. thrust and weight loads were carried by radial bearings 
when the rotor was. vertical • Weight loads were carr iedby the thrust 
capabil ity of the tapered bearing set when the rotor was 'horizontal. The 
bearing assembl ies were designed 50 that they could be replaced without 
disassembling the entire rotor. 
Nacelle - The nacelle assembly is shown in Figure 4-33. Rotor thrust and 
weight loads were transmitted from the shaft. through the main bearing in the 
gearbox. into the gearbox case structure, the bedplate, and the yaw to the 
tower structure. Torque was reacted through the gearbox case. Power flowed 
through the gearbox to the highspeed shaft and generator. The bedplate 
provided mounting structure for the gearbox, generator, yaw hydraulic 
5u~system. gearbox lubrication subsystem, an environmental fairing, and 
electrical equipment. A maintenance hOist. aircraft warning lights and wind 
sensors were mounted on the' fairing. which provided protection from the 
environment for the generator and other nacelle subsystems. 
Drivetrain - The 5000 kW synchronous generator operated at 1200 rpm and 
delivered 4160 V. A highspeed shaft connected the generator and gearbox 
through gear coupl ings, an overload release clutch and a one-way underrunning 
clutch. The overload clutch did not allow torques greater than 175% of the 
rated torque to reach the gearbox from the generator. The underrunn ing clutch 
aided speed changing and allowed the roter to underrun the synchronous 
generator speed during transient low winds. 
Several features were provided by the gearbox, shown in Figure 4-34. The main 
bearing supported the rotor and the large, first-stage planetary gear. A 
floating .sun shaft connected the first stage to the bull bear of the spl it 
path, parallel shaft second stage. The two third stage gears drove two 
shafts. The auxiliary shaft was always connected to the gearing. It provided 
an external park ing brake ana inching drive interface. The output shaft was 
connected through a gear changer to either the upper pinion or the lower gear 
and idler for two-speed operation. The first stage ring gear was rotationally 
restrained by a dashpot and torsion bar 1 inkage, to provide good drivetrain 
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Figure 4-34 Rotor Integrated Hybrid Gearbox 
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damping and stiffness character ist ics. A smalls 1 ipring was mounted on the 
back of the gearbox in line with the main bearing axis. The slipring provided 
a route for power and control signals to the rotor. A shaft-driven pump 
provided operating lubrication oil during normal operation, and an electric 
motor driven pump provided oil during starting and emergency operations. 
~ - The yaw assembly, shown in Figure 4-35, consisted of th~ upper and lower 
interface structures, the yaw bearing, the yaw slipring, the yaw drive, and 
the tower lift support and landing deck. A bolted interface was provided with 
the bedplate and a weld interface was provided with the tower. The push-pull 
yaw orive was installed on the nacelle side of the yaw bearing. Fixed and 
moveable brakes gripped a flange to hold the nacelle or to rotate the nacelle 
in a ratchet-action motion. A centrally located sl ipring was the route for 
inain power, control and instrumentation circuits. The cable climbing lift was 
protected by the tower. The yaw bearing was a grease-lubricated crossed 
roller bearing. 
Tower and Foundation - The tower is shqwn in Figure 4-36. The upper 200 ft. 
was a steel shell, 14.5 ft. on the outer diameter. riall thicknesses varied 
from 0.5625 in. at the top to 1.4375 in. at the transition between the tower 
and the flared base. The lower 30 ft. of the tower was a tapered bell-shaped 
shell with a base flange secured to the foundation with anchor bolts. A 
spread foundation, with extra reinforcing bar, was designed for soils at a 
genera 1 site. 
Electrical EqUipment - Ground-mounted electrical equipment was designed into a 
protected a is 1 e arrangement shown in Figure 4-37 and connected to the ma in 
transformer for voltage step-up to the 69 kV grid. Main power switching and 
protective devices were installed in metal-clad compartments. The site 
control interface was located at one end of the structure. The control 
interface communicated with the wind turbine control, which was a programmable 
controller located in the nacelle. 
A cluster of 30 units was used in the basel ine 150 MW configuration, with 
multiple 69 kV gt'id ties. The cluster would have a permanent maintenance crew 
of four workers, and a central spare parts storage location. 
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Figure 4-36 Tower and Foundation 
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4.5.2 PERFORMANCE 
--------- ---_._-----------
----'--, 
I 
The MOD-SA model 204.0 operated in the wind speeds shown in Figure 4-38. The 
rated power, 5000 kW, was reached at a wind speed of 27.5 mph, at the high 
rotor speed c-f 16.7 rpm. The mechanical and electrical losses were about 10% 
in these conditions, so the rotor output was about 5550 kW. When the wind 
speed exceeded 44 mph, a high wind shutdown began. Very 1 ittle energy is 
available from winds above 44 mph for the design wind duration 
character ist ics. Operat ion in higher winds requ ires a des ign for higher 
shutdown loads. 
At 14 mph, the wind supplies enough torque to start rotation and to accelerate 
the rotor to operating speed in less than 10 minutes. Once the system is 
on-line, it delivers power in wind speeds as low as 11.5 mph. For temporary 
wind speeds below 11.5 mph the rotor would not be able to overcome parasitic 
losses and would underrun the generator synchronous speed briefly. Prolonged 
low wind would cause a shutdown initiated by the low rotor speed. 
Around 21-23 mph, automatic gear changing achieved the maximum rotor 
efficiency. Average power was sensed and the control system would use the 
partial span control to reduce the output power to zero, and cause the rotor 
to underrun the lower operating speed. Then the-~ear change would be made 
While the drive train was rotating, but not loaded. Finally, the partial span 
control would be moved to speed up the rotor to synchronous speed and resume 
power generation. 
For a mean wind speed of 14 mph, measured at 32.8 ft. above the grade, the net 
energy output was predicted to be 19.21 mill ion kW-hrs per year. An 
availability factor of 0.96 was used for the volume production cluster 
installation, as shown- in Table 4-17. 
4.5.3 WEIGHT SUMMARY 
The MOD-SA model 204.0 weight above the foundation was estimated to be 
1,209,124 lb. A weight breakdown is shown in Table 4-18 in the fourth 
column. Weight percentages are shown in the seventh column. 
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Table 4-17 Availability Analysis Summary 
ITEM 
AVAILABILITY 
UNSCHEDULED 
EVENTS/YR/WTG 
TOTAL DOWNTIME/YR 
• SCHEDULED 
• UNSCHEDULED 
AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS 
SUMMARY 
. 
SINGLE SITE 
.934 
28 
578 HRS 
94 HRS 
484 HRS 
CLUSTER 
.962 
28 
336 HRS 
.94 HRS 
242 HRS 
~INGLE SITE AVAILABILITY. EXCEEDS MINIMUM REOUIREMENT OF .92 
CLUSTER AVAILABILITY EXCEEDS DESIGN GOAL OF .96 
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Table 4-18 Cost of Energy ReJ:lllrt for Model 204.0 
" 
CLE REfORT IlCinEL 2114.0 
SIIIASS. ITEM NNtE REF. WEIGHT COST (1980) OOLLAHS 'OF tO£ CONTNIB. 
ABIIREV. ABBREV. /IIJl. 100TH UNIT IOUTH UNJT PER LB. TOTAL WT. , OF COE (1980 CENTS) 
_.-------------------------------------------------------.------------------------.-------------------------------
SITE FOUNOATION 110 203,976 5.76 .19 
GAD EQUIP 120 49,647 161,710 3.26 4.11 4.~6 .15 
SPECIAL 130 53,440 1.51 .05 
49,647 419,126 4.11 11.63 .3~ 
TRANSPORT. TRANSPORT. 24U 106,821 3.U7 .10 
ERECTION INSTALL. 310 116,604 3.30 .11 
I.lITEGlC.O. 350 73,100 2.06 .07 
0 189,904 .00 5.36 .18 
t ROTOR 8LADES 410 167,273 219,025 1.31 13.83 6.18 .21 
PCS HVOR 420 9,144 ~I,9UO 2.40 .76 .b2 .O~ I PCS STRUC 421 13,179 2U,528 I.bb 1.09 .58' .02 HOB 430 112,008 18b,932 1.6b 9.26 5.25 .17 
301,604 447,385 24.94 12.63 .42 
DRIVE· lilA. TRANSMIS. 520 199,122 518,Ib6 ,~.60 16.47 14.6~ .49 
HI SPEED 530 3,727 ~O,05S 5.38 .31 .57 .02 
GEN , EXCI 540 32,270 133,074 4.12 2.67 3.76 .12 
235,119 671,288 19.45 16.9~ .63 
NACELLE BEOPLATE 610 51,540 36,076 .70 4.26 I.O~ .03 
HYD SYS1. 620 11,257 19,100 1.70 .93 .54 .02 
FAIR., MISC 646 18,399 70,992 3.8b 1.52 2.00 .07 
SLP, ELEC. 66011 1,500 20 ,bOO 13.73 .12 .58 .02 
INST , CON 670 2,000 45,3OU 22.6S .17 1.26 .04 
YAW SUB. 680 32,260 62,371 1.93 ~.67 1.76 .0& 4 
116,956 254,441 9.67 7.18 .24 
TOWER TOHER 710 495,798 4!1O,84U .9~ 41.00 13.8b .46 
PERS. LIFT 720 1,000 20,000 20.00 .06 .56 .02 
.CABLING 740 9,000 2U,250 2.25 .74 .b7 .O~ 
W5,798 531,O!lO 41.83 14.59 .W 
REH·CH1RL L1NE-HODEH 810 500 .01 
REM·DISP. 820 2,000 .0& 
0 2,500 .00 .07 .00 
Table 4-18. Cost of Energy Report for Model 204.0 
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Table 4-18 Cost of Eneigy Report for Model 204.0 (ccn't) 
COE REPORT ~DEL 204.0 
SIIIASS. 
ABBREV. 
ITEII NAME 
WREY. 
REF. IIEIGHT COST (1980) DOLLARS S OF COE CONTRIB. 
NItt. lOOTH UNIT looTH UNIT PER LB. TOTAL WT. S OF CDE . (1980 CENTS) 
SPARES SPARES 930 
SPECIAL PROFIT . IOlD 
ASM/TEST 1020 
GR'TH BOOT 1030 
LAND WTG LAND lllO 
ROAD LAND 1140 
CLUSTER SUBSTATION 1240 
TRANSM ETC 1250 
O&H YEARLY DIM 13.10 
REFS. 400-699 
TOTALS: 
WEIGHT lOOTH UNIT ••••••••••• 
COST looTH UNIT ••••••••••••• 
COE CONTRI8. 11980 CENTS) ••• 
REFS 400-799 
TOTALS: 
WEIGHT lOOTH UNIT ••••••••••• 
COST lOOTH UNIT ••••••••••••• 
COE CONTRI8. 11980 CENTS) ••• 
REFS 100-1399 
TOTALS: 
WEIGHT lOOTH UNIT ••••••••••• 
COST looTH UNIT ••••••••••••• 
COE CONTRI8. (1980 CENl") ... 
/1 
0 
0 
0 
653.679 
1.373,114 
1.29 
1.159,477 
l,904.2m 
1.78 
1.209.124 
3.306.377 
3.32 
4-100 
256.481 
97.882 
170.987 
525.350 
4.959 
964 
5.923 
33.164 
131.948 
Ib5.112 
17.337 
ROTOR. NACELLE AND DRIVE TRAIN 
.00 
.00 
.00 
ROTDR, NACELLE. DRIVE TRAIN AND TONER 
GRAND TOTALS 
.7~ .03 
7.24 .24 
2.76 .09 
4.83 .16 
14.83 .49 
.12 
.02 
.14 .00 
.94 .OJ 
3.72 .12 
4.66 .15 
5.44 .1& 
r 
I 
I 
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4.5.4 COST SUMMARY 
Volume production cost estimates in 1980 dollars are shown in Table 4-18 in 
the fifth column. A levelized profit of 10%. noted in line 1010 of Table 
4.5.4. was added to the sum of all other costs. Because of an uncertainty in 
the cost. a 5% cost growth budget (reference line 1030) was maintained. 
4.5.5 COST OF ENERGY ~ 
The cost of energy for model 204.0 was 3.32 t/kWh (1980$). Each contribution 
toward the cost of energy is shown in the ninth column of Table 4-J8. 
Percentages are shown in the eighth column. The relative cost of eriergy 
percentages are shown diagrammatically in Figure 4-39. A summary of thie size 
I 
optimization results that led to the selection of model 204.0 is sh;Jwn in 
Figure 4-40. A summary of first unit. single site volume ,production ur,1t. and 
cluster volume production unit installations is shown in Tab'le 4-19. 
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Table 4-19 Cost of Energy Summary for the Baseline System 
, --'0 '. 
Model 204.0 
ITEM 1ST UNIT 100TH UNIT 
SINGLE SITE 
COST (1980 K$) 10070 3230(1) 
AVAILABILITY .880 .932 
0&" (19BO K$) 34.6 21.9 
ANNUAL ENERGV (GI~H. SOW) 17.61 18.65 
COE WKlm 1980} 10.69 3.36 
(1) Cost for the single site include higher installation costs. 
(2) Cluster site cost includes interconnections. 
4-105 
100TH UNIT 
CLUSTER (150 HW) 
3366 (2) 
.960 
17 .3 
19.21 
3.32 
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5.0 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT AND OPTIMIZATION 
5. I INTRODUCTION 
This sect ion oescr ibes the pre I iminary and f ina I des ign phases of the MOD-SA 
deve lopment and opt imizat ion. There were eight intermed iate system mode 1 
numbers between 204.0 at the end of conceptual design, and the final model 
304.~; A sunmary of each model's features, and of the work leading to the 
moael is given in this section. The discussion of each version 
the newly aefined basel ine and describes the progression 
refinement. A new model number was designated when-" the design 
significantly. 
b.2 MODEL 204.0 DESIGN 
starts with 
of des ign 
was changed 
The MOD-SA Model 204.0 was the basel ine configuration at the end of the 
conceptual design phase. A summary of this configuration is shown in 
Table 5-1. 
Features of the model 204.X ser ies that were not changed dur ing des ign 
development are identified with an "X". The 204.0 model was rated at 
5000 kW. A two-speed rotor integrated gearbox supported the 400 ft., 
laminated wood rotor from the nacelle. A steel shell tower, 14.5 ft. in 
diameter, supported the nacelle, at a rotor hub height of 250 ft. The gearbox 
drove a synchronous generator. The outer 50 ft. of each blade was movable to 
control rotor torque. 
The turbine cut in at Wind speeds above 14 mph and cut out at wind speeds 
above 44 mph, both measured at hub height. The lower operating speed was used 
in light winds for the most efficient use of the rotor. An automatic shift to 
the higher speed \<'~s made when higher winds occurred wh ile the rotor was 
turning, but unloaded. Shifting speed while rotating was called warm-shifting. 
The preliminary deSign phase started in March, 1981. This phase extended the 
range of operat ing wind speeds and improved the wind turb ine generator's 
performance. Also, the cost contingency plan in effect during the conceptual 
design phase was reduced as a more detailed design evolved. 
5-1 
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The high wind cut-out point was extended from 44 mph to 60 mph to avoid 
nuisance shutdowns caused by gusty winds. An increase in the teeter motion 
restrict ing force became necessary, to accolll1lOdate the higher cut-out speed 
during shutdowns, and this increase added slightly to the center blade loads. 
Energy capture was not sign if icantly increased by a higher cut-out speed, 
since the wind distribution has only 29.5 hours per ye,ar at speeds greater 
than 44 mph, measured at the hub. 
The gearbox sizing and costs were driven by rated torque and an overload 
service factor of 2.0 during the conceptual design phase studies. The 
prel iminary gearbox des i~n used a torque duty cycle that was derived from the 
wind speed distribution and the two-speed operating plan. The duty cycle was 
more advantageous than the service factor approach, so a 16% increase in the 
torque rating was possible without modifying the geartrain design. Because of 
tne torque increase, and a 7% increase in rated rotor speed, the system rating 
increased by 24% from 5,000 kW to 6,200 kW, with no change in the gearing. 
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Table 5-1 Model 204.0 Configuration 
System Weight (lb) 
Installed Cost (Volume, 1980 ~) 
Annual Energy (GWH, SOW wind, 0.96 AF) 
Cost of Energy (Volume, 1980 cents/Kwh) 
1,209,124 
3,366,377 
19.21 
3.32 
Rotor 3U 1,604 1 b. 
X Upwind of the tower 
X 400 ft. oiameter 
o 350 ft/sec tip speed 
o 12 .Il/ 1 b. 7 rpm, two-s peed operat ion 
X Lruninated wood blades and tip 
o 64,·XXX Ai rfo 11, 200 in. root chord, 
3.06% solid ity 
X 25% (50 ft.) hydraulically powered 
partial span control _90° motion 
o Steel hub, stud joints with blade 
X Steel partial span control, stud joints with blade and tip 
X Hub-mounted hydraulic power unit 
9° tilt, ±9° teeter allowance 
X Shaft-hub interface with low 
friction' teeter bearings and 
brake type restrictor. Shaft 
bolts to 1st stage of gearbox 
Drivetrain 235,119 lb. 
o Hybrid rotor inte9rated gearbox, 
2.34 million ft.-lb. input torque 
o Planetary 1st stage gearing, split 
parallel shaft 2nd stage 
o 3rd stage,underrunning shifter, warm 
shift procedure, inching drive 
X Stiffness and damping control 
at 1st stage 
X Rotor and gear sUpported by 
two-row monobearin9 integrated 
into gear case with load path 
to bedplate 
X In-l ine slipring access, shaft drive 
lube pump, rotor lock, parking 
brake 
X Float ing h igh::speed shaft 
o 5,000 kW, 1,200 rpm 
synchronous generator 
5-3 
Nacelle 116, 956 lb. 
X Bedplate type with wiring, piping 
runs under flooring 
X Mountings for gearbox, generator, 
control electronics, high voltage 
cabinet 
X Insulated weather fairing 
X Lubrication system for gearbox 
and bearings on lower platform 
X Yaw structural adapters and 
bearing 
X Hydraulic power supply and 
push-pull yaw drive 
X Yaw slipring 
Tower 505,798 lb. 
X 14.5 ft. diameter steel shell 
o 250 ft. to rotor hub 
X 50 ft. tapered bell for tuning 
X Internal cable lift and ladder 
Foundat ion 
X Spread footing, reinforced concrete 
X About 960 cubic yards 
X Anchor bolts for tower attachment 
Electrical 49,627 lb. 
o Walk-in aisle switchgear and 
control enclosure 
o 5,000 kVA oil-filled transformer 
with fused switch 
X 69 kV nominal interface 
o 150 MVA radial feeder cluster, 
with 30 units 
Maintenance 
X Permanent cluster crew 
---------------------------------~-~- -.-----~-
A nigher rotor speed and the material properties of the laminated wood blade 
were invest igated s imul taneous 1.Y. Test data in the wood 1 iterature supported 
an increase in allowable properties for wood. Consequently, the rotor speed 
was increased from 16.7 rpm to 17.9 rpm, while an efficient solidity and 
profile geometry were maintained. 
In May, 1981, the MOD-SA model number was changed to 204.1 to incorporate 
these changes. 
b.3 MODEL ~04.1 DESIGN 
A summary of the Hodel 204.1 configuration is shown ill Table 5-2. This model 
had a cost of energy of 2.83 cents/Kwh, a 15% reducfion from model 204.0. 
Continued refinement of the design required a change in operating speed and a 
change in energy capture. 
Dynamics analysis on model 204.1 showed that at the lower operating speed, 
excitation at twice per revolution (2 x 12.8 = 25.6 rpm) was too close to the 
tower bending frequency, which occurs around 23 rpm. Consequently, it was 
necessary to increase the lower speed to 13.25 rpm. This change had a small 
affect on energy capture, but increased the frequency separation to an 
acceptable level. 
A more detailed analysis of energy capture then determined that teetered rotor 
performance was less than previously estimated. Teetering tends to smooth the 
rotor blade variational forces, because the blade attack angles produced by 
teeter motion are more constant. While teetering reduces the loads it. also 
smooths the power production at a slightly lower level than a rigid hub rotor 
would proviae. The more detailed analysis indicated a 4.2% reduction in 
energy capture when wind speeds are below the rated value. 
In July, 1981, the t~OU-5A model number was changed to 204.2 to incorporate the 
cnange from a rigid hub rotor to a teetered rotor configuration. 
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Table 5-2 Model 204.1 Configuration .~> 
System-Weight. (lb) 
Installed Cost (Volume, 1980 $) 
1,202,201 
3,311 ,378 
23.3 
2.83 
Annual Energy (GWH, SOW wind, 0.96 AF) 
Cost of Energy (Volume, 1980 cents/Kwh) 
Rotor 277,822 lb. 
o Upwind of tower 
o 400 ft. diameter 
o 375 ft/sec tip speed' 
o 12.8/17.9 rpm; two-speed operation 
o Laminated wood blades and tip 
o 64-XXX Airfoil, 200 in. root chord, 
3.06% so 1 id ity 
o 25% (50 ft.) hydraulically powered 
partial span control -90° motion 
o Steel hub, stud jOints with blade 
o Steel partial span control, stud jOints with blade and tip 
o HUb-mounted hydraulic power unit 
o go til t, ±9° teeter a 11 owance 
o Shaft-hub interface with low 
friction teeter bearings and 
brake type restrictol'. Shaft 
bolts to 1st stage of gearbox 
Drivetrain 239,567 lb. 
o HyDrid rotor integrated gearbox, 
2.71 million ft.-1D. input torque 
o Planetary 1st stage gearing, split 
Parallel shaft 2nd stage 
o 3rd stage underrunning shifter, warm 
shift procedure, inch ing drive 
o Stiffness and damp ing control 
at 1 s t stage· n 
o Rotor and gear supported by 
two-.row monobearing integrated 
into gear case .with load path 
to bedplate . 
o In~l ine s 1 ipr ing access, shaft dr ive 
lube pump, rotor lock, parking 
brake . 
o Floating high speed shaft, 
. sl ip coupl ing 
o 6,200 kW, 1,200 rpm 
synchronous·.9j!!Ierator 
5-5 
Nacelle 116,956 lb. 
o Bedplate type with wiring, piping 
runs under flooring 
o Mountings for gearbox, generator, 
control electronics, high voltage 
cabinet 
o Insulated weather fairing 
o Lubrication system for gearbox 
and bearings on lower platform 
o Yaw structural adapters and 
bearing 
o HydY-aul ic power supply and 
push-pull yaw dr ive 
o Yaw slipring 
Tower 505,798 lb. 
o 14.5 ft. diameter steel shell 
o 250 ft. to rotor hub 
o 50 ft. tapered bell for tuning 
o Internal cable lift and ladder 
Foundation 
o Spread footing, re'inforced concrete 
o About 960 cubic yards 
. 0 Anchor bolts for tower attachment 
Electrical 62,058 lb. 
o Walk-in aisle switchgear and 
control enclosure 
o 6,200 kVA oil-filled transformer 
with fused switch 
o 69 kV nom.inal interface 
o 150 MVA radial feeder cluster, 
with 24 units 
Maintenance 
o Permanent cluster crew 
<" '" 
5.4 MODEL 204.2 DESIGN 
A sunrnary of tlJe Model 204.2 configuration is s,~own in Table 5-3. Further 
stuClies showed that a significant improvement in 'tile blade structure could be 
made by el iminating the steel hub section and the stud joints that attached 
the hub to the wooClen blade sections. In addition, a safety and risk 
reduct ion study prompteCl a mod ificat ion in the procedure for chang ing the 
rotor speeCl. 
The steel nub of the rotor blade orig inated in the conceptual des ign phase 
trade-off stuCl ies, in order to jo in the different materials of the ma in 
blade. As the design progressed, the steel and wood interface became less 
aesirable. There was some r'isk of encountering problems that would require 
lengthy development programs, for example, the development of a wood stud with 
double the fatigue capabil ity of the state of the art MOD-OA stud. A 
preferable design, aescribed in more detail in section 4. 1 of Volume III, was 
found by eliminating the joint maCle of different materials. This design used 
, 
a WOOlJen center blade section with finger joints that would be bonded in the 
fielCl. With the wooden center blade, the rotor would have a continuous load 
path between the blades. 
rotor to the hub resul ted 
A related ana lys is of methods for attach ing the 
in the selection of an external steel yoke that 
supported the blade through the teeter axis bearing. 
A concern about overspeed led to a rev is ion in the procedure for changing 
rotor speed. The MOD-SA model 204.X series used two-speed operation to 
maintain the rotor efficiency near the optimum during subrated wind speeds. 
The lower rotor speed was preferred for lower wind speeds. The warm change 
proceClure, specified for models 204.0 through 204.2, which is used while the 
rotor is turning, required the generator to be electrically disconnected from 
the gr id, us ing aerodynamic contro 1 to change speeds, sh ift ing gears, and 
resynchron iz ing the generator with the grid. Further cons iderat ion of th is 
proceClure ra ised concerns about safety and a col d change procedure, wh ich was 
used while the rotor'.~~as not turning, was developed. The rotor would be 
stopped before shifting gears, to minimize the possibility that a malfunction 
in the aerodynamic control could cause an overspeed while the generator was 
not connected to the grid. _ The cold change; reduces the net energy capture 
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slightly, because during th.e 10 minutes required for each speed change, there 
is no power delivery. 
In September, 1981, the continuous center blade configuration and the revised 
procedure for changing speed were adopted ~n MOD~~A Model 204.3. 
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Table 5-3 Model 204.2 Configuration 
System Weight (lb) 
Installed Cost (Volume, 1980 ~) 
Annual Energy (GWH, SOW wind, 0.96 AF) 
- ,Cost of Energy (Volume, 1980 cents/Kwh) 
1,202,201 
3,311,339 
21.6 
2.92 
Rot!!!: 277,804 lb. 
o Upwind of tower 
o 400 ft. aiameter 
o 375 ft/sec tip speed 
o 13.25/17.9 rpm, two-speed operation 
o Laminated wood blades and tip 
o 64-XXX Airfoil, 200 in. root chord, 
3.06% sol idity 
o 25% (50 ft.) hydraulically powered 
part'ia 1 span contro 1 _90° mot ion 
o Steel hub, stud jOints with blade 
o Steel partial span control, stud 
joints with blade and tip 
o Hub-mounted hydraulic power unit 
o go tilt, ±9° teeter allowance 
o Shaft-hub interface with low 
friction teeter bearings ana 
brake type restrictor. Shaft 
bolts to 1st stage of gearbox 
Drivetrain 239,565 lb. 
o Hybrid rotor integrated gearbox, 
2.71 mill ion ft,-lb. input 
torque _ __ 
o Planetary 1st stage gearing, split-' 
para 11 e 1 shaft 2nd stage 
o 3rd stage underrunning shifter, warm 
shift procedure, inching drive 
o Stiffness and damping control 
at 1st stage 
o Rotor and gear supported by 
two-row monobea"ing integrated 
into gear case with load path 
to bedpl ate 
o In-line slipring access, shaft drive 
lube pump, rotor lock, parking 
Drake 
o Floating high speed shaft, 
slip coupl ing 
6,200 kW, 1,200 rpm 
synchronous generator 
5-8 
Nacelle 116,956 lb. -
o Bedplate type with wiring, piping 
runs under flooring 
o Mountings for gearbox, generator, 
control electronics, high voltage 
cabinet 
o Insulated weather fairing 
o Lubrication system for gearbox 
and bearings on lower platform 
o Yaw structural adapters and 
bearing 
o Hydraulic power supply and 
push-pull yaw drive 
o Yaw sl ipring 
Tower 505,798 lb. 
o 14.5 ft. diameter steel shell 
o 250 ft. to rotor hub 
o 50 ft. tapered bell for tuning 
o Internal cable lift and ladder 
Foundat ion 
o Spread footing, reinforced concrete 
o About 960 cubic yards 
o Anchor bolts for tower attachment 
Electrical 62,058 lb. 
o Walk-in aisle switchgear and 
control enclosure 
o 6,200 kVA oil-filled transformer 
with fused switch 
o 69 kV nominal interface 
o 150 MVA radial feeder cluster, 
with 24 units 
Maintenance 
o Permanent cluster crew 
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5.5 MODEL 204.3 DESIGN 
A sunmary of the Model 204.3 configuration is shown in Table 5-4. As the 
prel iminary design phase continued, the possibil ity of raising the gearbox 
torque rating and the system energy capture was examined. 
,:; 
The preliminary design of the gearbox was created by Philadelphial Gear 
Corporation (PGC) under a teaming arrangement. The gear size, life and cost 
were significantly influenced by the few overload cycles specified in the 
loadll ife duty cycle. Optimization stUdies showed that the torque rating 
could be increased if the gearbox torque was 1 imited by a friction-type sl ip 
coupling. 
The Model 204.3 gearbox had a 2.71 million ft.-ln. input torque rating and an 
effective deSign factor of 1.7. By lowering the effective design factor and 
maximum operating overload to 1.4, the rated torque could be raised to 3.20 
million ft.-lbs. This increase in torque allowed a potential rating of 7,300 
kW, us ing the same gearbox cost':/\1d arrangement, an 18% ga in over the 6,200 kW 
, 
rating of Model 204.3. Only a sm,all increase in the electrical system rating 
and a rerating of the sl ip coupl ing would be necessary to complete this change. 
The deSign cluster configuration was also reconsidered. The 150 MW cluster 
design had been maintained since the conceptual design phase studies. With a 
6,200 kW unit rating, there were 24 units in the baseline cluster. Op~rations 
and Ina intenance costs depended on the number of un its over wh ich the cluster 
laoor pool was allocated. To avoid an increase in unit operating and 
ma intenance costs per un it the cluster rat ing was increased to 175 MW when 
each unit was uprated to 7,300 kW to maintain 24 units in the cluster. The 
cluster transmission 1 ine costs were not effectively altered, as only brief 
times at the higher rating were expected. The higher winds, during which the 
cluster reached the rati',;g, aided cool ing, so that no increase in conductor 
size was necessary" 
In March, 1982, the system uprat ing and cluster uprat ing were incl uded in 
MOD-SA Model 204.4. 
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Table 5-4 Model 204.3 Configuration 
System Weight (lb) 
Installed Cost (Volume, 1980 ~) 
Annual Energy (GWH, SOW wind, 0.96 AF) 
Cost of Energy (Volume, 1980 cents/Kwh) 
1,177,722 
3,241,255 
21.2 
2.92 
Rotor 256,044 lb. 
o Upwind of tower 
o 400 ft. diameter 
o 375 ft/sec tip speed _ 
o 13.25/17.9 rpm, two-speed operation 
o Laminated wood blades and tip 
o Continuous wood center blade 
o 64-XXX Airfoil, 200 in. root chord, 
3.06% sol idity 
o 25% (50 ft.) hydraulically powered 
partial span control -90 0 motion 
o Steel yoke attachment at teeter axis 
o Teeter and brake shafts through blade 
0:; Steel partial span control, stud juints with blade and tip 
o Yoke-mounted hydraulic power unit 
o 90 tilt, ±9° teeter allowance 
o Low friction teeter bearings 
and Drake type teeter restrictor. 
Yoke bolts to 1st stage of gearbox 
Drivetrain 236,866 lb. 
o Hybrid rotor integrated gearbox, 
2.71 million ft.-lb. input 
torque 
o Planetary 1st stage gearing, spl it 
parallel shaft 2nd stage 
o 3rd stage underrunning shifter, cold 
shift procedure, (warm capabil ity) 
inch ing dr ive 
o Stiffness and damping control 
at 1st stage 
o Rotor and gear supported by 
two-row monobearing integrated 
into gear case with load path 
to·bedp 1 ate 
o In-line slipring access, shaft drive 
lube pump, rotor lock, parking 
brake 
o Floating high speed shaft, 
slip coupling 
6,200 kW, 1,200 rpm 
synchronous generator 
5-10 
Nacelle 116,956 lb. 
o Bedplate type with wiring. piping 
runs under flooring 
o Mountings for gearbox, generator, 
control electronics, high voltage 
cabinet 
o Insulated weather fairing 
o Lubrication system for gearbox 
and bearings on lower platform 
o Yaw structural adapters .. and bearing .. 
o Hydraulic power supply and 
push-pull yaw drive 
o Yaw slipring 
Tower 505,798 lb. 
o 14.5 ft. diameter steel shell 
o 250 ft. to rotor hub 
o 50 ft. tapered bell for tuning 
o Internal cable lift and ladder 
Foundation 
o Spread footing, reinforced concrete 
o About 960 cubic yards 
o Anchor bolts for tower attachment 
Electrical 62,058 lb. 
o Walk-in aisle switchgear and 
control enclosure 
o 6,200 kVA oil-filled transformer 
with fused switch 
o 69 kV nominal interface' 
o 150 MVA radial feeder cluster, 
with 24 units 
Maintenance 
o Permanent cluster crew 
I 
i 
5.6 MODEL 204.4 DESIGN 
The configuration defined by model 204.4 was found to have design problems 
which required almost illlllediate changes. Analyses of blade strength, high 
wind shutdown, and extreme wind loads prompted major changes in this design. 
An env ironmenta 1 effects ana lys is of strong sun 1 ight ind icated that 
temperatures on the blade surface could be high enough to affect allowable 
stress. Therefore, the allowable stress for the wood was reduced, because of 
the analysis of temperature and the results from phase A of the wood strength 
versus temperature testing. The blade thickness then had to be increased by 
10% for the same chord, to accommodate the lower stresses. The weight of the 
wino turbine increased by 1%, because of these changes. 
The dynamic analysis of transient shutdown loads indicated that high 1 imit 
loads were produced in 60 mph, 45° inflow conditions. The cut-out wind speed 
was then reduced from 60 mph to 50 mph, to meet load reqUirements. 
Tne length of the movaole tip was then studied. The loads resulting from a 
longer 90 ft. tip were reducea in the mid-blade region, but increased for the 
inner blade. The longer tip cost more and required an increase in capability 
of the. wood to steel jOint. A swept tip or a pass ive way of schedul ing tip 
motion for shutoowns would be advantageous, but difficult to design. The 50 
mph cut-out wind speed and the 50 ft. tip were selected as the best 
arrangement. 
NASA reduced the extreme wind shear exponent from 0.1 to 0.04. This reduced 
the extreme wind at the hub height from nearly 150 mph to 130 mph. By 
reducing the hub height from 250 ft. to 240 ft., the tower could be redesigned 
for broads ide blade exposure to extreme wind. The prev ious des ign had reI ied 
on weathervaning. Manually controlled weathervaning was kept in the _design, 
but automatic, failsafe operation was deleted. The tower weight increased 
slightly, because of higher loads. 
These changes were incorporated in model 204.5 late in March, 1982. 
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5.7 MODEL 204.5 DESIGN 
The model 204.5 configuration is summarized in Table !i-5. This configur-
ation was reviewed by NASA d\;ring a preliminary design review in April, 1.9.32. 
The major weights take advantage of projected reductions from the first unit 
to volume production units. The cost of energy for the first unit of model 
204.5 and the clustered 100th unit is shown in Tables 5-6 and 5-7. 
DeSign work on model 204.5 concentrated on the rotor. Measurements by 
PNL-Battelle and analysis by NASA defined higher fatigue loads caused by wind 
turoulence. The chord and thickness were increased to compensate for the new 
fatigue loads and weight of the partial span control. This change made 
changes in the upper and lower operat ing speeds necessary to avoid load 
amplification. 
Investigations by the NASA-Lewis Research Center and PNL-Battelle, which 
examined wind turbulence, resulted In the definition of an interior turbulence 
specification. This definition was USed to recalculate the system's loads. 
The 50th percentile fatigue load was doubled. Consequently, the average 
fatigue load was raised, but the infrequent large gust loads were not raised. 
The turbulent load analysis is discussed in section 7.0. 
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Table 5-5 Model 204.5 Configuration 
System Weight (lb) 
Installed Cost (Volume. 1980 $) 
Annual Energy (GWH. SOW wind. 0.96 AF) 
Cost of Energy (Volume. 1980 cents/Kwh) 
~1.277 .065 
3.349.655 
21.1 
3.03 
RotOr 296.068 lb. 
o Upwind of tower 
o 400 ft. diameter 
o 375 ft/sec tip. speed 
o 13.25/17.9 rpm. two-speed operation 
0, Laminated wood blades and tip 
o Continuous wood center blade 
o 64-XXX Airfoil. 200 in. root chord. 
3.06% solidity 
o 25% (50 ft.) hydraulically powered 
partial span controi. -90° motion 
o Steel yoke attachment at teeter axis 
o Teeter and brake shafts throu9h blade 
o Steel partial span control. stud joints with blade and tip 
o Yoke-mounted hydraulic power unit 
o 9° tilt. ±9° teeter allowance 
o Low friction teeter bearings 
and brake type teeter restrictor. 
Yoke bolts to 1st stage of gearbox 
Drivetrain 246,110 lb. 
o Hybrid rotor integrated gearbox, 
3.2 million ft.-lb. input 
torque 
o Planetary 1st litage gearing, split 
parallel shaft 2nd stage 
o 3rd stage underrunning shifter, cold 
shift procedure, (warm capability) 
inching drive 
o Stiffness and damping control 
at 1st stage 
o Rotor and gear supported by 
two-row monobearing integrated 
into gear case with load path 
to bedp1ate 
o In-line slipring access, shaft drive 
lube pump, rotor lock, parking 
brake 
o Floating high speed shaft, 
slip coupling 
7,300 kW. 1,200 rpm 
synchronous generator 
5-13 
Nacelle 137,437 lb. 
o Bedp1ate type with wiring. piping 
runs under flooring 
o Mountings for gearbox, generator, 
control electronics, high voltage 
cabinet 
o Insulated weather fairing 
o Lubrication system for gearbox 
and bearings on lower platform 
o Yaw structural adapters and 
bearing 
o Hydraulic power supply and 
puSh-pull yaw drive 
o Yaw sl ipring 
Tower 524,250 lb. 
o 14.5 ft. diameter steel shell 
o 240 ft. to rotor hub 
o 50 ft. tapered bell for tuning 
o Internal cable lift and ladder 
Foundation 
o Spread footing, reinforced concrete 
o About 960 cubic yards 
o Anchor bolts for tower attachment 
Electrical 73,200 lb. 
o Walk-in aisle switchgear and 
control enclosure 
o 7.300 kVA oil-filled transformer 
with fused switch 
o 69 kV nominal interface 
o 175 MVA radial feeder cluster, 
with 24 units 
Maintenance 
o Permanent cluster crew 
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Blade arrangements that would accommodate the higher lo~~s and maintain 
I _; 
acceptab I e frequency separat ion with a heav ier part ia I span control were 
examined. Increased th ickness separated the blade sk ins in the fl ap bend ing 
mode. To avoid a large decrease in performance, the blade chord proffJe was 
also increased, to retain the same thickness-to-chord ratio. At the blade 
root, the chord dimension was changed from 200 in. to 234 in. The increased 
thickness increased the section's modulus, which reduced stress levels to 
values consistent with allowable stresses. Energy capture was reduced 3% by 
these changes. 
The larger blalle was stiffer so it was necessary to increase the lower 
operating speed, to separate integer multiples of the operating speed and the 
e last ic blade frequenc ies. The lower speed was increased from 13.25 rpm to 
13.75 rpm. The upper speed was reduced from 17.9 rpm to 16.8 rpm, because the 
blade with the larger chord captured more energy at the lower speed. 
The reduced upper speed might have decreased rated power by 7% because the 
drivetrain is torque I imited. However, the evaluation of the gearbox duty 
cycle showed it to be favorable. The maximum overload torque was reduced. 
The slip coup ling sett ing was lowered from 1.4 to 1.2 times ttre rated torque 
value, to permit a 3.38 million ft. lb. rating, which kept 7,300 kW at 
16.8 rpm. 
These changes influenced other areas of the design as well. A heavier partial 
span contro I was needed for the larger loads and larger blade mount ing 
surface. The larger blade area resulted in higher extreme wind loads on the 
tower and a wider, heavier yoke. The mounting surface of the gearbox case was 
redesigned to be parallel to the drivetrain axis. The tilt was reduced from 
~o to 7°, to avoid excessive bedplate depth. 
This configuration was officially designated model 204.6 in August,h2<. 
Updated cost and weight details were available in December, 1982. 
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5.8 MODEL 204.6 DESIGN 
Model 204.6 is surrmarized in Table 5-8. The growth of the weight of the 
partial span control, a simplified gearbox configuration, and reduced risk in 
the rotor support and other areas of the system were examined. The influence 
of Size on the allowable fatigue strength for wood was also considered. 
A fatigue crack was discovered in the rotor support shaft of the MOD-2 wind 
turbine generator in November, 1982. The rotor support shaft exper iences 
reversed bend ing loads as the rotor revolves. To reduce the risk of a s imil ar 
failure on the MOD-SA, several rotor attachments were examined. A.t the same 
time, it was found that compet it ive procurement for the rotor- integrated 
gearbox was limited because of its large bearing, structural case, stiffness 
and damping control and two-speed features. When the rotor support feature 
was eliminated from the gearbox the rotor attachment and rotor support 
structure could be designed with less risk. This change was also advantageous 
to the gearbox procurement and the alternative rotor attachment studies. 
The gearbox was redeSigned as a torque transfer, single-speed ratio, step-up 
unit. A Significant reduction in the price resulted from these changes. 
Three vendors became interested. A variable-speed generator subsystem reduced 
shutdown loads on the partial span control structure. The speed range over 
which this subsystem operated and the control characteristics of the generator 
were able to replace the stiffness and damping elements and the two-speed 
stage that were integrated into the gearbox. 
The volume of wood in the laminated wood and epoxy MOD-SA blades is over ten 
times the volume of wood in the MOD-OA wood blades. This volume was found to 
require that the allowable stresses be lowered because of the resulting higher 
probability of the blade containing a Significant defect. This size factor 
was not addressed previously because of the many veneer butt, scarf, and 
surface joint discontinuities in the blades. These discontinuities were 
bel ieved to have more impact on the allowable stresses than defects in the 
wood. However, lower allowable stress was establ ished until tests could be 
made on large samples of wood. Allowable fatigue strength parallel to the 
wood grain was reduced by a third, and the size of the blade was recalculated. 
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Table 5-8 Model 204.6 Configuration 
System Weight (lb) 
Installed Cost (Volume, 1980 $) 
1,486,242 
3,663,532 
20.6 Annual Enel;gy (GWH, SOW wind, 0.96 AF) 
Cost of Energy (Volume, 1980 cents/Kwh) 3.39 
Rotor 365,920 1 b. 
o Upwind of tower 
o 400 ft. diameter 
o 352 ft/sec tip speed 
o 13.75/16.8 rpm, two-speed operation 
o Laminated wood blades and tip 
o Continuous wood center blade 
o 64-XXX Airfoil, 234 in. root chord, 
3.06% sol idity 
o 25% (50 ft.) hydraulically powered 
partial span control, -90 0 motion 
o St':el yoke attachment at teeter ax is 
o ':~eter and brake shafts through blade 
o Steel partial span control, stud 
jOints with blade and tip 
o Yoke-mounted hydraulic power unit 
o 70 tilt, ±9° teeter allowance 
• 0 Low fr ict ion teeter bear ings 
and brake "type teeter restrictor. 
Yoke bolts to 1st stage of gearbox 
Drivetrain 311,543 lb. 
o Hybrid rotor integrated gearbox, 
3.38 mill ion ft.-lb. input 
torque 
o Planetary 1st stage gearing, split 
parallel shaft 2nd stage 
o 3rd stage underrunning shifter, cold 
shift procedure, (warm capability) 
inching drive 
o Stiffness and damping control 
at 1 st stage 
o Rotor and gear supported by 
two-row monobearing integrated 
into gear case with load path 
to bedpl ate 
o In-line slipring access, shaft drive 
lube pump, rotor lock, parking 
brake 
o Floating high speed shaft, 
sl ip coupl ing 
7,300 kW,1,200 rpm 
synchronous generator 
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Nacelle 158,659 lb. 
o Bedplate type with wiring, piping 
runs under flooring 
o Mountings for gearbox, generator, 
control electronics, high voltage 
cabinet 
o Insulated weather fairing 
o Lubrication system for gearbox 
and bearings on lower platform 
o Yaw structural adapters and 
bearing 
o Hydraulic power supply and 
push-pull yaw drive 
o Yaw slipring 
Tower 572,120 lb. 
o 14.5 ft. diameter steel shell 
o 240 ft. to rotor hub 
o 50 ft. tapered bell for tuning 
o Internal cable lift and ladder 
Foundation 
o Spread footing, reinforced concrete 
o About 960 cubic yards 
o Anchor bolts for tower attachment 
Electrical 78,000 lb. 
o l~alk-in aisle switchgear and 
control enclosure 
o 7,300 kVA oil-filled transformer 
with fused switch 
"0 69 kV nomina 1 interface 
o 175 MVA radial feeder cluster, 
with 24 units 
Maintenance 
o Permanent cluster crew 
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The size factor tests are described in section 8.1.6. The chord at the root 
was increased from 234 in. to 300 in. The thickness of the blade was also 
increased, to' minimize the weight and cost growth for the large reduction in 
."] 
allowable fatigue strength. 
The weight of the partial span control sections increased. This assembly is 
loaded in reVEi"Sed chordwise bending every rotation, and is exposed to a large 
fl apwise load reversal dur ing the trans ition between operat ing and shutdown. 
A large portion of the structural weight is in the thick flanges. The flanges 
provide a rigid mounting interface for the wood stud joints. The larger blade 
cross section increased the flange area, but did not permit a reduction in 
thickness, so the weight increased. 
The weight of the partial span control would have lowered the blade's flap 
bending frequency, but the larger blade was stiff enough to keep the frequency 
in an acceptable range at the selected operating speeds. Because the variable 
speed generator subsystem operated over a 0.6 rpm range in both low and high 
speeds, a minimum speed of 13.2 rpm was selected. The low range was 13.2 to 
13.B rpm and the high range was 16.2 to 16.8 rpm. 
The partial span control spindle diameter had increased to 26 in. because of 
the thrust reversal that occurs from slowing the rotor aerodynamically. The 
bending loads produced by the thrust could be reduced if the rotor was slowed 
by shaft torque as well as aerodynamic control, until it reached lower speed. 
Shaft torque could be provided by either a brake or a generator capable of 
variable speed operation. The variable speed generator subsystem was selected 
because it provided flexibil ity in the selection of operating speeds, so it 
could control the dynamic behavior of the drivetrain, and provide back torque 
for most shutdowns. 
An aileron torque control was studied at this time. Partial span control on 
model 204.6 was significantly heaVier and more costly than the configuration 
used in the trade-off study. The aileron control was attractive, considering 
weight, cost, and integration with the blade, but there was not enough data to 
support a configuration change. 
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Consequently. aerodyn~mic testing on aileron controlled blade sections began, 
and the aileron control was estab1 ished as an alternative to partial span 
control. Testing consisted of small wind tunnel models and a 125 ft. rotor on 
the MOD-D, a NASA research wind turbine in Sandusky, OH. Further description 
and discussion of aileron testing can be found in section 8.4. 
Both intern a 1 and external rotor supports were examined. The goals were to 
minimize the volume of metal exposed to reversed bending and to avoid details 
that would concentrate stress in the blade. First, the rotor SUp'pol'-tJunction 
!, --
and the torque transmiss ion function were separated. A low speed shaft wit~ 
spl ined enos was placeo between the gearbox ,and the rotor, to transmii\~ 
torque. The shaft did not support the rotor, and had no torsional stiffness 
control requirements like the MOD-2's quill shaft. 
The monobearing used to support the rotor was very large and costly. A double 
bearing located closer to the blade's center of gravity was examined. This 
bearing was smaller and could support the radial loading required to carry the 
rotor moment exerted by the rotor's weight. A bearing arrangement centered on 
the blade, as shown in Figure 5-1, was also examined. 
placed the doubl e bearings in, the yoke box structure and 
An arrangement that 
supported the yoke on 
a non-rotating spindle was the most practical arrangement. The low speed 
shaft passes through the sp indl e and is attached to the yoke on the side 
closest to the blade. This design is shown in Figure 5-2. 
The variable speed generator was tentatively identified as similar to the 
Scherbiustat variable speed drive. A wound rotor or doubly fed machtne was 
used. The stator circuit was directly connected to the 60 Hz grid, and the 
rotor circuit was connected to the grid through a thyristor ac to ac converter 
called a cyc10converter. The converter was mounted on the ground, to reduce 
we.ight in the nacelle. A simplified schematic of this arrangement is shown in 
Figure 5-3. A converter rating of 1500 kVA was selected. This permits the 
rotor to operate at just below 12 rpm to just abov'r 17.5 rpm. 
. ~ R 
The generator control regulated airgap torque ant!. reactive power. A con£\\ol 
plan, v ar ieo a irgap torque with generator speed, so that zero to rat~d torqVe 
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occurred with a 0.6 rpm speed change. The same dynamic behavior of the 
drivetrain would occur with a 3.5% slip coupling or induction generator. This 
behavior critically damps the first rotor oscillatory mode. Torque was 
1 imited to 10% above rating, independent of speed, so the generator control 
eliminated the friction slip coupling in the high speed shaft. 
For start-up, partial span control tips were positioned at the proper angle 
and rotation began as a result of aerodynamic lift. If ailerons were used for 
ilerodynamic control the rotor must be boosted to a starting speed to achieve 
the effective angle from which the aerodynamics would improve with'\ increasing 
rotor speed. Thus, for purposes of starting an aileron controlled rotor, a 
starting circuit breaker was included in the switch gear, as shown in 
Figure 5-3. The stator is short-circuited when this circuit breaker is closed 
and the generator rotor can be energized by the cyc10converter to bring the 
rna in rotor up to 3 rpm. 
A rotor support frame was added to the bedp1ate, to transfer loads from the 
spindle to the bedplate. This structure perfo.med the function formerly 
performed by the gearbox case. An adaptor with radial ribs transferred loads 
from the circular spindle to a rectangle formed by the bedp1ate, two side 
plates, and a top plate. The side plates provide the section modulus to turn 
the corner into the bedplate with acceptable stress levels. 
The blade teeter attachment was modified to reduce penetrations of the main 
box structure and to simplify the manufacture of the laminated wood and epoxy 
re inforced with gl ass fiber. Bolsters were added to the chordwise blade 
sides. The bolsters were simple slabs of wood and epoxy, augmented with glas,s 
fibers, with holes for the teeter bearing and teeter restrictor arm 
attachments. They were bonded to the main blade over a very large surface, 
which kept stress levels low. O~ly torque, weight and thrust loads were 
transferred into the bolsters, and the large blade bending loads were kept in 
the, main blade. This change reduced the risk of a penetration-induced stress 
concentration on the main blade. The yoke became slightly heavier because a 
greater separation in the ears was needed to surround the bolsters. 
The changes in this section were reviewed with NASA in January and March, 1983 
and as a result, Model 304.0 was officially introduced in Mar~h, 1983. 
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5.9 MODEL 304.0 DESIGN 
The configuration "<'model 304.0 is shown in Table 5-9. Higher energy capture 
'. I 
was predicted for t./is configuration, since the cold shift usedwtth the 
tl1o-speed gearbox on model 204;6 had been e.l iminllted. The blade had a ,higher 
loss because of profile drag, and the variable speed electrical subsystem had 
a nigher loss than the synchronous electrical subsystem. Fortunately, the 
variable-speed electrical subsystem changed speed ranges while delivering 
energy to the grid, so the net energy output increased. 
The major features of model 304.0 were an upwind laminated, 400 ft. in 
diameter, wood rotor with 50 ft. movable control tips, yoke, dual bearing 
support of yoke on nonrotating spindle, low speed shaft carrying only torque, 
single ratio gearbox, 7300 Kw variable speed generator, and a"rotor support 
box structure on the bedplate. The shell tower, yaw structure drive, and 
foul"dation were the same as in the 204.X series. 
Design loads were recalculated for model 304.0. The tower bending frequency 
was too high tos ign ificantly alleviate loads at the low end of thevariab 1e 
speed range. 
section 6.3.2. 
The sensitivity of loads to tower frequency is described in 
Analysis indicated that lengthening the tower by 10 ft. would 
sufficiently lower the tower frequency to avoid high loads. 
The bedplate was widened by 20 in., to fit th'f:gaarbox and rotor support 
structure, with adequate access to the low spee<! shaft for assembly and 
maintenance. This change increased the weight of the bedp1ate and rotor 
adapter. A tilted gearbox adapter structure was also added to the nacelle. 
This structure interfaces the gearbox mounting surface, which was parallel to 
tne snaft axis. The adapter was a better design than a 7° tilt incorporated 
in the gearbox case. 
An improvement in the connect ion between low speed shaft and the gearbox was 
also made. A direct spl ine connection was more cost-effective than the 
original gear coupl ing and bolted flange. The gearbox planet carrier was 
modified to incorporate an internal spl ine and the gearbox oil lubrication 
, path was extended to include the spl ine. The low speed shaft was extended to 
mate with the sp1 ine, wh.ich provides sufficient angular motion to accommodate 
assembly tolerances. 
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Table 5-9 Model 304.0 Configuration 
System Weigllt (lb) 
Installed Cost (Volume, 1980 ~) 
Annual Energy (GWH, SOW wind, 0.96 AF) 
Cost of Energy (Volume, 1980 cents/kwh) 
Rotor 457,530 lb. 
o Upw ind of tower 
o 400 ft. diameter 
o 352 ft/sec tip speed 
o 13.2-13.8/16.2-16.8 rpm 
two range variable speed operation 
o Laminated wood blades and tip 
o Continuous wood center blade 
o 64-XXX Airfoil, 300 in. root chord, 
3.06% sol idity 
o 25% (50 ft.) hydraulically powered 
partial span control, _90° motion 
o Steel yoke attachment at teeter axis 
o Teeter and brake shafts through blade 
o Steel partial span control, stud joints with blade and tip 
o Yoke-mounted hydraulic power unit 
o 7° tilt, ±9° teeter allowance 
o E1astomeric teeter bearings 
and brake type teeter restrictor. 
o Yoke supported on spindle with dual 
bearings 
Drivetrain 269,350 lb. 
o F10a,t ing torque shaft from yoke to 
gearbox 
o Hybrid single ratio gearbox, 
3.38 lIIillion ft.-lb. input 
torque 
o Planetary 1st and 2nd stage gearing, 
parallel shaft 3rd stage 
o In-1 ine slipring access, shaft drive 
lube pump, rotor lock, parking 
brake, inching drive 
o Floating high. speed shaft, 
7,300 kW, 960-1440 rpm 
wound rotor, induction generator 
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1,655,250 
3,855,200 
21.2 
3.46 
Nacelle 263,250 lb. 
o Bedp1ate type with wiring, piping 
runs under flooring 
o Box type rotor support structure 
with spindle, crane mount 
o Mountings for gearbox, generator, 
control electronics, high voltage 
cabinet 
o Insulated weather fairing 
o Lubrication system for gearbox 
and bearings on lower platform 
o Yaw structural adapters and 
bearing 
o Hydraulic power supply and 
push-pull yaw drive 
o Yaw sl ipring 
Tower 577,120 lb. 
o 14.5 ft. diameter steel shell 
o 240 ft. to rotor hub 
o 50 ft. tapered bell for tuning 
o Internal cable lift and ladder 
Foundation 
o Spread footing, reinforced concrete 
o About 960 cubic yards 
o Anchor bolts for tower attachment 
Electrical 88,000 lb. 
o Electrical equipment building with 
cyc10converter and switchgear and 
control 
o 7,300 kVA oil-filled transformer 
with fused switch 
o 69 kV nominal interface 
o 175 MVA radial feeder cluster, 
with 24 units 
Maintenance 
o Permanent cluster crew 
I 
i 
Other updates in t"e configuration were made in the rotor wood weight, partial 
span 'control, yoke, and 1 ift sUbsystems. The partial span control spindle 
assembly increased from just under 4,000 lb. per blade to just over 7,000 lb. 
per blade, reinforcing the desire to use ailerons for torque control. The 
yoke weight significantly increased as a result of detailed stress analysis 
with new loads. 
The elevator was changed to a traction drive. to comply with state and OSHA 
requirements. 
In August, 1983, the system model was changed to 304.1 to reflect these 
changes. 
5.10 MODEL 304.1 DESIGN 
Details of the model 304.1 configuration are shown in Table 5-10. Model 304.1 
was the heaviest configuration, and its cost of energy was too close to the 
maximum 3.75 cents/kWH in 1980$. The results of wind tunnel testing on 
aileron models indicated an aerodynamic control using ailerons would be 
successful. The aileron conceptual design work was, therefore, expanded and 
incorporated into the rotor design. 
The wind tunnel aileron tests, described in section 8.4.2, were performed on 
",' 
models with both plain and balanced or forward 1 ip configuration and both 30% 
and 40% chord lengths. To avoid the expected noise problems which could be 
generated by a forward 1 ip aileron, a 40% chord, plain aileron was selected. 
Three mechan ica lly independent surfaces per blade were mounted on the outer 
40%, or 80 ft., of the span. Each surface was driven by a hydraulic actuator 
and segmented to permit free motion with the main blade deflection. 
Stopping calculations indicated that the ailerons might not be capable of 
stopping the rotor completely. A group of cal iper brakes was added to the 
rotor support structure to engage a disk on the yoke. This low speed stopping 
,", 
brake also locks the rotor during maintenance. The holding brake on the high 
speed side of the gearbox was el iminated. The new brake location avoids 
loading the geartrain when the rotor is parked. 
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Table 5-10 Model 304.1 Configuration 
System Weight (lb) 
Installed Cost (Volume. 1980 ~) 
Annual Energy (GWH. SOW wind. 0.96 AF) 
Cost of Energy (Volume. 1980 cents/kwh) 
Rotor 533.714 lb. 
o Upwind of tower 
o 400 ft. diameter 
o 352 ft/sec tip speed 
o 13.2-13.8/16.2-16.8 rpm 
two range variable speed operation 
o Laminated .. wood blades and tip 
o Continuous wood center blade 
o 64-XXX Airfoil. 300 in. root chord. 
3.06% sol idity 
o 25% (50 ft.) hydraulically powered 
partial span control. _90° motion 
o Steel yoke attachment at teeter axis 
o Teeter and brake shafts in bolster 
o Steel partial span control. stud joints with blade and tip 
o Yoke-mounted hydraulic power unit 
o 7° tilt. ±9° teeter allowance 
o Elastomeric teeter bearings 
and brake type teeter restrictor. 
o Yoke supported on spindle with dual 
bearings 
Drivetrain 259.636 lb. 
o Floating torque shaft from yoke to 
gearbox 
o Hybrid single ratio gearbox. 
3.38 million ft.-lb. input 
torque 
o Planetary 1st and 2nd stage gearing. 
parallel shaft 3rd stage 
o In-line slipring access. shaft drive 
lube pump. rotor lock. parking 
brake. inching drive 
o Floating high speed shaft. 
7,300 kW. 960-1440 rpm 
wound rotor, induction generator 
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1,863,170 
4,184,885 
21.2 
3.74 
Nacelle 328,700 lb. 
o Bedplate type with wiring, piping 
runs under flooring 
o Box type rotor support structure 
with spindle, crane mount 
o Mountings for gearboX, generator, 
control electronics, high voltage 
cabinet 
o Insulated weather fairing 
o Lubrication system for gearbox 
and bearings on lower platform 
o Yaw structural adapters and 
bearing 
o Hydraulic power supply and 
push-pull yaw drive 
o Yaw slipring 
Tower 653,120 lb. 
o 14.5 ft. diameter steel shell 
o 250 ft. to rotor hub 
o 50 ft. tapered bell for tuning 
o Internal traction elevator and 
ladder 
Foundation 
o Spread footing, reinforce~ concrete 
o About 960 cubic yards 
o Anchor bolts for tower·attachment 
Electrical 88,000 lb. 
o Electrical equipment building with 
cycloconverter and switchgear and 
control 
o 7,300 kVA oil-filled transformer 
with fused switch 
o 69 kV nominal interface 
o 175 MVA radial feeder cluster, 
with 24 units 
Maintenance 
o Permanent cluster crew 
I 
I 
k 
l 
r 
I , 
, 
A reduction in the weight of the center blade resulted from the decreased 
gravity loads without the partial span control. The weight and cost of the 
yoke and teeter assembly, however, increased, because the ear dimension was 
increased to provide acceptable fatigue stress levels. 
The blade 1 oadcarrying structure was 1 aminated wood from tip to tip. 
field finger joints were used at 25% and 60% of the span to connect the 
Four 
blade 
modules. The inner blade trail ing edge was bonded in the field to the 
structure, and the· aileron subassemblies were secured by wood studs into load 
distribution ribs. The large number of studs in wood carrying main blade 
structural loads at the partial span control were eliminated from the design. 
The model number was changed to 304.2 in September, 1983 to reflect the change 
to aileron control of the rotor. This configuration was reviewed with NASA in 
Uecember, 1983. 
5.11 MODEL 304.2 DESIGN 
5.11.1 CONFIGURATION 
The model 304.2 configuration is shown in Figure 5-4 and Table 5-11. Model 
304.2 was the last design of the MOD-SA program. 
5.11.1.1 Rotor Subsystem 
The rotor subsystem of the MOD-5A wind turbine generator consists of all the 
rotating structures windward of the main rotor bearings. It is mounted by the 
main rotor bearings on the rotor support spindle, which is part of the nacelle 
assembly. The rotor subsystem is illustrated in Figure 5-5. 
The major assembl'ies shown are the blade and ailerons. The rotor also 
includes the yoke, teeter bearings, brake subsystems, hydraul ic subsystem and 
electrical subsystem. The yoke is a large steel fabrication that supports the 
blade from the teeter bearings to the main rotor bearings and the rotor 
support spindle. It transmits rotor torque through its forward shear web to 
the low speed shaft. The blade is attached to the yoke by the teeter bearing 
assemblies, which provide a degree of freedom to the blade perpendicular to 
the plane of rotation. 
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Figure 5-4 MOD-SA Model 304.2 
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Table 5-11 Model 304.2 Configuration 
System Weight (lb) 
Installed Cost (Volume, 1980 ~) 
Annual Energy (GWH, SOW wind, 0.96 AF) 
Cost,of Energy (Volume, 1980 cents/kwh) 
1,803,926 
4,111 ,805 
21.2 
3.69 
Rotor 474,470 lb. 
o Upwind of tower 
o 400 ft. diameter 
o 352 ft/sec tip speed 
o 13.2-13.8/16.2-16.8 rpm 
two range variable speed operation 
o Laminated wood blades 
o Continuous wood blade, tip-tip 
o 64-XXX Airfoil, 300 in. root chord, 
3.06% sol idity 
o 40% (80 ft.) aileron control -90° motion 
40% chord, 3 hydraulic actuators/blade 
o Steel yoke attachment at teeter axis 
o Teeter and brake shafts in bo.lster 
o Rotor stopping brake 
o Yoke-mounted hydraulic power unit 
o 7° tilt, ±9° teeter allowance 
o Elastomeric teeter bearings 
and brake type teeter restrictor. 
o Yoke supported on spindle with dual 
bearings 
Urivetrain 259,636 lb. 
o Floating torque shaft from yoke to 
gearbox 
o Hybrid single ratio gearbox, 
3.38 million ft.-lb. input 
torque 
o Planetary 1st and 2nd stage gearing, 
parallel shaft 3rd stage 
o In-line slipring access, shaft drive 
lube pump,· inching drive 
Floating nigh speed shaft, 
o 7,300 kW, 960-1440 rpm 
wound rotor, induction generator 
'\ \i 
- -! \ \\ \, 
II 
1.1 
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Nacelle 328,700 lb. 
o Bedplate type with wiring, piping 
runs under flooring· 
o Box type rotor support structure 
with spindle, crane mount 
o Mountings for gearbox, generator, 
control electronics, high voltage 
cabinet 
o Insulated weather fairing 
o Lubr icat ion system for gearbox 
and bearings on lower platform 
o Yaw structura 1 adapters and 
bearing 
o Hydraulic power supply and 
pUSh-PU 11 yaw dl"ive 
,0 Yaw slipring 
Tower 653,120 lb. 
o 14.5 ft. diameter steel shell 
o 250 ft. to rotor hub 
o 50 ft. tapered bell for tuning 
o Internal traction elevator and 
ladder 
Foundation 
o Spread footing, reinforced concrete 
o About 960 cubic yards 
o Anchor bolts for tower attachment 
Electrical 88,000 lb. 
o Electrical equipment building with 
cycloconverter and switchgear and 
control 
o 7,300 kVA oil-filled transformer 
with fused switch 
o 69 kV nominal interface 
o ·175 MVA radial feeder cluster, 
with 24 units 
Maintenance 
o Permanent cluster crew 
-
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AILERON ACTUATORS 
3 PLACES PER SIDE 
The laminated wood and epoxy blade 1s assembled from five segments: the 
center blade unit, two inner blade units and two outer units, l'ih'ich are bonded 
together in the field. 
The ailerons form the trailing edge of the outer segments, from 60% to 100% of 
the span. They modify the rotor 1 ift and drag characteristics to modulate 
system torque and control the rotor speed. 
The rotor subsystem requires two braking subsystems, one for teeter motion and 
one to stop the rotor. The teeter brake stabilizes the teeter angle for low 
rotational speeds and high wind angle conditions, The teeter brake force is 
applied to four arms that are pinned to the blade bolster and slide through 
two sets of caliper brake assemblies for each arm. These calipers are mounted 
to the four corners of the yoke. They are actuated by the control subsystem. 
The rotor brake sUbsystem stops the rotor after the ailerons are deployed. 
The rotor brake torque is appl ied independently of the low speed shaft by 
means of a yoke-mounted brake disc and nacelle-mounted caliper brake sets. 
The hydraul ic subsystem provides the required pressure to the ailerons and 
teeter brakes. It is mounted on the outside of the yoke, to simpl ify its 
interfaces. 
The electrical subsystem provides all power, corrrnand and signal functions to 
the rotor. Sliprings interface the rotating components with the non-rotating 
nacelle. 
lightning protection is built into the blades. A metal screen is used on the 
outer port ion of the blade and condu it and conductors carry 1 iglitn ing currents 
to the yoke. The current is carried through the yoke to the nacelle and tower 
via a separate conduction path. 
The five blade segments are assembled in the field. Ailerons, trailing edges, 
bolsters, hydraulic and· electrical distribution systems and the teeter 
bearings and teeter shaft are also installed in the field. All subsystems are 
checked and the rotor is 1 if ted as a unit into place on the yoke. The yoke 
assembly is also completed in the field, by installing the hydraulic power 
subsystem and associated hydraul ic and electrical distribution 1 ines. The 
yoke is installed on the nacelle .support structure after the blade-to-yoke 
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interface is val idated on the ground. The installation of the blade to the 
yoke completes the assembly of the rotor subsystem. 
5.11.1.2 Drivetrain Subsystem 
The drivetrain subsystem consists of all the elements that transmit power from 
the rotor to the generator. PO'>ler from the rotor passes through the torque 
plate, low speed shaft, speed increaser gearbox, and the high speed shaft to 
the generator. The gearbox increases the shaft speed with a set of gears with 
a ratio of 1 to 82.14. For example, if the low speed shaft turns at 16.8 rpm, 
the high speed shaft turns at 1380 rpm. The rotor support bearings supported 
the rotor and provided rotational freedom to the rotor •. 
The drivetrain is rated for 3.38 X 106 ft-lb of torque at the low speed 
shaft. Total system losses ar~ approximately 10% at rated operating 
conditions and this torque rating provides 8,066 kW at 16.8 rpm (7,300 kW 
rating X 1.105 = 8,066 kW). Friction causes some power loss in the 
drivetrain. The maximum power loss in the gears and bearings of the speed 
increaser is 3%. No 10~is is expected in the low and high speed shaft and 
// 
coupl ing assembl ies. The rest of the losses occur in the generator and 
electrical subsystem. 
The rotor was supported on a pair of tapered roller bearings in a horizontal 
"k ing post" arrangement. The bearings were mounted on a stationary spindl e 
that was part of the ii,bedplate struc~ure. The inner bearing races were 
stationary, and the outer races rotated with the yoke. In this arrangement 
the two bearings oppose the weight moment exerted by the rotor, the dead 
weight of the rotor, and the rotor thrust. The bear ing arrangement is 
illustrated in Figure 5-6. The bejlrings were designed for grease 
lubrication. An automatic lubricator periodically injects a metered quantity 
of grease. 
The torque plate transmits torque from the yoke 
outer diameter of the torque plate is bolted 
diameter of the torque plate interfaces with the 
" 
to the low speed shaf,t. The 
to the yoke, and thieinner 
, ": )1 
1 O~I speed,.shaft; at' a \ispl ined 
connection. The low speed shaft is a forging with a concentric inner passage, 
which protects an electrical conduit. Electric power, control and instrumen-
" J'.! 
,~( 
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tltion wiring run frOli a slip rfng • .,unted on the rear end of the gearbox. 
through the geal"box and low speed shaft to the rotor. They proyfde electric 
power and control to the hydraulic afleron actuatfon subsystem and other rotor 
controls. 
- ,. 
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.' The low speed shaft is connected d ire~tlY '~:J the first stage of the gearbox 
through a spl ined connection. The gellrbOx"'iS a stand-alone, 3-stage unit. 
The first and second stages are epicyclic and the third stage has a parallel 
shaft design. The epicyclic stages are of conventional planetary arrangement, 
in which the input torque is transmitted to the planet cage and the output 
torque is transmitted by the sun wheel to the next stage. The output of the 
second stage is transmitted to the bull gear of the third stage. The bull 
gear turns a pin ion, whose output dr'ives the generator. The connect ion 
betl(een the gearbox and generator is the h igt! speed shaft assembly. 
The gearbox and the spl ined interface between the gearbox and low speed shaft 
are lubricated by a central oil lubrication system. Two parallel pumps ensure 
that oil is available at all times. A motor-driven pump circulates oil during 
start-up and backs up the gear driven pump in the gearbox. The gear-driven 
pump c ircu1 ates oil after the wind turb ine reaches operat ing speed. Mob i1 
SHC630 oil is cirC,\l1ated through the gearbox at 160 gpm and 25 psi. The oil 
temperature is kept between 600 F and 1150F by heaters or coolers, to 
maintain the proper viscosity for protecting the gears and bearings. 
A'iOO gallon oil reservoir was built into the gearbox. Other conditioning 
equipment, such as filters, heaters, and coolers were located either in the 
reserv~.jr or on the lubricating subsystem platform. 
The high speed shaft assembly used flex disccoup1 ings to iirovide a low 
maintenance, floating shaft configuration. 
The low speed brake was designed to assist the ailerons in stopping the rotor, . 
when the rotor· speed :1as 10 rpm or lower. The brake also prevented rotation 
during maintenance and servicing. The low speed brake consisted of a 10.5 ft. 
aiameter steel disc mounted on the rear of the yoke and eight Goodyear SLC 19 
'1 brake calipers, mounted on the front rotor adapter. The brakes supply a ! holding torque of 3,000,000 ft-1b. 
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5.11.1.3 Nacelle Subsystem II 
The nacelle subsystem has key structural, dynamic\\,and protective functions. 
The nacelle structure provides a load path from th¢' I"otor to the tower. The, 
complex load consists of equipment dead weight; ~v,erturnir.g momtl"ts, thrust, 
rotor dynam1cs ,iild wind induced forces. In designing the structu.lc:,J elements, 1\ " , \' 
ultimate load l,\!vels and fatigue were design driver'~. The naceH~J provides 
the rotatlng interface between the rotor and gea~box in the form of a 
stationary spindle shaft, shown in Figure 5-6, and a pair I1ftapered roller 
bearings. The bearings support the 300,000 .lb rotor and resist the associated 
dynamic forces, wh ii e prov iding rotat ional fr'eedom to the rotor. Finally, the 
nacelle protects the drivetra in, generator, controls and power condit ioning 
equipmel1t from the environment. A profile of the nacelle subsystem is shown 
in Figure 5-7. 
The largest, and perhaps most critical element of the nacelle is the 
bedplate. The bedplate, shown in Figure 5-7, is a 'large I'(I!,ldment made of 
structural shapes. The des ign inc ludes deta il s that meet the:;,;:~qu irements of 
the fatigue load environment. All key welds are full penetration, all changes , 
in section are smooth and gradual and there are no sharp corners. The 
bedplate material is A572 GR 50 steel and is specified to have controlled 
gra in size and min ima I, incl us ions and must meet a rigorous, low tem!)erature 
Charpy V-notch test. Post-weld heat treatment was specified to assure that 
residual stresses are reI ieved. Similar design criteria were applied to the 
front adapter sections, side walls and roof sections. 
The bedplate has'/a flat bottom made of 4 in. thick steel plate that is bolted 
-'/ . 
to the flange of the ul1per yaw section. To reduce weight, lightly loaded 
.'.J 
sections of the bottom plate are made of 1 in. thick steel. 
The spindle is a forging, made from ASTM A50B, Class 4b steel, with controlled 
inclusion Shapes and restrictions on phosphorus and sulphur. The forging must 
meet a rigorous, low tempel'ature Charpy V-notch test. The spindle is bolted 
to the front face of the rotor adapter and supports the rotor on bearings. 
The roof structure of the nacelle was des igned to support a 5-ton ut 11 ity 
crane. The crane is a service andlllaintenance tool and can 1~,each and 'j ift 
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Figure 5-J·) Nacelle Profile 
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most of the generator and drivetrain components, such as pinions, bearings and 
couD]1ngs. Also, the crane provides a hoist point for blade inspection and 
. \ 
te\eier bearing maintenance. 
A fairing covers t.le aft section of the nacel1e to/protect the generator, 
H' 
control cabinet aOd power conditioning equipment. The fairing is made of 
1 ight-weight galvanized steel ,with thermal insulation. The fairing was 
designed to resist wind pressure and 1 iveloads on the roof. A louvered vent, 
air filters and an exhaust fan are attached to the fairing. The fairing has 
access hatches and supports two wind sensor masts and aircraft warning 
lights. The gearbox lubrication subsystem was attached to the bottom of the 
bedplate. 
All sections of the nacelle subsystem were designed to meet shipping size and 
weight requirements. The sections are bolted together in the field to form 
the overa 11 structure. All exposed metal surfaces areas are pa inted in the 
factory with two coats of zinc-rich primer before the finish coat and touch-up 
paint are applied in the field. 
:.1 
5.11.1.4 Tower and Foundation Subsyste~ 
The tower and foundation are shown in Figure 5-8. The tower is a cylindrical, 
we lded stee 1 structure made from formed plate!l. The cyl inder has a 14.5-ft. 
diameter between the nacelle and an elevation of 50 ft.. Below 50 ft. the 
structure is conical, spreading out to a diameter of 22.5 ft. at the base. 
There are 25 sections, most of which are slightly less than 10 ft. high. The 
th iCknes,;> of each sect ion, wh ich was determined by fat igue or buck 1 ing 
allowable stress and the frequency criteria', is different. The frequency 
criteria was that the tower stiffness would be such that the first bending 
frequency of the entire system would be approximately 0.34 Hz. 
The tower base has reinforcements, called anchor chairs, that help distribute 
the tower loads into 96 anchor bolts. The anchor bolts are embedded about 4 
ft. into the reinforced concrete rill9 wall of the foundation. The foundation 
./ 
is a spread foundation, 72 ft. in diameter and 9 :~t. below the original grade 
level. The design requires approximately 1,000 cubic yards of concrete. This 
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des ign is a generic des ign; the foundation des ign should depend on the soil 
propertie:.; at the site. However, study has shown that except for some unusual 
sites, the design will be close to that described here. 
The elevator and support structure are ins ide the tower. The elevator is a 
traction elevator, often used in grain elevator app1 ications. The elevator 
meets ANSI/ASME 17.1a Part XV and, consequently, it will be acceptable in,,'lver 
, ' 
90% of the states without special permit requirements. The e1e~,ator" sup,~.,rt 
structure is only attached at the top of the tower, and it stam!s'on a pivoted 
base to minimize stresses induced as the tower flexes. There are platforms at 
the top and bottom for entrance to the elevator. The tower has a door at the 
bottom to allow entrance to the interior of the tower and access to the 
elevator. 
At the top of the tower there are two sections ca11~d the lower and upper yaw 
adapter sect ions. Between these sect ions, a 1 arge slewing ring bearing is 
mounted. The bearing allows the nacelle to rotate in the yaw aZimuth, 
relative to the fixed tower. The yaw sections also include a yaw drive, yaw 
sl ipring, hydrau1 ic power supply, and an automatic bearing lubrication 
system. All components are enclosed in the tower, to protect them from the 
weather. A ladder in the yaw section provides access to the nacelle through 
manholes in the bedp1ate floor. 
5.11.1.5 Power Generation Subsystem 
A variable speed generator and its as soc iated power convers ion equ ipment 
converts tne mechanical energy of the wind turbine to useful electrical 
energy. Equipment locations at ground level are shown in Figure 5-9. A 
Simplified, one-line diagram of the subsystem with protective relay numbers is 
shown in Figure 5-10. 
The major components include the generator, sliprings, interconnections, power 
converter, harmonic filter, switchgear, step-up transformer, and station 
batteries. The componentf', were chosen for a 3D-year 1 ife and a maintenance 
" 
interva 1 of 6 months or more. 
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The generater is,a 7500 kVA weund-reter, 6 pele machine with a 6300 kVA 
stater. and a 1500 kVA I"eter. A static pewer cenverter and its asseciated 
centrol maintain the eutput frequency at 60 Hz while the reter speed varies. 
The stater and cenverter eutputi.s4160, V'. Whensinglyextitei!V' thegeiierater 
.' -.- . 
also. prevideq, met!l1:ing dU,tytebring the reter up'te 3.5 rpm., 
'- ~ '.' ,'-
. r)~: ;. 
;, " -, \ I ".,:--: ': '-' ,', . 
T~~ cenvert~r aM, i:ts,centr.QlsaTe ,designed ·te regulatethe";geiieratbr's air 
g~p: ter~ue, freq~e'1,:;yand reactiv~ pewer.This:, equipment is lecated in an 
enclosure near the base ef the tewer. The switchgear fer stater shert, stater 
t,ie, "and,c9nve~tertie functiens, and associated relayS are alsb'ldcated iii 
.Jl H: ::'. 
the enclo.~ur~.i 
: " " , 
All ele!=trical circuits between the retating nacelle and the statiena~y 
s,uppert tewer pass threugh the yaw sl ipring !l.ssembly. 
: :' 
". , ...'1 
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Figure 5-9 Electrical Equipment Location 
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5.11.1.6 Control And Instrumentation Subsystems 
A block diagram of the control subsystem is shown in Figure 5-11. The 
controller, signal conditioning, and the emergency shutdown panel are located 
in the nacelle in the controls equipment cabinet. The system display panel, 
operator's terminal, and the controls data subsystem are located in the office 
of the electrical equipment building at the base of the tower. There arc also 
three data multiplexers; one is located on the yoke, one in the nacelle, and, 
one in the electrical equipment building. 
The controller is a microprocessor-based, programmable controller, the EPTAK 
700, made by Eagle Signal. The basic functions of the controller are mode 
determ inat ion, automat i c sequence operat ion, torque and speed contro 1, and 
command and data interface. 
The remote and site operator's term ina Is are "dumb" keyboard printers that 
print a summary of the operating data and transmit the operator's commands. 
The control data subsystem is an engineering instrumentation subsystem that 
supports tests and initial operation. It receives operating data from the 
controller, and records and processes the data for a detailed report. The 
control data subsystem transmits the operator's commands to interrogate 
controller RAM locations and to alter operating parameters. 
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Figure 5-11 MOD-SA Control Subsystem Block Oiagram 
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The system display pan,el contains hardware functions for shutdown, manual mode 
se lect, and contro.ller reset •. 
displayed in engineering units. 
in, the system display panel. 
Basic operating performance parameters are 
TV video display and the intercom are located 
Ii 
j( 
~"'~ ), 
The emergency shutdown panel fUl1ct'i'ons independently of the contrgller., The 
emergency shutdown panel energ'i~es feather valves that enable the control'ler 
to operate hydraul ic servo valves. When deenergized, the feather valves cause 
the a ilerons to feather. When the emergency shutdown panel loses the signal, 
it deenergizes the fei'.ther valves for a shutdown that is ana1ogous. to a 
"oeadman stick" optiiration. 
A cycloconverter for the variable speed generator subsystem is, shown in 
Figure 5-12. The converter has a local controller that communicates with the 
wind turbine controller in the nacelle. This local controller operates 
switchgear, controls converter operation, and provides converter fault 
t Detect ion. 
--., " 
" . 
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5. 11.2 PERFORI~ANCE 
The performance of the MOD-SA model 304.2 was computed from full rotor power 
coefficients, mechanical and electrical losses, start-up and shutdown losses, 
and homekeeping energy loses. 
The design wind regime is defined as a Weibull distribution with a 32.8 ft. 
shape factor of 2.29 and a mean coefficient of 7.17 mps. The vertical wind 
distribution varies exponentially with elevation and the exponent varies with 
wind speed. At the hub height of 250 ft., the Weibull parameters are 2.75 and 
10.46 mps. Hub height parameters were used as full immersion valves and the 
sub-rated energy capture was later reduced by 4.2% to account for rotor tilt, 
teeter, and vertical wind variation. 
The baseline performance is shown in Figure 5-13 for the design wind at sea 
level, and at an elevation of 7000 ft. The net output pOvler and wind speed at 
hub neight are plotted against cumulative probabil ity. At sea level, the 
cut-in wind speed is 14 mph, the rated wind speed is 32 mph and the cut-cut 
wind speed is 60 mph. The predicted annual energy capture, at 96% 
availability, is 21.2 GWh at sea level, and 17.9 GWh at 7,000 ft. 
The d istr ibut ion of energy losses, with respect to the total energy in the 
wind passing through the rotor disk area, is shown in Table 5-12. 
The predicted performance for the wind turbine in Kahuku, Oahu, HI, is shown 
in Figure 5-14. The strong trade winds in this area provide almost 2.5 times 
the operating time at the rating provided by the design wind. The predicted 
annual energy capture at 96% availability is 32.2 GWh. 
, 
f 
I 
In the design wind distribution, the 7300 kW rating is based. on a relatively ! 
high power density, and the plant factor is, therefore, a low value: 33%. t 
The rotor performance predictions use the automatic control plan, where 
changes in speed are made while power is being delivered. A low speed range, 
from 13.2 to 13.8 rpm, and a high speed range, from 16.2 to 16.8 rpm, are used 
to maintain nigh rotor efficiency. Start-up and shutdown losses are based on 
1100 starts per year, at 15 minutes for each. 
c-3 
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Figure 5-13 Power and Wind Speed Probability for the Design l~ind Regime 
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Table 5-12 Design Energy Output 
Energy Loss Net Energy Output Gross 
Item (Model 304.0) -GWh/Year GWh/Year % of Wind Energy 
Gross Wind Energy (12-60 mph) 72.34 100.0 
Not Extractable 29.44 (40.7) 
Maximum Theoretical Energy (Betz Limit) 42.90 59.3 
Rotor Profile & Degradation 11.60 (16.0) 
Rotor Power Limit (Above Rating) 4.57 (6.3) 
Rotor Teeter, Tilt, Heading, Misc. 1.44 (2.0) 
Rotor Start-up, Shifting Losses 0.29 (0.4) 
Rotor Output Energy 25.00 34.6 
Transmission Losses 1.06 (1.5 ) 
Generator Losses 0.99 (1.4 ) 
Generator Output Energy 22.95 31.7 
Accessory/Auxiliary Losses 0.58 ( 0.8) 
Transformer Losses 0.11 (0.1) 
Single Unit Output Energy 22.26 30.8 
Interconnection Losses 0.21 (0.3) 
Availability Losses 0.86 ( 1.2) 
Net Utility SUbstation Output Energy 21.19 29.3 
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Figure 5-14 PO\~er and Wind Speed Probabil ity for the Wind Regime in Kahuku 
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5.11.3 WEIGHT SUMMARY 
The model 304.2 equipment above ground level weighs 1,803,926 lb. Thirty-five 
percent of the weight is in the support tower and elevator, and 5% is in the 
ground electrical equipment. The electrical equipment building structure is 
not included in the weight breakdown. Nineteen percent of the weight is in 
the nacelle and yaw structure. Twenty-five percent of the weight is in the 
rotor, and 14% of 'the weight is in the drivetrain. 
A weight breakdown by major subsystem is shown in Table 5-13. 
5.11.4 COST SUMMARY 
Cost summar ies for the first, second th ird, the 100th un it in a s ingl e 
installation, and the IOOth unit ina cluster installation are shown in Tables 
5-14 through 5-18. The costs are in 1980 dollars. 
5.11.5 COST OF ENERGY 
Cost of energy values are shown in Tables 5-14 through 5-18. The predicted 
cost of enel'gy for the clustered installation, in volume production, for a 
design wind regime and mature availability is 3.69 cents/kWh. This cost is 
below the maximum of 3.75 cents/kWh specified in the Statement of Work. 
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Table 5-13 Model 304.2 Weight Summary 
Subsystem Item Weight (lb.) 
Rotor Blades 229,900 
Ailerons 9,760 
Yoke 150,000 
T~eter Bearing Assembly 45,670 
Other 39,140 
Subtotal 474,470 
Dr ivetra in Low Speed Shaft 66,700 
Gearbox 137,000 
Generator 47,200 
Other 8,736 
Subtotal 259,636 I Nacelle Bedplate, Supports lll,OOO I 
I Rotor Support 130,150 I 
Fairing 6,800 
Yaw 54,400 
Other 26,350 
Subtotal 328,700 
Tower Structure 609,120 
Lift 28,500 
Other 15,500 
Subtotal 653,120 i, , 
, 
Ground Electrical Equipment 88,000 
f 
I 
Total Weight Above Grade 1 ,803,926 r I' , 
, 
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Table 5-15 Cost Surrmary for the Second Unit 
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--------- ---------1153120 tTaa,I61! .. 8Z 11.21 36.2047 T.28 0.718 
REM. CONT. LlPE ICOEM 110 ..... 32 0.01 0.001 I IIEJI.OISP. OZO M,393.82 0.04 0.004 
-------.. ~----.. -.. ---_ .. _ .. _-
---------
",07B.24 0.h5 0.'" J;; SP .... s SP .... ... tl7.GZI.68 0.10 0.'" 
SPECIAL PROFIT 1010 1344,838. !liT 1.13 ".&!ST I ..... & 110ST 1020 tMT,337.80 GolG O.~ 
_H IUlI£T 1030 10.00 0.00 0.000 
---------_ .. _----
--------- ---------
",eoz,na .. 17 13.'" 1.3S3 
NT. I.ANO 1110 10.00 0.00 0.000 
ROAD I.ANO 1140 10.00 0.00 0.000 
----------------
-----_ .. _-
-------_ .. 10.00 0.00 0.000 
ClUSTEft SlESTATlON IZ40 10.00 0.00 0.000 
TIWISIO. ETC. 1_ 10.00 0.00 0.000 
---------------- ---------
--_ .. ";:----
10.00 0.00 0.000 
O&N YEARLV 0 & .. 1340 131,718 .. 00 3.1T 0.300 
----.. --_ .. _----------------_ .. __ .. __ .. _-------_ .. _----_ .. _ .. --------------------------_ .. _------------------------------
TOTAL OVERALL (til Dun 
...... _._-- .. __ .... 
fIEF. fUll. 100-1299 1803908 • 110,393,224.28 8.1613 10000000 100.00 B.IIT 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 'It ............................................................................... 
PRE-PROFIT (1980' OF GROSS .. /YRE4 NET 
f'REPROFIT COST 19,448,3115. Tl 0.8 ZZO!!OO I ...... 
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Table 5-16 Cost SU!II1lary for the Third Unit 
!llJlAU. IT£" _ lIEF. IllEl..,. • _T ClIeO' ......- XCII' XCII' toE COlmlll. 
-. -. 
..... 3111) IIIIT 3111) IIIIT -.... TOTAL lIfT • toE CJ.o c::ans) 
........................ ~ ....................................................................•.................• 
SITE FOI.JC)ATJDN 110 "1.1,080." 3.n O.Z10 
1M) tQU". 110 
-
. t634,".ZO 17.21 4.1711 I.'" 0 ...... ~.f.£CJAL 130 1112.,:.0.13 1.11 0._ 
.. --------- ---------------- --------- ---------
----_ .... _-
-
.lt054~3Z0 .. 13 N/A 4.ITI' 11.01 0._ 
TRNISPORT. _T. zoo -*,854.;% 3.18 0.51 
ERECTION IIiInALL. 310 t398,381." 4.12 0.3311 
INTEl. , c/o ... tal'B. n4.(r,) . ... 0.5T4 
----------------
.. --------
---------t',073,541.88 H.ll 0.813 
IIOT'" IUllES 410 
-
tl,6&O,l73.IT 1T.1I IZ.1441 17.08 1.403 
ROTOR HYDR. 4ZO .... t40,e20~14 ..... 0._ O.4Z 0.034 
AILERONS 4Z!1 ITIO tlll,I80.CT Il2.21 0.&410 1.%3 0.101 
YOKE ASII/IIR9S. 430 11096% tG33,991.17 n.n 1.4no ..... O.S31I 
TEETER ASM. 440 _30 ~35.MO.Tl ".Z!I 3.07%T z ... o.zoo 
-------~ .. -
----------------
-------_ .. --~------ ~--------
414410 tz,S79,436.Z 011.115 %3.22118 ZT.n Z.278 
DRIVE TRAIN LIllI SPEED SFT. 811 .. 100 tZ08,948.'57 ".13 3.1174 Z.18 0.178 
_IS. IIZO 138130 1412,109.&1 ".115 7.1487 4.ZT 0.:'51 
HI SPEED 1130 3000 112,4t8.69 14.14 0.1183 0.13 0.011 
EN. , Dcn. 1140 110_ tZ9!5,446.19 ItS ... 2.1131 •• 06 0.%151 
_ .. -- ... ----- --------~------- .. ----_._- -- .. ------ ------_ .. -Z!I0636 .s29,53Z.06 13.158 1.- 1.0% 0.780 
1lAcru.£ AOTtII: QIIPORT 101> 139150 13l2,9S3.42 82.Z!I 1.7136 3.Z4 0.Z66 
I£IlI'LATE 110 II .... 1~1 ,!508.S6 tz.n 1.4330 Z.IO 0.214 
KYO. SYSTEM lIZ. 1100 118,307.%9 lZ:.e\ 0.3381 0.16 0.013 
FAIR. & IUSC. 148 0800 168,643.90 110.24 0.37C9 0.1% o.cxse 
SLP, n.Ec. 
-
Zl10 1415,&48.43 1"5.34 0.1646 0.47 0.039 
JNST. , CXlN. ITO 3%10 t83, 83.1. &4 IZ5.bei 0.1113 0." 0.071 
YAM SWSYS. ... 84400 1Z89,333.9G 011.3% 3.01~ 2." O.Z46 
----------
__________ ~w----
---------
---------
---------328740 11,067,8t9.49 13.%15 18.ZZ3Z 11.cxs 0._ 
TOIlER TOIlER 110 009120 1591!5,947.oo to ... 33.16'e6 8:.17 0.507 
POS. LIFT 120 Z8!SOO Ins,046.S4 1%.83 1.'MBS 0.78 0.064 
CABLING 140 "'1100 "'7,714.64 1tS.01 0.81592: 0.00 0.066 
----------
~--------~------ --------- --------- ---------6.15311%0 1748,lOB.t5B IS.I15 S.lon 1.115 0.637 
REM. CONT. LINE MDOEJI 110 -'.38 0.01 0,,001 
REM. DISP. IZO ...-,n8.&o 0.04 0.'" 
---~------------ --------- ---------14,938.89 O.O!! 0.'" 
SPARES 51' ..... 130 187,203.33 0.10 0.074 
SPECIAl.. PROFIT uno 1841,990.17 1.71 0.716 
ASM. , lEST 10ZO 1451 ,633.153 4L74 0.389 
MOWrH BlDGET 1030 to.oo 0.00 0.000 
----------------
---------
---------11,Z99,623.10 13.415 1.10! 
NT. LNm 1 .. 0 10.00 0.00 0.000 
..... LNm 1140 to.oo 0.00 0.000 
----------------
--------.. 
---------10.00 0.00 0.000 
a.USTER SUBSTATION IZ40 10.00 0.00 0.000 
T~. ETC. 1- to.oo 0.00 0.000 
---------------- ---------
.. __ ....... _--
10.00 0.00 0.000 
0'" YEARLY 0 , " 1340 1.,I00.SO 4.1e 0.341 
-----------~--~-----~----------------------------------------------~-------------~. ~--~-----------------~-------
TOTAL OVERAlL (NO 0 .. ., 
---~---------.. 
REF ...... 100-1291 1803966 , "9,ZG1,89I.84 e.1341 100.0000 100.00 8.217 
••••• s ••••••••••••••• s •••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ==r~.3 ••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• ••• ·········w •••• 
PRE-PROFIT HMo, IF GROSS eN4/VRI£4 NET 
PREPROF'IT COST 18,419,901 •• 0.98 ZZO!5OO 211680 
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Table 5-17 Cost SUlI111ary for the lOath Unit, Single Installation 
-. 
n£ll_ IE!'. 1lE11IfT f mit U." IICILUa "OF "OF UE CCImIII. 
-. -. 
..... IOOTM LIIIT tOOTH LIIlT ....... TOTAL WI • CGE UI80 COITI) 
........................................................................................................... ~ .... 
Il~ f'CUI)ATlCW 110 UZT, .... 13 .... 0.114 
.., EQUIP. .20 
---
... ' ..... 20 .... 1Z 4."1' l.ll 0.3&3 
fFEC1AL 130 1.,SI3.31 0." 0 .... 
... -------_ .. 
---------------- ---------
-.. ---...... - -------.... 
---
t88Z.53Z .... iliA ".!IT" 14.n5 0 ..... 
TRANSPORT. TRANSPORT. % .. enl t I8l •• e.n 0.Z03 
ERECTION I..,. ...... alo 1._,041.11 3.13 0.1%3 
INTEl. .. C/O 
-
1101,800.41 Z.aT 0.013 
----------------
-.... ------
---_ ...... _ .. 
U&4.54I.'1 e ... 0.%11 
ROTOR ....... ..0 ZZSIOO 1380," ••• II •• lZ.1+'" 1.2% 0.32:4 
ROTOR HYIJIIt. 
-
"II 1t3,GTS.a 12.1' 0._ 0.81 0.0%0 
AIlERONS om ITIO .n,480.10 OZ.OZ 0.&"0 0.81 0.023 
YOKE ASJII/IItIS. 430 ITIl962 1330,3ZT •• 11.13 I ... no 1.'4 0.281 
TEETER ASM • ... _30 .,oz ..... II.IS 3.0721 Z.2% O.Ci8T 
---------- .-.------------- ---------
-_ .. _-----
---------474470 1O&4.IU.eo 11.12 23.2211 iI.1I 0.T3!5 
DRI'JE TRAIN UIt SPEED fFT. ell IITOO .. ,_~Tl 11.00 2.1114 I.e O.CIIT 
11WQIlS. 820 13IT3O ':41,148.73 1i.T3 T.T_ B.tl 0.205 
H. SI'£Et) 
-
3000 13,813.08 1l.33 0.11a 0.011 0.003 
BEN ... EKClT. 
-
IZZT.Ul.01 ".!13 1.7831 4.11 0.193 
-...... _--_ .... 
-----.. ----.. ~-.. -.. ...... -...... --
------_ .. -
_ .. -_ .. __ .. -
2\11831 t831,'lSZ7 .115 OZ.OI ...... U._ 0._ 
IIAcnLE ROTDR SlJIPQRT 
-
I3Ileo II3I.'IZO.11 .... T.1IS Z.1e O.lIS 
IlEDPLATE 8.0 ...... II7.Z41.40 .. ... 1.'330 Z.IO 0.083 
HYD. SYSTDI IZO 1.00 .. , ...... 07 11.47 0.3311 o.la 0 .... 
FAIR ... MISC. S46 .... 130.403. Z2. 84.47 0.371S 0." 0.0%6 
LP. EL£C. 180 mo 1%6,.14.01 .... 0.1146 0.81 0.023 
IIIST • • COH. ITO 3%10 130.380.79 ".28 0.1113 0.56 o.ozs 
YAM SlIISYS • .... G4000 11!!50, Tel.Z9 IZ.'" 3.0U16 3.26 0.128 
-_ .. __ .. __ .. -
.. -.. -...... _-_ .... -.. -.. .---.. _ .. _- -_ .. _----- -_ .... _ .. _--
3291 .. 1480.93!5.39 11.46 18.U3Z 10.39 0 .... 
T1lIIER no 109120 1447,'843.16 10.74 23.76S e.", 0.381 
PEAS. Ll" TZO ZI!5OO 143,ftO.OZ 11.54 1.51n 0.1e 0.031 
CAa.IN6 T .. IGOGO 150,784 •• 13.28 0._ 1.10 0.043 
_ .. _-----_ .. 
-_ .... _-----------
--------- --------- ---------
_'20 154Z,'!S88.66 ..... 36.2047 11.12 0.461 
REM. CONT. LItE IIXlEII 1.0 1480.84 0.01 .000 
REM. DlSP. ozo U t 731. 76 0.06 O.OOZ 
.... _---_ .. _----_ .... 
-.. -------
---------13,21Z.70 O.OT 0.003 
SPARES SPARES ... 1l15,-.z.T8 '.04 0.= 
SPECIAL PROFIT 1010 13915,637 • .- I.Ge 0.336 
ASfI ... TEST 10%0 t8!5,686.13 1.1e 0.073 
........ 1IlI>IiET 1030 ..... 0.00 0.000 
.. _-----------.. _ .. 
---------
......... _ ...... -
.... 1.3Z4 •• 10.40 0 .... 
UHD ""6 UHD 1110 M.teS.OO 0.011 0 .... I 
.... UHD .... .... 00 0.02 0.001 
(, ---------------- --------- -------_ .. 85,82:3.00 O.U 0 .... 
a.U5l£R SlESTATlCIN IZ .. ..... 701.00 1.011 0.041 
1'RANSM. ETC. I ... 1132._.00 %.11 0.113 
_ .. _--------_ .. _ .... 
---------
----_ .. _--
".1.15S4.00 3.OZ 6".1154 
0'. YEARLY 0 &-" 1_ t2.4.'901.41 e •• 0.%38 
------------------------_ .... _---------_ ...... _----------_ .... _--------------------_ .. _-------------.. ---------------.. __ .. 
TOTAl. OVERALL (NO OM) 
---.. ~ ... .,-------
REF. N.JII • lOO'"IZ81 18039S6 • t4,3I!IZ.Ol1.1Si 2.41%4 100.0000 100.00 3.9311 
•••••• m.c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••• •••••• ••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
f'RE-PRCFIT (1980) W GROSS Ellt/VR~4 NET 
PREPROFIT COST " ~3;se&.319.a6 0.96 ZZOOOO 211680 
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Table 5-18 Cost SUlllllar y for the lOOth Unft. Clustered Installat ion 
..... ITOI_ IV. 1E11HT If COlT ClI8O) ~ XCI' XCI' COE (XlmUI. 
-. -. -. 
loom &lillY IOOTH LIIIlT .... 1.11. TOTAL wr. C:tIE (1980 CENTS) 
.................................................................................................. ~ ...........•• 
lllE fCUllATlCIIi 110 NOT,UT.Z. 4.Ji 0.178 
til) EQU". 110 
-
N14._.2O M.TZ 4.1181 1.51 0.353 
_CIA&. I'" 1.,OIZ.IO 0.13 0.021 
-----_ .... _-
----------------
---------
.... _----.... .._---_ .... -
-
MeI,zc. •• , lUA 4.871. US.U 0._ 
~T. 11I-.oT. ZOO tl"',I.I.1l 4.11 0.1153 
_eTlON INITALL. 110 1108,047.11 Z.43 0.011 
INTEl •• CIO 
-
1101,800.4' 2.53 0.013 
----------------
-------_ .. -----_ ...... 
1Z14,S4e.1I 4.18 G.11t 
IUIIES 410 UIIOO S380,4II •• II •• 12.1441 1.10 0.32:4 
fl:JTCII HYDR. 
-
Mil tn,I".a N.1l 0._ o.~ ,').ozo 
All.£IIOIIB 
-
1110 121,480.10 12.12 0.5410 0.14 0.023 
'IOICE ASII'_. 4'" IT_ t330,3Z7.aB II." 1.4170 7.14 O,t:l1 l££TIJI _. 
-
-.. l'OZ,83I •• eI •• :1.0721 2.:111 0,017 
-------.. -.. 
----------------
____ .. _ .. _e 
_ .. _-----.. ----~-.. -.. 
414410 • ........ 10 11.12 13.2211 .1.19 0.135 
DRIVE tRAIN UIt SPEED 1FT. sle .TOO t6&._.TZ 1 •• 00 3.1174 1.110 0.0&7 
TltAtaIS. 
-
I:IIIT3O .241,146.13 .1.13 7.7_ S.51 0._ 
HI IPlm 
-
3000 '3,113.01 11.33 0.1163 0.01 0.003 
lEN •• DeIT. MO 
-
1221.441.01 84.53 Z.lal S.2I 0.183 
-----_ .. _ .... 
--------------.... 
.... --_ .. _--
--------.. .. _-------
-
te39,15Z7.115 12.01 1.- l2.47 O.4!S9 
IIIOTOIII.....atT I0Il 1:'leo 1136,620.81 10 •• 1.1136 3.16 0.116 
IEDPUlE 110 1110lI0 117,241.40 10.14 8.4330 z.m 0._ 
HYD. IYI1DI 120 1100 ",144.07 11.41 0.3311 O.ZI 0._ 
FAIR. I ,I1SC. .. IlOO 130.403.2.% M.41 0.3711 0.10 0.026 
LP, B.£c. 110 i 2170 121,614.01 ".18 0.1a46 0.12 0.023 
IOIST. a CON. ITO UTO '30.360.11 11.28 O.lII3 0.10 0.026 
YAIII MIISYI. 
- -
lleo,nn.ZI 12.11 3.01. 3.41 0.128 
----.... _---
------------...... -
-------_ .. 
---_ .. _--- -------.... 
321140 S480. S315. 38 ..... 1'.ZZ3Z 11.12 0 .... 
TIllER 710 109120 1389,!/i16.23 10.14 33 • .- 1.00 0.331 
fIEJtS. LIFT 720 
-
143,8S0.0Z 11.54 I.II'IH 1.01 0.037 
..... 108 740 111100 '80,194.88 .3.28 0._ 1.17 0.043 
---_ .. -...... -
----------------
-_ .. _----- ----.... _-- ---- ...... ---
IS3IZO 1484.161.22 to.74 36.Z047 11.19 0.412 
IEM. COHT. LUE IIXIEJt 110 ""'.84 0.01 .000 
ROI. DIP. 120 tZ,131.TS 0.06 0.002 
-_ .. _--_ ... -... -_ .. _--
--------- ---------13,Z12.TO 0.07 0.003 
.... & ..... 130 133,111.10 O.le 0.0Z9 
IPECIAL """'IT 1010 13T3,ZI4.Z'T 1.13 0.311 
ASII. & TEST 1020 M5, •• 73 1.11 0.073 
IIIOIITHIlDIET 1030 10.00 0.00 0.000 
---_ .. _----------
__ e ______ 
-----_ .... -
14158,101.00 10.CiI 0._ 
IITI~ UIO 14,_.00 0.10 0.004 
""..,~ 1140 '864.00 0.02 O.OOl 
----------------
---------
-_ ... _-----
18,123.00 0.11 0.004 
aes"TICli IZ40 148,101.00 1.13 0.041 
_. ETC. IZIIO 1132._.00 3.01 
-
0.113 
--------.. _----_ .. ---.. ----- --.... _----
1I11,t5S4.oo 4.10 0.154 
oa. YEARLY 0 I .. 1340 IIS,S2tS.lI S.12 0.1. 
----------------_ .. _ .... __ .. _------------------_ ... _----------------.... _-------------------------------------------.. --- , 
TOTAL OVERALL etl) Dun 
t 
_ .. _----- ........... 
IV. _. 100-1_ 1803966 , M,IOS,3I58.BZ Z.21lI1 100.0000 100.00 3~618 
................................................................................................................ 
PRE-PROFIT (l9ICn ., 6ROSS rllt/YR.E4 NET < 
FAEPROFIT COlT 13,132,142._ 0.18 ZZO!lOO 211680 
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6.0 SYSTEM OYNN4ICS ANALYSIS 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The objectives of the analysis of the system's dynamics were: 
(1) ,to place the system's natural frequencies so as to avoid resonances, 
(2) to ensure aeroelastic stabil ity, 
(3) to provide satisfactory control system performance. 
The evaluation of the system's natural frequencies used state-of-the-art 
fin ite el ement and moda 1 synthes is techn iques. The r~OD-l program (ref. 6-1) 
provided valuable experience in applying these methods to wind turbine 
problems. The measured natura 1 frequenc ies of the MOD-l agreed with the 
predictions, thereby instilling confioence in these methods. 
The same methods were the basis of the MOD-SA analysis. Fully coupled system 
dynamic models were used to compute natuY'al frequencies, which provided the 
initial assessment of potential operational resonances. Any required changes 
were implemented. The final evaluation of the acceptable frequency placement 
was based on the analysis of the system'~ dynamic loads. The details of the 
frequency analysis are discussed in sections 6.2 and 6.3. 
Aeroelastic stability analyses developed during the MOD-l program provided the 
foundat ions for t.he ana lys is of the MOD-SA. Extens ions for these methods were 
needed, and developed, to evaluate the aileron system. Details may be found 
in sections 6.2 and 6.4. 
The control system ana lys is performed on the MOD-SA conta ins sign if icant 
extensions to the methods used on the MOD-I. Most notably, the effects of the 
interaction between the structure and the control system were modelled. 
Unlike the MOD-5A, the MOD-l had a stiff tower; its fundamental bending 
frequency was 3P (p = per revolution). The stiff tower and the control system 
with a low frequency bandwidth enabled the MOD-l analysis to be carried out 
without structural considerations. The MOD-2, which was the first 
mUlti-megawatt wind turbine with a soft tower, experienced problems stemming 
from the control system coupling with the tower. So that similar difficulties 
would not occur on the MOD-SA, control system dynamics were implemented into 
6-1 
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TRAC, tIle aeroelastir. loads analysis code. The code was able-to predict the 
behavior of the MOD-2. Simultaneously SIM-SA, a wind turbine control system 
analysis code with simpl ified rotor aeroelasticity, was developed. The code 
was able to capture all the important structural interaction effects. Because 
it performed computat ions faster, i i; was used for the MOD-SA contro I system 
design. The results of the control system analysis are discussed in sect"ions 
6.5 and 6.6. 
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6.2 METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
6.2.1 NATURAL FREQUENCY ANALYSIS 
Tile natural modes and frequencies of the MOD-5A wind turbine were calculated 
from a model of the MOD-SA system. The dynamic mathematical model was made up 
of models of each substructure, which were unified by the stiffness coupl ing 
method of modal synthes is. The MOD-5A wind turb ine substructures and their 
coupl ing interfaces are shown in Figure 5-1. The substructures were the 
rotor, the yoke and rotor support, the bedplate and nacelle and their 
associated hardware, and the tower. 
The natural modes and frequencies of each substructure, except the blade, were 
calculated using NASTRAN or a similar finite element program. The blade modes 
and frequencies were determined us ing a propr ietary GE program called STRAP 
(Static Row Analysis Program). STRAP is a finite element beam modell ing 
program tnat includes the stiffening effects of centrifugal forces. 
The stiffness links used to unify the substructures were derived as follows: 
o Rotor to Yoke - The 1 inks were der ived from stiffness data obtained 
from the manufacturer of the teeter bearing. The teeter bearing is 
elastomeric and has stiffness in all 6 degrees of freedom. 
o Rotor Support to Bedplate - The links were calculated by inverting a 
bedplate flexibility matrix obtained from detailed NASTRAN load cases. 
o Bedplate to Tower - The link was derived from manufacturer's data on 
the yaw bearing and yaw hydraulics, and from the structural design of 
the upper yaw housing (the . lower yaw housing was included in the 
tower finite element model). A scalar spring element was created 
from yaw bear ing st iffnesses in 5 degrees of freedom and yaw brake 
stiffness (or yaw hydrau·1 ic stiffness depending on the case 
invest igated) in the yaw degree of freedom. Th is scalar spring was 
then added in series with a beam model of the upper yaw housing. 
SCN1P (Stiffness Coupling Approach Modal-synthesis Program), a proprietary GE 
computer program, un ified the substructures. Th is mod a 1 synthes is method has 
been used extensively at the General Electric Space Division for spacecraft 
ana lY5 is. The method uses the free substructure v ii:lrat ion modes and 
6-3 
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Figure 6-1 Wind Turbine Model Substructures 
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frequenc ies to determine the md(~\!S of the entire system. The.se substructures, 
as defined by the stiffness COUp'l ing method, have no common degrees of freedom 
and are coupled together by t~e stiffness links that relate the free 
attachment coordinates of the substructures. 
In some methods of modal synthesis, the stiffness coupl;;l9 method yields an 
approximate solution in which high frequency modes are truncated; however, the 
dynamic transformation includes modes that would be truncated in these 
methods. Th is transformat io~, relates the high-frequency modes to the 
low-frequency moaes at a selected system frequency. Then the transformation 
reduces the generalized mass and stiffness matrices that describe the dynamic 
behav ior of the coupled system. The deta il s of the dynamic transformat ion 
used in SCAMP are documented in ref. 6-2. 
6.2.2 AEROELASTIC STABILITY 
Our ing the des ign of the MOO-l, GE developed a comprehens ive rotor and tower 
aeroelastic stability analysis computer program called GETSTAB. Its features 
are depicted in Figure 6-2. The program analyzes blade flap-lag-pitch 
instability, claSSical flutter, divergence, whirl flutter, and other 
instabil ities that may occur because of rotor/tower coupl ing. The elastic 
degrees of freedom of the blade are represented by fully-coupled, 
three-dimensional natural modes. The blades may have arbitrary twist, taper, 
and chordwise center of gravity distributions. The program also analyzes 
modes, such as teetering, that correspond to general root boundary conditions, 
in which the motions of two separate blades are coupled. The analysis uses 
quas i-steady aerodynamic str ip theory, incorporating the Theodorsen unsteady 
aerodynamic terms with C(k)=l. Aerodynamic coefficients (C L' CD' CM) 
are obtained from a table as a function of the angle of attack. Tables 
corresponding to the airfoil characteristics at various radial stations may be 
supplied as inputs, thereby allowing airfoil thickness taper distributions. 
The solutions are for perturbations from a trim condition. The use of 
stallable airfoil tables allows the stability for fully or for 
partially-stalled trim conditions to be estimated. The program can be used 
for isolated blade studies or a two-bladed rotor coupled to a flexible tower. 
(The latter would be represented by general three-dimensional natural modes.) 
6-5 
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The program can also analyze non-rotating conditions, for example, with the 
bla~es parked in hurricane winds. 
Tne equations of motion are expressed as I in ear equations. An eigenvalue 
solution is used to determine the stability of an isolated blade. Floquet 
theory is used to extract exponential decay rates for the coupled rotor/tower 
case because periodic coefficients arise for two-bladed rotors. 
The GETSTAB code ~oes not contain aileron dynamics or aerodynamics. In order 
to determine the stabil ity of the aileron blades, a Simpler, three degree of 
freedom analysis, calle~ AILSTAB, was developed. The features of AILSTAB are 
shown in Figure 6-3. This code extracts eigenvalues for a system with three 
degrees of freedom, consisting of: (1) a blade flapwise mode, (2) a blade 
torsional mo~e, and (3) an aileron torsional mode. Mode shapes are supplied 
as inputs, and the a i1 eron can be spec ified over an arb itrary I ength of the 
blaae span and Chord. Quasi-steady aerodynamic strip theory is used to 
compute aerodynamic der ivat ives of the b I ade-a i leron comb inat ion as a funct ion 
of spanl'lise position. The program yields rotating blade stability boundaries 
for torsional divergence, classical flutter (bending/torsion) and wing/aileron 
fl utter. 
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COUPLED ROTOR TOWER 
AEROELASTIC STABILITY ANALYSIS 
COMPC»IENTS 
TOWER/BEDPLATEI 
NACELLE 
~ .. 
" 
V 
SOLUTION 
ORIGINAl'PAGf; IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
MODEL 
o ~ + =S + ~ + ... 
ROTOR COLLECTIVE "dODES 
O~+..(+ ... 
ROTOR CYCLIC MODES 
• UP TO 12 FULLY COUPLED ROTOR MODES 
• ARBITRARY BLADE INITIAL DEFLECllONS 
• EASY TO VARY 0, C.G.. INITIAL DEFLECTION 
... 
UP TO 15 3-DIMENSIONAL MODES 
AERODYNA toIICS 
• TABL.E L.OOKUP CL.' Co, CM 
• ARBITRARY TWIST, TAPER 
• NO RESTRICTIONS ON YiO R 
(HANDL.ES 0 .. 0) 
• QUASI-STATIC, ANGL.E OF 
ATTACK @ 3/4 CHORD c::::> 
C(k) = 1 
_ EIGENUALUES OF L.INEAR PERTURBATION 
EQUATIONS FLOQUET THEORY 
Fi gure 6-2 Features of Aeroel astic Program, GETSTAB 
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DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
• 1 BLADE FLAP BENDING 
MODE Z(x) 
• 1 BLADE TORSION MODE 
II(X) 
• 1 AILERON TORSION 
MODEl 6 (x) 
AERODYNAMICS 
• LINEAR CL, CM' CH 
:Z 
. I ) 
~X) 
• c(k) = 1, QUASI-STEADY 
• ARBITRARY TAPER, AILERON LENGTH, 
HINGE AXIS 
• V = Or 
• 
v 
PROGRAM CAN ANALYZE CLASSICAL BENDING TORSION (Z-B) FLUTTER AS WELL 
AS BLADE/AILERON FLUTTER 
Figure 6-3 Features of Aeroe1astic Program, AlLSTAB 
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6.3 SYSTEM MODES AND NATURAL FREQUENCIES 
6.3.1 BASELINE DESIGN - MODEL 304.2 
6.3.1.1 Model Description 
The structural dynamic model used for model 304.2 is summarized in this 
section. All section, mass and coupling stiffness properties necessary to 
reconstruct the model are included. 
Tables 6-1 through 6-4 contain stiffness and mass properties for the tower, 
bedplate, yoke and rotor support, and blade. The following comments should be 
noted: 
1. All units are in inches and pounds. 
2. Stiffness properties for the bedplate are not included because only 
rigid body modes were used. 
3. The coordinate systems for the various substructures do not have a 
common zero, because modes and eigenvalues were calculated for each 
substructure independently, and then assembled through mOdal 
synthesis. 
Figure 6-4 is included to help clarify the geometry of the yoke and low speed 
shaft model and its connection to the blade. The various substructures and 
their connections are shown in Figure 6-1. 
Table 6-5 contains the stiffness properties and geometry for the yaw bearing 
and the upper yaw adapter. This stiffness element was used to couple the 
bedplate to the tower. The teeter bearing stiffness element, which was used 
to attach the blade to the yoke and rotor support model, is in Table 6-6. The 
full 12 x 12 stiffness element used to attach the yoke and rotor support model 
to the nacelle is in Table 6-7. This stiffness element was derived from a 
bedplate flexibil ity matrix that was obtained from the finite element stress 
model of the bedplate. 
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ROTOR 
SUPPORT SHAFT 
LOW SPEED 
DRIVE SHAFT 
NACELLE 
ROTOR BEARINGS 
~ FULL f1ATRIX 
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/ .~ LINEAR ~ 
& ROTATIONAL 
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Figure 6-4 Rotor/Yoke Finite Element ~lode1 
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BLADE 
BEAf1 
FH1 
} ( 

1 
1'. 
! 
1 
:, 
NODE 
1 
2 
3 
Tabla 6-2 Rigid Body Bedp1ate Model 
NO 
SCALE 
xL 
z 
~------., 
, ,® 
, .CD , L_-,.-------
I ®I 1_.-
COORDINATE WEIGHT/INERTIA 
X 165.2 In. 509470 lb. 
Y O. 509470 lb. 
Z -28.4 509470 lb. 
6. - 4.89 • 109 lb-ln2 
6y - 7.01 • 109 
6z - 2.79 • 109 
X 225.6 -
Y O. 
-
Z 145.0 
-
6. - -
6y - -
6z - -
X O. 
-
Y O. -
Z O. 
-
6. - -
6y - -
8 Z - -
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Table 6-3a Rotor Support/Yoke Model 
IJ n •• n U£IIIIJ (lb-I.l, ( Ib-I.2, ( Ib-Pnll 
1.10.1013 • 1.00 • 1014 1.00 • 1014 .-, 
3.17 • 1013 5. I •• 1013 5.1' • 1013 7·' 
l.5 • • 1013 3.33 • 1013 3.33 • 1013 
'-7 
2.5' • 1013 3.33' 1013 3.33 • IOU 5-' 
2.l3 • 1013 2.10 • 1013 2.10 • IOU 4-5 
-144 -IlB -ll2 GRIO NOS. ARt 
-115 -99 -15 (In.) IN PARtNTH£SIS (9) (B) (1) (6) (5) (4) 
• • • (ROlON 
SUPPORT) 
• • • 
• Z 
(ALL X • Y • 0) 
~ 
*' 
(I£ARINGS) 
'.ft "ore 
• (3) Xgrld "m . (1) 
-115 (10'-15 0 (In.) 
(BOTH 2 • 10) (YOl£) 
U£lIInT 6J £I •• 
(lb-I.2, (lb-I.2, 
2-3 4.44 • lOll '.90. 1011 
1-2 2.5. 1013 3.00 • 1013 
4.10. 1011 
3.00 • 1013 
ORIGINAL· PAGE IS 
.: POOR QUALITY 
-
I: 
• ,
Kfore 
Kaft 
Kgrld 
Grid 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
9 
10 
Tab1 e 6-3b 
Bearings and Electrical Grid. Point to point 
Stiffness Elements 
• 
x y z Ox Oy, (lblln) .. (In··lb/rad) -
1.5 x 108 1.5 x 108 - - -
1.0 x 108 1.0 x 108 2.5 x 108 - -
Oz 
• 
-
-
- - - - -
5.04 x 109 
Yoke and Rotor Support Heights and Inertias 
X Y Z Ox Oy Oz 
(lb) • ( lb-ln2) .. 
70,092 70,092 70,092 1.0 x 106 1.0 x 106 1. 13 x 109 
70,092 70,092 70,092 1.0 x 106 1.0 x 106 4.60 x 108 
70,092 70,092 70,092 1.0 x 106 1.0 x 106 4.60 x 108 
11,710 11,710 11,710 1.0 x 106 1.0' x 106 3.00 x 107 
14,264 14,264 14,264 1.0 x 106 1.0 x 106 1.12 x 107 
11,,775 11,775 11,775 1.0 x 106 1.0 x 106 1.72 x 107 
- - - - -
2.50' x 1010 
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Table 6-4 Blade Properties 
A-MASS PROPERTIES 
X CHORD WI' WTOT' X-CG Y-CG I-FLAP I-CHORD THElA· P (IN) (Ll)M/IN) (LBMlIN) (IN) (IN) LBM-IN2IIN LBM-IN2IIN (DE6) 
O. 300.0 111.6 117 .6 89.96 0.00 0.1355E 06 0.452DE 06 O. 
0.100 300.0 90.59 92.63 Y8.56 0.24 0.1040E 06 0.3121E 06 0.00 
0.200 300.0 10.33 12.31 101.21 0.14 0.1216E 05 0.2588E 06 0.00 
0.250 300.0 61.22 63.05 110.55 0.64 0.59S1E 05 0.2096E 06 0.00 
0.300 284.9 54.15 56.31 104.34 1.65 0.4688E 05 0.1655E 06 0.00 
0.400 254.6 48.33 49.65 92.11 2.85 0.3110E 05 0.1101E 06 0.00 
0.500 224.3 42.93 43.94 80.46 3.61 0.2002E 05 0.1019E 05 p.OO 
O.~OO 194.1 33.54 31.49 14.32 3.14 0.1112E 05 0.4869E 05 -0.00 
0.100 163.8 24.08 28.28 64.69 3.66 5355. 0.2111E 05 -0.00 
0.800 133.5 13.26 16.98 55.65 2.96 1100. 0.1188E 05 -0.00 
0.900 103.3 5.420 1.690 45.52 2.05 313.3 3351. -0.00 
1.000 13.0 2.660 ~.020 33.22 1.35 48.11 818.8 -0.00 
TOTAL WI. 0.1111E 06L8 NON-STRUCT. MASS. 5484. L8 
I'ST MOMENT· 0.8584E 08L8-IN I • 0.2610E 09LB-SEC2-IN 
8 - ELASTIC PROPERTIES 
X EI-FLAP E1-CHORD EA 6J 
NEUTRAL AXIS ELASTIC AXIS 
X-NA Y-NA X-EA Y-EA THETA-P 
O. 0.1220E 14 0.4068E 14 0.105BE 11 0.1937E 13 90.0 0.0 BB.4 0.4 0.0 
0.100 0.9361E 13 0.3076E 14 0.8153E 10 0.1546E 13 95.9 0.2 97.8 1.2 0.0 
0.200 0.6S04E 13 0.2092E 14 0.6330E 10 0.1138E 13 104.0 0.8 111.1 2.7 -0.0 
0.250 0.536SE 13 0.1681E 14 0.5510E 10 0.91B6E 12 107.3 0.7 120.4 2.0 -0.0 
0.300 0.4221E 13 0.132BE 14 0.4928E 10 0.7224E 12 101.3 1.1 114.4 2.4 -0.0 
0.400 0.2199E 13 0.8B35E 13 0.4350E 10 0.4734E 12 89.6 2.9 102 •• 3.1 -0.0 
0.500 0.1802E 13 0.5725E 13 0.3864E 10 0.2970E 12 18.S 3.8 90.8 3.7 -!l.0 
0.600 0.9951E 12 0.3149E 13 0.3019E 10 0.lS63E 12 67.B 4.2 71.8 4.0 0.0 
0.100 0.4151E 12 0.1593E 13 0.2168E Ie, 0.743BE 11 56.8 4.3 64.5 4.0 0.0 
0.800 0.lS18E 12 0.5160E 12 O. 1194E 1~ 0.2326E 11 46.2 3.8 51.0 3.4 -0.0 
0.900 0.2709E 11 0.1391E 12 0.4878E 09 0.4218E 10 35.6 2.9 3B.l 2.5 0.0 
1.000 0.4095E 10 0.3351E 11 0.2394E 09 0.6B71E 09 25.2 2.0 28.2 1.7 0.0 
X • FRACTION OF BLADE RADIUS (2400 I".) 
THETA - P • PRINCIPLE A~IS ANGLE 
E 
· 
2.25 x 106 PSI 
6 • 150,000 PSI 
X IS MEASUREO FROM NOSE TOWARD TAIL 
Y IS HEASURED FROM PRESSURE SURFACE TOWARD SUCTION SURFACE 
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(&5., 0., 0.) 
(0., 0., 0.) 
x I 
lb/ln 
K • 1.08E/9xl09 I 
& D.O.F. 
SPRING 
x 
lb/ln I 
K = 4.0El6xl06 1 
Table 6-5 
Yaw Bearing and Upper Yaw Adapter 
GJ 3.48 x 1013 lb-ln2 
EI = 9.35 x 1013 lb-ln2 
AE = 2 •. 5& x 1010 lb 
y I z 
.. In-~~/r.d I 8y I 8z .. 
2.5E/8xl08 I 2.5E/8.108 1.5xl010 14.44Xl012 1 4.44xl012 
ROTOR 
y 
8.0E/fixl06 
Table 6-6 
Teeter Beari ng 
y z 
I . z 
.. 
eX I 
In-lb/rad 
eY 
1 4.OE/6<106 4.5xl010 15.7.102 
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Table 6-7 Yoke/Rotor Support to Nacelle Coupling Stiffness 
.OUTPOl MTIU Sri •• , ,til III 12) 
lUI COL (I) (Z) (3) (') 
I I /.SIU[ 01 M3l1E02 1.02311 01 2.lmt 04 
I " < ......... '.Gmt .. 
2 I 4.'31SE 02 1.0I1U 01 '.153][ 01 1.ttl4[ 01 
2 II -S.2D6U 04 '.SUI{ Ot 
3 I ! .• 231l01 '.nn[ 02 1."0Dl 01 J.O"U.04 
3 II ..... 4410[ 01 '.4'lU OS 
• I 2. Ui:3t D4 l.n'4[ DI l.ot'U 04 •• mlt 10 
• II -I.:lni[ ~ ,.3It3[ 10 
5 I -2.4144£ DI 5.2060£ 04 '.4410£ 01 1.'Jun 06 
5 II -1.041U II 1.11Nl .,. 
• I ".02l4[ 04 -I.SU'( 01 -1.4I1n os. -'.31m 10 
• II 1.13t1[ 06 -4. nn[ 11 
1 I -2.51,,[ 01 ..... 31U ,02 -1.423][ 01 -Z.1'23E eM 
1 II -Z.414U 01 -,.OZIU 04 
I I -4.131U 02 -1.Dll" 01 -'.153][ 02 -Z."'U 01 
• II 5.2060£ 04 -1.5461£ Dt 
9 I -1.421JE 01 -'.}53JE 02 -lo'460E 01 -3.0liU 04 
• II '.441O[ 01 -I.tln[ os 
10 I -2.1623E 04 -2.nln 01 -3.lItm.04 -,.S2ll[ 10 
10 II '.3.SlE 06 -'.3I1n 10 
II I 2.494U Oil -5.l0"[ 04 .... 4410( 01 -l.usn 06 
II II 1.041SE 11 -1.nll( D6 
12 I '.0214[ 04 1.5U'( ot 1.4113E os ' •• tU 10 
12 II -1.13t1[ D6 4.nUlll 
ORIGINAL PA~E IS 
OF POOR QUALrN 
(5) ,,) (7) (I) 
wl.4'4U oe ..... OlIU D4 "l.SUI[ 0) -4.tlnE 02 
S.2H6[ 04 -1.5',,[ lit 
-t.'llU 02 -I ... m 01 
,.4410( 01 -1.4I1U as -1.423][ 0) -'.153)( 02 
1.315)[ 06 ..... :lnn 10 
-z.I'll£ 04 -Z.HI4[ 01 
I.onu, II -l.UII[ a. Z.4I44£ DI 
-5.Z06" 04 
-l.lllS[ Oi 4. nu[ II '.02In 04 1.~'IE 01 
Z.4'44E 01 '.021U 04 Z.51"[.01 4.nUE 02 
-5.20"[ 04 I.SU" 09 4.'315E 02 1.0I)i[ 01 
-'.4410( 08 "41nE os 1.UJU 01 9.153)[ 02 
-1.3un [K; '.H93[ 10 2.I.m 04 Z."I4E 01 
-1.0415[ II I. /3'18[ 06 -Z .• '4U 01 S.lUi" 04 
) .1311( .,. ".1I1l[ '11 -'.0214[ 04 -1.54,,, lit 
-
(0) 
-1.423)[ 01 
-'.153][ 02 
-1.''''0£ 0) 
-,.ot,S[ 04 
-t.441W 01 
l.4Im 05 
1.423)[ 01 
•• 15'1E 02 
1.9460E 01 
.3.0USt 04 
'.4410£, '* 
.. 1.4"3l0S 
• First 2 coluons contain row and colMin nUiber of ele .. ntdlrectly to the right of them 
DegressofFreedOfll 1_-~ connect to nod. 9 on yokellow speed shaft 
Degrees of Freed ... 7-12 connect to node 2 on bedplat. 
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(10) 
-l.lun ·04 
-z •• tBU 08 
-3.0.m 04 
- •. 52U[ 10 
-lollsn 06 
~.)l93E 10 
Z. li23[ 04 
2.,,14£ 08 
3.OIin 04 
•. SZll[ 10 
1.3tsn ,.06 
-'.Hm IG 
6.3.1.2 Natural Modes and Frequencies 
The system modes and frequencies were calculated with the blades in the 
vertica.1 and horizontal positions. Typical mode shapes with the rotor in a 
vertical position are shown in Figure 6-5. The drivetrain and teetering modes 
are simply rigid body rotations of the rotor about the drive shaft and teeter 
pin, with 1 ittle or no motion of the other system elements. The fundamental 
tower bending mode, shown for the direction normal to the axis of rotation, 
h as a small yaw rotat ion caused by the offset center of grav ity of the 
nacelle. The tower bending mode in the direction of the drive shaft axis is 
not shown, but it has nearly the same natural frequency, and cons iderably more 
blade elastic deflection in the softer flapwise direction. The final elastic 
mode shape displays collective flapwise bending of the blades. The mode shape 
plots are used to provide insight into the response of the system. 
Table 6-8 contains a summary of the system natural frequencies for the 
bcl.seline design. The calculations were made with the blades in vertical and 
horizontal positions at· 13.8 and 16.8 rpm. Frequencies are shown in Hz 
and P. The numbers in parentheses denote P values at the 13.8 rpm. The last 
column earmarks the harmonics that should be avoided in each mode. E stands 
for even, and 0, for Odd. For example, fixed system modes of the tower must 
avoid even integers of rotor speed with a 'two-bladed rotor, while rotor cyclic 
modes must avoid odd integers. Figure 6-6 depicts frequency placement of 
mooe1 304.2 graph ica lly. The hatched areas indicate frequency ranges that 
should be aVOided, to preclude resonant excitation. Symbols connected by 
horizontal lines indicate that the frequency changes in going from a vertical 
to horizontal blade position. 
All system frequencies are well placed with the possible exception of the 
first flap collective, which is at 4.2P. The blade design, however, is 
compatible with the loads predicted for this blade. Furthermore, dominant 
blade fatigue stresses were due to chord bending loads, which are not affected 
by this frequency. There is still reason for concern, though, because of the 
uncertainty in some variables used in the load calculations. The variable 
most in question is the amount of 4P turbulence in the wind at the chosen 
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Figure 6-5 Coupled /lode Shapes 
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Table 6-8. MOD-5A Model 304.2 System Natural Frequencies 
VERTICAL 
Hz P 
1 ) DRIVE TRAIN O. 
2) TEETER .28 (.23) 1. (1. ) 
3) TOWER Z .340 1.21 ( 1.48) 
4) TOWER Y .341 1.22 (1.48) 
5) FLAP COLLECTIVE 1. 17 4.13 (5.00) 
6) DRIVE TRAIN 1.33 4.75 (5.78) 
7) CHOR D CY CLI C 1.60 5.71 (6.96) 
8) FLAP CYCLIC 2.37 8.46 (10.3) 
9) TOWER AND TORSION 2.24 8.00 (9.74) 
10) TOWER Z (2nd) 3.03 10.8 (13.2) 
11) FLAP COLLECTIVE (2nd) 3.14 11.2 (13.6) 
·12 ) CHORD COLLECTIVE 4.08 14.6 (17.7) 
13) TOWER Y (2nd) 4.18 14.9 (18.2) 
14) FLAP CYCLIC (2nd) 4.56 16.3 (19.7) 
* P values in parenthesis are for 13.8 rpm 
E = even 
o = oda 
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HORIZONTAL 
Hz P 
O. 
.28 (.23) 1. (1. ) 
.340 1.21 (1.48) 
.344 1.23 (1.50) 
1. 17 4.18 (5.00) 
1.33 4.75 (5.78) 
1.84 6.57 (8.00) 
2.3 8.25 (9.96) 
1.80 6.43 (7.83) 
3.23 11.7 (14.0) 
3.11 11 .1 (13.4) 
4.08 14.6 (17.7) 
4.18 14.9 (18.2) 
4.56 16.3 (19.7) 
HARr~ONICS 
TO AVOID 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
0 
0 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
0 
, 
j 
~ 
FJ. = FREQ TO AVOID • = 16.8 RPM A= 13.8 RPM 
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 PER 
DRIVE TRAIN 
1st TORSION 
8LADES 
1st FLAP COLLECTIVE 
1st FLAP CYCLIC 
1st CHORD CYCLIC 
TOWER 
1st BENDING 
TORSION 
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 
Fi gure 6-6 MOO-SA Frequency Placement l!,ode1 304.2 
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site. The loads would be sensitive to this turbulence, since the blade 
resonance is near the excitation frequency. To el iminate this risk, methods 
for raising or lowering the flapwise frequency were investigated near the end 
of final design. Three feasible avenues were identified: 
1. Structural modification - (blade thickness, chord, or both). 
2. Addition of ballast weight to the outboard blade (the earlier, 
heavier, partial span control configuration had a desirable 3P 
. frequency, which increased to 4.2P when the lighter ailerons were 
subs t ituted) • 
3. Change operating spe~d (this change could be made in the field, 
because of the variable speed generator). 
Were the MOO-5A to be built, it is likely that one of these modifications 
would be implemented to minimize risk. 
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6.3.2 SENSITIVITY STUDIES 
6.3.2.1 Tower Frequency Sensitivity to Foundation Stiffness 
A parametric study of foundation stiffness assessed the effect of the 
founoat ion flex ib i 1 it ies on the tower's natural frequenc ies. Us ing NASTRAN, 
tower bend i.. frequencies were determined for six val ues of foundat ion 
stiffness, ranging from 1 x 10" in.-lb./rad. to 5 x 1012 in.-lb./rad. 
These stiffnesses correspond to moduli of elasticity of the soil between 1,000 
and 50,000 ps i. Cant ilevered frequenc ies were al so cal cuI ated. The tower 
Oesign used in this analysis was that of November 9, 1982. A figure from a 
oata sheet prepared by Chicago Bridge & Iron (CBI) is presented in Figure 6-7, 
with a stick figure Oepicting the NASTRAN model. The NASTRAN model consisted 
of 25 noOes with six degrees of freedom for the tower, and one node with six 
degrees of freedom at the center of gravity of the nacelle and rotor, and one 
node with six degrees of freeOom represent ing the center of grav ity of the 
foundation. CELAS2 scalar spring elements were useO to tie the foundation 
mass to ground in all six degrees of freedom. The weight of the tower model 
\~as 498 k ips. The nacelle and rotor weight was 813.6 kips, and the foundation 
weight was 3474 kips. Th is study was performed before the final des ign, hence 
the phys ica 1 propert ies noted above differ from those reported in sect ion 
6.3.1 for the final configuration-model 304.2. The fundamental tower bending 
frequency was .4 Hz for the model used in this study, as opposed to .34 Hz for 
model 304.2. Since this parametric study intended to define trends, the 
difference is not important. 
The basic equation used to relate the foundation rotational stiffness to soil 
properties was taken from ref 6-3. It is: 
_ ,33GO~ 
Key = Kez - 1-" = C $ ley = C $ Ie z 
6.723G 
C$ = (1-,,)0 
where: 0 = foundation diameter (72 ft. and 8 in.) 
" = Poisson's Ratio (assum~d to be .3) 
G = torsional rigidity of soil = E/2(1+,,) 
lTD' Ie = area bending inertia of foundation = ~ 
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To determine the other components of stiffness, the following relations from 
ref. 6-4 were used. 
K* = C A = x u 
3.53GO { I-\l} 
K = K = C A = 2.75GO 
Y Z T (I-\l) 
K - C I _. 51GO~ 
ex - 1jI ex - (1-\1) 
where: A = cross sectional area of foundation 
Iex= polar area inertia of foundation =~~ 
* The equation derived for Cu in ref. 6-3 gives Kx equal to fi~e~ rather than the above. 
The relations are emperical and a range of values is given in the reference. 
In addition, the equations consider only the soil beneath the foundation. 
Contributions from the overburden and soil to the sides of the foundation are 
not included. For these reasons it is possible for the actual stiffnesse~ to 
be as much as two times higher than those computed from the formulas. 
The preceding equations were used to set the ratios between the rotational and 
translational foundation stiffnesses. The natural frequency parametric study 
was conducted using stiffnesses that were calculated for the soil's moduli of 
elasticity, ranging from 1,000 to 50,000 psi. 
The resulting frequencies are plotted against the rotational stiffness 
(~y' Kez) in Figures 6-8 and 6-9. Figure 6-8 contains frequencies of 
the coupled y bending and ,torsion modes, and Figure 6-9 is a plot of the 
frequencies of the coupled~z bending and axial modes. A scale of elastic 
moduli is included above the stiffness scale in these figures. A primary 
concern is to avoid resonances below lOP, which is approximately 3 Hz on the 
MOD-SA. For soil moduli greater than 10,000 pSi, only the fundamental bending 
ana tower torsion modes fall in this frequency range. Furthermore, the 
variation of natural frequency is small for elastic moduli above 10,000 pSi. 
At the Hawaiian site the soil modulus was estimated to be between 10,000 and 
25,000 psi. Hence, it was concluded that the MOO-5A would not be sensitive to 
foundation stiffness at this location. 
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At sites with lower soil moduli, the design .,would have to be reassessed. A 
secondary concern is to avoid resonances cii the generator speed, which is 
rated at 20 Hz. Figures 6-8 and 6-9 indicate that modes near this frequency 
are completely insens it ive to tower foundation stiffness, because at higher 
frequencies the concrete foundation, inertial impedance is much larger than any 
stiffness effects. Therefore, a tower with satisfactory high frequency 
placements at one site will have satisfactory high frequencies at all other 
sites. 
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6.3.2.2 Sensitivity of Tower Loads to Tower Fundamental Frequency 
Steady state loads were calculated for the tower, using natural frequencies of 
.35, .3!!, and .43 Hz. Loads were calculated and histograms prepared for the 
yaw bearing and tower base interfaces for each of the tower frequencies. The 
loads calculations include the variable speed generator, airfoil tables based 
on Ohio State University's test data, and an active control system. The blade 
dnd nacelle properties were not those of the final design, but the load trends 
indicated by the study are not inf1uen'.';"d by variations in the blade or 
nacelle properties. The tower frequency is a far more important factor. 
The Weibu11 wind spectrum from the Statement of Work was divided into 6 bins, 
as Shown in Table 6-9. Steady state loads were calculated for winds at 14 and 
24 mph with a rotor speed of 13.75 rpm and for winds at 24, 31.7, 45, and 
60 mph with a rotor speed of 16.8 rpm. These runs were made for tower 
frequencies of .35, .39 and .43 Hz, and fatigue load histograms were generated. 
Tower fatigue load distributions are shOWn for ,ne three natural frequencies 
in Figures 6-10 and 6-11. Significant incr·:lases in load level were noted as 
the tower natural frequency increased toward 2P, which is equal to .46 Hz at 
the lower speed. The curves for Mz in Figure 6-11 show a distinct jump in 
load magnitude near tile 50th percentile. The higher loads to the right of the 
jump are due to operat ion at the low speed, wh ich is nearer to 2P. The My 
bending loads in Figure 6-10 do not jump since the fore-aft tower mode is less 
sens it ive to resonance because of its higher aerodynamic damping. 
Root-mean-cubed load levels, which serve as an indication of fatigue severity 
in steel, are sunrnarized in Table 6-10 and plotted versus tower frequency 'in 
Figure 6-12. The loads rise rapidly as the frequency approaches the 2P low 
rotor speed forcing frequency of .46 Hz. It is clear that the tower frequency 
should be kept as low as possible. 
As a result of this study, the IWO-5A tower height has raised from 235 ft. to 
245 ft., to achieve a very favorable natural tower frequency equal to .34 Hz. 
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Table 6-9 Weibull Distribution from Statement of Work 
BIN BIN % H TYEE II 
ROTOR RANGE MID TOTAL H 2P CYCLES HTYPE IIA GUSTS 
BIN SPEED (MPH) SPEED H HRS/30 YR TIME (T=50 s) 
J 
I 1 i3.75 14-19 16.5 56,230 29.4 9.27xl07 3.65x105 4.05x106 
2 13.75 19-24 21.5 56,655 29.6 9.35xl07 3.68xl05 4.08xl06 
3 16.8 24-28 26.0 35,370 18.5 7.13xl07 2.30xl05 2.55x10o 
4 16.8 28-35 31.5 32,968 17.2 6.65xl07 2.14x1C5 2.37xl06 
5 16.8 35-45 40.0 9,511 5.0 1.92x107 6.18xl04 6.85xl05 
8.59x105 
.. 
6 16.8 45-60 52.5 426 .2 2769 3.07xl0~ 
TOTAL 191,160 99.9 34.41xl07 12.42xl05 13.77xl06 
\ 
SOW NASA DISTRIBUTION AT 240 FT AGL 
K = 2.74 
C = 23. 13 ~jPH 
BASED ON Ao = 0.35, VH = 67 MPS 
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Table 6-10 Root Mean Cubed Tower Load Comparison 
YA\~ BEARING 
(ft-lb x lO-ti) 
RMC 
My 
.667 
.756 
1.19 
RMC 
Mz 
.478 
.730 
1.68 
RMS 
.821 
1.05 
2.06 
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TOWER BASE 
(ft-lb x 10- ti ) 
RMC 
My 
5.02 
6.27 
12.1 
RMC 
Mz 
3.93 
6.99 
18.0 
RMS 
.. 6.38 
9.39 
21.7 
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6.3.2.3 System Frequency Sensitivity to Bearing and Yaw Drive Stiffness 
St iffness elements representing the teeter bear ings, rotor bear ings, and yaw 
bearing, including the yaw drive, were varied from their basel ine rated values 
to determine their effect on system frequencies. 
The rated stiffnesses for each of the .three bearing interfaces are 1 isted 
below. The stiffness axes on all plots were normal ized to these values. All 
are given in their local coordinate systems, as shown in Figure 6-13. The 
units are 1b/in. and in.-1b./rad. 
X Y Z ex ey 9 z 
Teeter Bearing 4.E6 8.E6 4.E6 4.5E10 5.7E7 4.5E10 
Yoke Bearing (Fore) 1.5E8 1.5E8 0 0 0 0 
(Aft) 1.OE8 1.OE8 2.5E8 0 0 0 
Yaw Bearing 1.08E9 2.5EB 2.5E8 3.0ElO 4.44E12 4.44E12 
All values are the minimum required except for ey ' which is a maximum. 
The yoke bearing stiffnesses are estimates. The yaw bearing stiffnesses are 
from a letter from Rotek dated April 8, 1983 • The yaw drive stiffness 
(ex = 3.0 x 1010 ) used for this parametric study was based on an early 
estimate of the structural stiffness with the yaw drive locked. A more 
accurate estimate, be.sed on the final configuration finite element model, is 
1.5 x 1010 in-lb/rad. 
The modal synthesis program, called SCAMP, was used to assemble models of the 
system with values of bearing stiffness varied about the rating. The 
resulting frequencies were tabulated, and those that were significantly 
affected by the changing stiffness were plotted. All runs in this study were 
made with the blades in a vert ica 1 pas it ion. 
Figure 6-14 shows the effect of blade teetering stiffness (ey) on the teeter 
frequency, which approaches the tower bending fre~uency as the stiffness 
exceeds ten times the rating. This stiffness should be held as low as 
possible to minimize loads. Figures 6-15 and 6-16 show the effect of radial 
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(X & Z) stiffness on drivetrain and blade torsional frequencies. It is 
obvious from these plots that the radial stiffness should not be significantly 
reduced from the rating, since the drivetrain torsion should not drop near 4P 
(1.12 hZ). 
The effects of yoke bearing stiffness on the tower torsion and second lateral 
(Z) bending is shown in Figure 6-17. Large decreases in stiffness are 
required to significantly lower the system frequencies. 
In Figure 6-18, tower fundamental frequency is plotted against normalized yaw 
bearing stiffness. The effect is small for stiffness changes between .1 and 
10 times the rating. Figure 6-19 shows the change in tower torsion and chord 
cyc1 ic frequencies with changes in yaw stiffness. As the plot shows, these 
modes are highly coupled. Near the rated stiffness it is impossible to label 
the modes exactly, but the trend shows a small increase in the blade's cyclic 
frequency with decreasing yaw stiffness, while the torsional frequency 
decreases very significantly. One tenth of the rated yaw stiffness is 
approximately the lower limit of the present yaw drive design. The rated 
stiffness on this plot is twice the current estimate for the yaw brake. The 
yaw stiffness must not be further reduced. Note that during a yaw maneuver 
the torsional stiffness is near zero because the dominant stiffness elements 
in the system are the gas bladders of the hydraulic accumulators. This 
situation should not produce a resonance problem. 
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6.4 AEROELASTIC STABILITY 
Analyses have shown that the MOD-5A will not encounter aeroelastic 
instabil ity. Although several types of rotor instabil ity are possible, the 
dynamic characteristics of modern wind turbines preclude most of them. One 
concern for the hOD-5A was the stabil ity of the aileron sy~,tem, which was a 
point of departure from previous large wind turbines. Other potential 
instabil ities are classical flutter/divergence, blade flap-lag and pitch 
instabil ity, coupled rotor/tower instabil ities, and blade stall flutter. 
A br ief discuss ion of each of thes8 appears in th is sect ion. Th is sect ion 
a 1 so incl udes a more comprehens ive treatnlent of b 1 ade/ a il et'on fl utter. 
6.4.1 CLASSICAL FLUTTER AND DIVERGENCE 
Rotor blades are subject to classical bending-torsion flutter and torsional 
d ive:-gence, s illlil ar to that exper ienced by an a il"pl ane wing. The key 
s tructura 1 pa~ameters are tors ional stiffness and chordwise center of grav ity, 
I~hile the important operating parameter is rotor speed. Most wind turbine 
blades are not mass-balanced, and they have a destabilizing, aft center of 
gravity. They are stable, however, because of relatively high torsional 
stiffness, and more importantly, the low operat ional tip speeds, wh ich are 
about half tnat of a typical helicopter blade. 
The computer code GETS TAB was used to assess fl utter and divergence on the 
early MOD-5A with a partial span control. In this design, it was necessary to 
ensure that the stiffness of the partial span control was sufficient to 
precluoe flutter. In the current configuration with ailerons, 
structure no longer has a potentially soft torsional 1 ink. 
above 50 rpm were computed using the computer code, AILSTAB. 
6.4.2 BLADE FLAP-LAG-PITCH INSTABILiTY 
the main blade 
Fl utter spe"ds 
Nany recent stuaies (ref. 6-5) identified rotor instabilities caused by 
coupling between blade flap, lag or Chord, and pitch motions. The mechanisms 
of instabilities are varied and often complex. They usually depend on rotor 
thrust ana blade natural frequency placements. In particular. there is a 
strong potent ia 1 for ins tab il ity when the fundamental fl apwise and chordwise 
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natural frequencies nearly coincide. This situation does not exist on the 
MOD-5A blades. GETS TAB indicated that the MOD-5A blade with partial span 
control was free of any of these problems. It is unl ikely that the changes 
associated with ailerons would alter these conclusions. It would be 
desirable, however, to analyze the final design bnfore actual operation. 
6.4.3 COUPLED ROTOR AND TOWER INSTABILITIES 
Coupl ing between the rotor and, tower modes can produce instabil ities, such as 
whirl flutter. These couplings depend on the relative natural frequencies of 
the rotor and tower, which should not be close. Whirl flutter generally 
involves the blade fundamental flapwise mode and rotational modes of the 
tower, pitch and yaw. Whirl flutter is not likely to occur on wind turbines, 
because of the wide separation usually found between these frequencies. The 
~10D-5A is no exception. Furthermore, there were no such problems on the 
MOD-2, which is a similar design and there were no indications of instability 
in the transient loads analyses performed for the MOD-SA. These loads 
analyses, conducted with the TRAC code describell in Section 7.2, model the 
modes in question. 
Nonetheless, it would be desirable to perform a final analysis before 
operation. This could be done either with GETSTAB or NASA's code, ASTER-5. 
6.4.4 BLADE STALL FLUTTER 
Stall flutter is characterized by limit cycle oscillations of the blade in its 
first tors ional molle. The aeroi:lynamicsare non-l inear and difficult to 
quantify, as the blades are oscillating into and out of a stalled state. The 
a irfoil type, -tors iona I damfiing and the reduced frequency of the firs t 
torsional mode are the key parameters. Reduced frequency is a non-dimensional 
parameter defined as the product. of semi-chord times torsional na~ural 
frequency d iv ided by resul tant veloc ity or Il.le/V. Because of th~ir 
relatively low tip speed and high torsional stiffness, wind turbine blades 
generally have a high reduced frequency, which is important for avoiding stall 
fl utter. The MOD-SA has a reduced frequency greater than '.60 over 75% or more 
of the blade for all operating conditions,including 50% overspeed. 
Therefore, no problems are expected in this area. 
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6.4 .• 5 BLADE/AILERON FLUTIER 
The stabil ity of the blade and aileron system was investigated us ing the 
AILSTAB code~ The blade's natural modes were determined for cant ileveredand 
pinned end condit ions. The mode'! was constructed before the final des ign, so 
some of the natural frequencies reported in th is sect ion may differ slightly 
from t~ose of the final blade. However, the system's stability is relatively 
insensitive to such changes, so the conclusions are also val id for the final 
configuration. 
Three model sets, shown below, were analyzed. 
Set Flaewise Mode Blade Torsion Aileron Torsion 
1 Teeter (lP) 1st Torsion Rigid Body, fn varies 
2 1st Collective 1st Torsion Rigid Body, f n varies 
3 1st Cycl ic 1st Torsion R i'gid Body, f n varies 
Higher flapwise modes were also analyzed, but were not found to be critical. 
The blade flapwise collective (cantilever) and cycl ic (pinned) .frequencies 
were 7, and 13.8 rad/sec respectively. The blade torsion frequency is 51 
rad/sec. By comparison, the ailerons are essentially rigid in torsion with 
cantilevered frequenc iesabove 400 rad/sec. Fora 11 pract ica 1 purposes , the 
aileron naturQ.l frequencies are dominated by the control system stiffness and 
oscillate as a rigid body. Rather than attempting to model the actual aileron 
torsional natural mode, the frequency, or equivalently the actuator stiffness 
was varied, to determine the minimum requirements. In this way failure mode 
conditions, such as loss of actuator hydraulic stiffness, are fall-outs of the 
analysis. In addition to aileron frequency sweeps, variations in aileron 
tors ional damping and mass-ba 1 anc ing were cons idered. The MOD~5A all eron' s 
center of gravity is aft of the 60% chord hinge 1 ine. The aft center of 
gravity has a .destabilizing effect. 
The output of the AILSTAB computer program is given· in eigenvalues, and 
eigenvectors if desired, asa. function of rotor speed. Critical damping 
values were computed at each rotor speed and were plotted to determine the 
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stability. The symbol Z in these plots refers to the blade's flapwise degree 
of freedom, the syrr;"'o 1 e refers to the blade tors ion, and Il to the ail eron 
torsion. Each figure contains three plots, one for each of the blade flapwise 
modes investigated. 
The most critical condition occurs when the root torsional stiffness provided 
by the actuators is lost and the a ilerons are free to rotate about their 
hinges. Th is cannot happen under normal circumstances, so it represents a 
system failure. Figure 6-20 shows damping vs. rotor speed for the blade with 
a free unbalanced aileron. (The aileron torsion frequency of lP is due to 
centrifugal stiffening). Only coupling with the 4P collective mode causes an 
instability in the range of interest. The instability at 60 rpm is classical 
bending-torsion flutter of the main blade. The free ailerons are unstable in 
the region of low rotor speed, 3-12 rpm, which is typical of wing and aileron 
systems with an unbalanced mass. In particular, there is the possibil ity of 
instab il ity when the ail erQn tors iona 1 frequency is 1 ess than the f1 apwise 
frequency. The system in Figure 6-20 becomes stable again at 12 rpm, because 
tile tors iona 1 aerodynamic spr ing increases the aileron frequency beyond that 
of the first f1apwise mode. The system is not unstable in higher f1apwise 
modes because of the modal weighting. Analogous problems exist on small, 
low-speed airplanes, in Which stick-free ailerons with unbalanced mass can 
encounter f1 utter over a range of reI at ive1y low forward speeds. A common 
solution is to mass-balance the ailerons. 
An identical analysis was conducted for a mass-balanced system. The results, 
shown in Figure 6-21, indicate a stable system. The var'iation of minimum 
damping in the aileron mode is shown for different degrees of balance in 
Figure 6-22. The system becomes stable with 85% balance (the center of 
gravity is still aft of the hinge). However, a 5% stability marg'in 
(~f = .05) was imposed on~ the final deSign, to compensate for possible 
inaccuracies in the analysis. 
Tne stability of the baseline aileron, which is unbalanced, but with a 
tors iona 1 spr ingthat produces an 8 rad/sec natural frequency, is shown in 
Figure 6-23. This configuration is stable for all three mode sets. Similar 
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runs were made for other spr ing rates in order to develop the stab 11 ity 
boundary shown in Figure 6-24. It is apparent that for the system to be 
stable at all rotor speeds, the torsional natural frequency of the ailerons 
must exceed 7.7 rad/sec. Under normal circumstances, this condition is easily 
satisfied. It is necessary, however, to protect the system in the event of an 
actuator failure, in which case the natural frequency is O. This protection 
may be provided by mass-balancing, as discussed earlier, or by incorporating 
dampers at the hinges. It should be noted that analysis has shown that even 
if only one of the six actuators on the rotor fails, the system will be 
unstable unless this protection is provided. 
Figure 6-2S shows the MOD-SA stabil ity boundary as a function of torsional 
Clamping rate for the free, unbalanced aileron. The system is stable at all 
rotor speeds, provided the oamping rate is 2,700 ft.-lb.-sec/rad or more. In 
orOer to achieve a 5% margin above neutrally stable conditions, the rate must 
be 7,000 ft.-lb.-sec/rad. Because the MOD-SA has three distinct aileron 
sections per blaoe, the total damping must be diviOed amongst the ailerons. 
The oivision is done in proportion to the respective torsional inertias. The 
results are sunmarized below (R is the radius of the blade): 
Inner Aileron (.60-.725R) 
Mid Aileron (.725-.85R) 
Outer Aileron (.85R-TIP) 
Total 
Damping Rate 
4,430 ft.-lb.-sec/rad 
1,925 ft.-lb.-sec/rad 
645 ft.-lb.-sec/rad 
7,000 
The forces produced by these damping rates are negl igible in comparison to 
norma 1 operating pitch ing moments for wh ich the a 11 eron actuators are 
deSigned. Therefore, the dampers can be operative at all times without 
hUrting the system's performance. 
The comparison of stiffness and damping requirements is an interesting 
siaelight to the stability problem. The damping rate, multiplied by the 
flutter frequency gives .. the effective impedance, in stiffness units, of the 
damper. Figure 6-~6 contains p'lots of impedance vs. flutter damping ratio at 
6 rpm for both spring and damper systems. The system's stability is largely a 
function of the aileron torsional impedance whether it be derived from a 
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spring or a damper. Th is conclus ion is strengthened by Figure 6-27, which 
shows the stability boundaries in terms of impedances. The approximate 
eouivalence of spring and damper impedance effects is an important 
consideration during dynamic conditions, such as pitch change, in which the 
hydraulic actuator impedance has both spring and damper characteristics. 
In summary, the NOD-SA blade and aileron system can be stabil ized for all 
operating environments by either providing a sufficiently high impedance about 
the aileron hinge axis, or by mass-balancing of the ailerons. 
The bas ic actuator sys tem prov ides the necessary impedance dur ing norma 1 
operation. To protect the system if an actuator fails, torsional dampers were 
incorporated into the r~OD-SA design rather than mass-balancing the ailerons. 
These dampers are pass ive elements in the sense that they w ill a lways be 
operative. 
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6.5 CONTROL SY?TEM 
6.5.1 OVERVIEW 
The control system for the MOD-SA is defined in deta il in the Control System 
Specificat ion. The system compr ises the components and assemblies shown in 
Figure 6-28. The functions of the control are to: 
1. control the yaw orientation 
2. control the .'otor speed using the ailerons 
3. control the rotor position 
4. control the rotor brake 
5. control the teeter brake 
b. monitor and· control the hydraul ic and lubricating system pressure, 
heating, and cooling 
7. control the electrical power output (generator, converter, 
bus/utility tie) 
8. control the emergency shutdown 
9. control the operator interface (site, remote dispatch, manual 
operations) 
10. displ~y operating data 
From the standpoint of dynamics, the key function of the control system is 
speed control, which is provided by the joint operation of functions #2 and 
#7. A rotor speed control loop and a generator speed control loop are used, 
as shown in Figure 6-29. 
The regions of operation during power generation are shown on Figure 6-30. In 
subrated power or low wind conditions the generator speed will be controlled. 
Regulation of generator air gap torque by the variable speed generator 
subsystem proviCles speed control. Either a low speed or a high speed 
operating region will be automatically selected for the most efficient use of 
the wind and the rotor. The low speed region occurs when the average power is 
less than 4.5 r~w, at average wind speeds between 14 and 25 mph. When the 
average power is greater than 4.5 MW, the generator and rotor speed references 
al"e automatically moved upward by 3 rpm to the high speed region, at ? rate 
such that appr'oximately l/7th of the input torque is used to accelerate tile 
rotor. The transition from the high speed region to the low speed region is 
made when the average power drops below 3 MW, at average winds below 22 mph. 
At the rated power. when the wind ~ed is greater than 32 mph, the rotor 
speed control loop regulates the aiL.ron positions to maintain the average 
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rotor speed at 16.8 rpm. As shown in Figure 6-30, the generator speed loop 
functions at 16.8 rpm, but a generator air gap torque limit of 1.1 per unit is 
imposed if wind gusts result in a trans ient rotor speed greater than 16.9 
rpm. Negl igible interaction between the two-speed control loops is due to a 
wide difference in bandw idth. The rotor speed loop has a low bandwidth of 
1 rad/sec and the generator speed loop has a wide bandwidth of 17 rad/sec. 
The frequency response characteristics are discussed in Section 6.5.2.1. The 
time response characteristics are discussed in Section 6.5.2.2. 
6.5.2 CONTROL SYSTEM FREQUENCY AND TIME RESPONSE 
The model definition and response characteristics for frequency response, and 
time response of the control system are discussed in this section. A 
simplified mathematical mOdel of the rotational dynamics of the rotor speed 
and generator speed control loops is shown on Figure 6-31. The translational 
dynamics for tower bending and blade flap motions were included in the control 
simulations, but are not shown in the figure. The mass property values used 
for the analYSis and simulation of Model 304.2 are listed in Table 6-11. 
b.5.2.1 Frequency Response 
The frequency response characteristics of the rotor speed and generator speed 
control loops were analyzed as npn-interacting control loops. A 1 inearized 
mathematical model is shown in Figure 6-32. 
The rotor speed control loop controls the rotor speed during ramp-up, power 
generation at wind speeds above 32 mph, and shutdown. This loop is 
functional, but effectively inactive during subrated power generation with the 
ailerons in the maximum power positions. 
gap torque is regulated by the converter 
In this condition, the generator air 
to control the generator speed. A 
detailed definition of t,he hardware and software associated with this control 
loop is given in the Control Systems Specification. The gain/phase 
characteristic of a 1 inearized analog representation with an ideal speed 
sensor and no computational delays is given in Figure 6-33. 
The variable gain term, Kv = -8 , is a programmed adaptive gain that was 
8 + IS 
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Table 6-11 Model 304.2 Control System Parameter Definition 
Jl = Rotor Inertia 
J2 = Generator and High Speed Shaft 
Inert ia (Ileflected to Rotor) 
J3 = Tower Mass 
J4 = Blaoe Flap Mass 
Kl = Drivetrdin Spring Constant 
Gearbox dnd Shaft (Reflected to 
Rotor) 
K2 = Tower Spring Constant 
K3 = Bl ade, Fl ap Spr ing Constant 
Dl = Drivetrain Damping Coefficient 
Gearbox and Shaft (Reflected to 
Rotor) 
D2 = Tower Damping Coefficient 
U3 = Blaoe Flap Damping Coefficient 
Kl 
Wl = I JI 
Kl 
W2 = .; J2 
Kl(Jl + J2) 
W = l J 1, J2 
Dl 
;1 = 2JrWl 
D1 
;2 = 2J2 W2 
Dl(J1+J2 
= ' 2J1 J2 W 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
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40 * 106 slug-ft2 
(745+30)(82.14)2 = 5.2*106 
slug-ft2 
2.9 * ]04 slug 
1.06 * 10 3 slug 
3.38 * lOll ft-1D/rad 
1.674 * 10 5 lbs/ft 
3.370 * 104 lbs/ft 
'3.0 * 106 ft-lb/ (rad/sec) 
6968 lb/(ft/sec) 
3785 lb/(ft/sec) 
2.9 rad/ sec 
8.1 rad/sec 
8.6 rad/sec 
0.013 
0.036 
0.038 
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selected to yield a product of Kv and aerodynamic gain, aT/ao, which 
remains relatively constant for average wind speeds greater than 32 mph, as 
shown in the following table: 
Vwind 
(mph) 
32 
35 
40 
50 
60 
o 
7.3 
10.8 
15.0 
21.0 
Kv 
(unitless) 
-1 
- .52 
- .43 
- .35 
- .30 
6 
-0.06 x ]0 
-0.21 x ]06 
-0.24 x ]06 
-0.31 x ]06 
-0.29 x ]06 
K * aT v _ 
ao 
(ft-lb/o) 
.06 x ]06 
.11 x ]06 
.10 x ]06 
.11 x ]06 
.09 x ]06 
The Kv term is 1 imited to a minimum absolute value of 0.3 when aileron 
deflect ions are 1 arge, because of start-up and shutdown cons iderat ions. The 
phase lag characteristics for the "analog ideal" case, as shown in 
Figure 6-33, are used to establ ish a bounding condition for comparison with 
actual hardware characteristics. A block diagram that is more representative 
of the hardware and that shows system time delays is given in Figure 6-34. 
Tne gain curve for this case is the same as shown for the ideal analog case, 
but there is a significant increase in phase lag, which limits the bandwidth. 
The contributions to this phase lag are: 
( 1 ) a 100 msec computllt ion cycle time between updates of the aileron 
command signals, 
(2) a 50 msec rotor speed sensor delay for data accumulation and 
averaging computation, 
(3) a 0 to 80 msec rotor speed sensor output delay, because of an 80 msec 
output cycle that is not synchronized with the analog to digital 
conversion cycle rate, 
(4) a 10 msec delay while the analog speed input is converted to a 
digital Signal, 
(5) a 0 to 50 msec delay of the digital value available at the start of 
the controller'S computation, since the conversion cycle and the 
controll er' s computat ion cycl e are not synchton ized. The speed 
signal is an input to two channels of the analog to digital 
converter, so that updates can be obtained at every 50 msec rather 
than every 100 msec, 
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(6) 10 msec, the computat ion time in the contro 11 er for aileron 
command generation and output. 
The phase lag for the combination of these conditions that yields the worst 
case is shown in Figure 6-33. The gain and phase margins for thi5 case are 
approximately 16 db and 58°, respectively. This loop should be stable, even 
if the system parameters vary significantly. The bandwidth of this rotor 
speed control loop is approximately 1 rad/sec. Time response simulations show 
that this value is adequate for this high inertia system in normal operation 
and loss of load conditions. Limiting this bandwidth results in a decrease in 
the amplitude of the tower oscillation, which is an advantage. Large tower 
oscillations require a stronger tower, as discussed in section 6.6. 
The frequency response of the generator speed control loop was represented by 
the simplified mathematical model shown in Figure 6-35. The model is a 
1 inear ized LaP 1 ace representation, with the rotor s ide of the gearbox as the 
reference. The gear ratio is 82.14:1. The open loop gain/phase 
characteristic of this loop is shown in Figure 6-35. The bandwidth of the 
loop is approximately 20 times that of the rotor speed loop, minimizing loop 
interact ion when the loops are funct ioning simultaneous 1y, dur ing wind speeds 
above 32 mph. Also, only proportional control is used in the generator speed 
loop, whereas proport iona 1 and integral control are used in the rotor speed 
loop control. As shown, this control loop was closed by analog circuitry that 
is not part of the digital controller, since stabil ity would be greatly 
reduced by the additional phase lag resulting from the controller's 
computation cycle time. An unacceptable 50° of extra phase lag would oc'cur at 
the bandwidth frequency when the cycl e time is 100 msec. Th~' "break 
frequenc ies" for the convel'ter and generator speed sensor are sho.m ;it the 
minimum expected values. An adequate gain and phase margin should be assured 
for the generator speed control loop, even for significant variability in the 
system parameters. 
6.5.2.2 Time Response 
The control system time 
shown in Figl)res 6-37 
response characteristics 
through 6-38 for the 
during 
Model 
power generat ion are 
304.2 wind turbine 
generator. The characteristics of these five cases are given on Table 5-12. 
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CASE 
# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
FIGURE 
# 
6.5-10 
6.5-11 
6.5-12 
6.5-13 
6.5-14 
Table 6-12 Time Response Simulation Run Listing 
WIND 
VELOCITY 
(MPH) 
45 
32 
45 
45 
J2 
WIN~-GUST (l-COS) 
AMP. DURATION 
+20%/12 sec 
+20%.12 sec 
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WIND 
TURBULENCE 
IN 
COMMENTS 
System response for a 
5 mph step wind change 
At rated conditions, with 
ailerons near their 
minimum gain position 
At rated conditions, base 
runs for Case 4 
Worst r~se wind turbulence 
case (per turbu1 ence model 
defined by NASA) 
Shutdown at loss-of-1oad 
condition 
I 
I 
r 
" 
r 
I 
I 
Table 6-13 Time Response Plot Identification 
ITEM COMMENT 
Set (a) Rotor and Aileron Performance 
1- Wind speed (mph) Full rotor wind - steady, gust, 
turbulence 
2. Wind torque (ft.-lb.) From aerodynamic dat.a table 
3. Rotor speea (rpm) Main rotor speed 
4. Aileron angle (0) Rotor torque control position 
Set (b) Generator and Shaft Performance Values in rotor speed reference frame 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Set (c) 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Shaft twist (0) 
Generator torque (ft.-lb.) 
Generator speed (rpm) 
Output power (MW) 
Blade Flap and Tower Bending 
Wind Speed (mph) 
Tower Deflection (ft.) 
Blaae Flap (ft.) 
Thrust (lbs.) 
Set (d) Aileron Pel'formance 
1. Aileron angle (0) 
2. Aileron rate (0 /sec) 
3. Rotor speed (rpm) 
Deflection of gearbox and shaft in 
torsion 
Airgap reaction torque on generator 
Generator rotor speed 
Based on generator torque and speed 
losses 
Same as set (a)-l 
Nacelle translation caused by thrust 
on tower 
Tip deflection from first elastic 
blade mode 
From aerod'ynamic data table 
Same as set (a)-4 
Determined by controller with +5, 
-20/sec 1 imits 
Same as set (a)-l 
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The cases are a representative sample selected 
examined dur ing. the des ign of the contro 1 ~ystem. 
'/a1ues aHd arrangement is given in Table 6-13. 
from the many conditions 
A description of the plot 
The wino s~ep responses illustrated by case 1 are well behaved. The rotor 
speed control loop and generator speed control loop stop acceleration in 3 
seconds and reduce the speed error to 1 ess than the proportional "deadband" 
value in 12 seconds. The tower motion is acceptable and is not excited by 
control act ion. The generator air gap torque is 1 imited to th.e des igned 
transient 10% overload condition without any objectionable oscillations. 
The response to a severe wind gust during normal wind conditions is shown by 
case 2. Response amp1 itudes are 1 arger than the step response amp1 itudes 
observed in case 1 because the s imu1 at en wind disturbance was 1 arger. The 
syst~m speed has a typical overshoot-undershoot pattern caused by the gust 
shap;' and time. In itia 1 rotor control act ion reduces the torque-producing 
acceleration. This action continues as long as the rotor speed exceeds the 
reference value, with the result that the rotor speed falls below the 
reference value. This is because of the lag in the control response and the 
return of the wind to initial conditions. All response characteristics are 
acceptable. 
The result of a severe wind gust during operation at high wind speeds is 
illustrated by case 3. The response characteristics are similar to those 
observed in case 2, but the aileron deflection is less, because of the 
vari~b1e gain term in the controller. Speed fluctuations are slightly greater 
than in case 2, but are acceptable. 
A turbulent wind excitation was added to the con..:'itions of case 3 to obtain 
case 4. Th is exc itat ion s imul ates the torque f1 uctuat ions that wou1 d be 
experienced by a two-bladed rotor through the addition of a series of harmonic 
fluctuations to the steady wind and smooth gust. The aileron position 
responds to th is f1 uctuation when the speed error exc.eeds ·the deadband imposed 
on the proportional control. This oscillatiqn would not be acceptable during 
6-74 
I 
L 
I 
I 
l I 
I 
! 
steady operation and the satisfactory operation of the deadband is shown at 
the start and end of the aileron rate and angle curves. 
A loss of load condition is illustrated by case 5. This condition would Of,cur 
rarely, but the system must be protected from it. The load is lost i,f the 
protective switt,h gear for the generator or util ity operates. The sudden 
unbalanced torque accelerates the rotor at a rate th~,t causes the maximum 
a ileron control speed, 50, second. The 1 imiting rate is a simulated value, 
to reflect the flow rate limits of the aileron control valves. The response 
motions of this case are large, but within acceptable 1 imits. The maximum 
rotor speed does not teach the overs peed trip point and the normal rotor speed 
control action is satisfactory. The sudden unloading of the drivetrain 
produces a 1 ightly camped oscillation of the generator inertia, but the 
amplitudes are not too large. 
The speec control time response results were acceptable for all the conditions 
that were analyzed. These results confirm the acceptable small signal 
characteristic results of the frequency analysis. 
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6.6 STRUCTURE/CONTROL SYSTEM INTERACTION 
6.6.1 BACKGROUND 
The effect of the control system on structural responses was studied because 
of problems encountered in the MOD-2 system. The MOD-2's problem originated 
in the form of large alternating rotor torques caused by a lack of drivetrain 
damping. To remedy this problem, damping was added to the drivetrain by 
adding rotor speed error feedback to the control loop. This remedy resulted 
in 1 arger tower responses. I t was necessary for GE' s computer codes to 
predict these problems, so that they would be avoided on the MOD-SA machine. 
6.6.2 SENSITIVITY STUDIES WITH TIP CONTROLLED .WTG 
GE developed the Trans ient Rotor Ana 1ys is Code (TRAC) to invest igate the 
coupling of the structure and control systems on the MOD-SA wind turbine. To 
verify that TRAC could predict these interactions, the TRAC predictions were 
correlated with Boeing's MOD-2 test data. Since the mode shapes of the MOD-2 
substructures were not readily available, the physical properties of the MOD-2 
were scaled to the size of the MOD-SA and used with the MOD-SA mode shapes. 
Table 6-14 contains the MOD-2 model parameters, both unscaled and scaled to a 
400-ft. rotor diameter. The last two columns list the MOD-SA parameters used 
in the analysis, and a comparison by ratio of the MOD-2 and MOD-SA. The most 
important numbers to note are: 
1.) Drivetrain Damping 
The MOD-2 has no sign ificant pass ive damping in its control 
system, while MOD-SA has 22% of critical passive damping. 
2.) Tower Frequency 
The MOD-2 sca 1 ed tower frequency is lowel" than the MOD-SA tower 
frequency, so it required a lower control system bandwidth to 
avoid interaction. 
3.) Rate Gain 
The MOD-2 rate gain is nearly 10 times ~he MOD-SA rate gain. 
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Table 6-14 Significant Model Parameters 
SCALE' PARAMETER fAC10R MOO-2 
R L ISO' 
APSC 1.0 .7 
CHORD L A • 0 C • 11.3 
~ 
.3 11.3 
.75 7.01 
1.0 4.71 
fREQUENCY L -1 .14 Hz I .48P 
DAMPING 1.0 .02 
INERTIA L5 21.5£6 lb-sec2·ft 
STIFFNESS L3 16.1£6 (t-lb/rad 
FREQUENCY L -1 .368 Hz I 1.26P 
DAMPING 1.0 .02 
NACELLE WI. L3 175.6 K-lb 
FREQUENCY L~-1 .963 Hz I 3.3P 
DAMPING (STR) 1.0 .03 
RPH L-l 17.5 
~mHT 1.0 275 fps L3 180 K-lb 
PROD. GAIN L-2 7.S deg/HW 
RATE GAIN L 3533 deg/!!& S 
INTEGRAL GAIN L-3 1.0 ~/'" 
PITCH SERVO. T L .6675 
POWER SENSOR, T 
-
L2 RATED POWER 250U kW 
* L. length Hod-SA __ 1.33 
Length Mod-2 
SCALED 
MOO-2 HOD-5A 
-
200' 200' 
.7 .75 
A • 0 C • 15.1 X • 0 C • 16.67 
.3 15.1 .25 16.67 
.75 9.42 .75 9.61 
1.0 6.28 1.0 6.08 
.105 Hz I .48P .15 Hz 1.54P 
.02 .22 
90.6£6 lb-sec2·ft 51.£6 lb·$~C2_ft 
39.6E6 ft-lb/rld 50.£6 ft-ltlfrad 
.275 Hz I 1.26P .38 Hz I 1.27P 
.02 .02 
416 K-lb 378 K-Ib 
.72 Hz I 3.3P .58 Hz I 1.93P 
.03 .07~ 
13.1 17.9 
275 fps 315 fps 
426 l(-lb 300 K-lb 
1 
<4.22 deg/HW .5 deg'/HW 
4711 d.9/~ 500 deg/ill S 
.422 !ttl, ... 
.32 ~/HW S 
.8a9s .1> 
-
.ls 
.444 kW 7300 kW 
RATIO 
SCALED MOD~2 
ROO-SA 
1.0 
.98 
.7/.89 
.09 
1.59 
.79 
.72 
1.0 
1.10 
1.24 I 1.71 
.40 
.73 
.73 
1.42 
8.4' 
9.42 
1.32 
8.8~ 
., 
.~1 
~-.-
~-------
I 
I: 
I~ 
.) 
4.) Pitch Servo Time Constant 
The MOO-2 time constant is nearly 9 times the MOO-5A time 
constant, which produces a 57° phase lag in pitch input at the 
natural frequency of the tower, compared to a 13° lag on the 
MOO-5A. 
Figure 6-42 is a schematic of the MOD-SA control system at the time of this 
study. Two changes were made for the f100-2 simulation. Since a time constant 
for the MOO-2 power sensor was not available, the power sensor loop in the 
upper left corner was bypassed. Also, the MOO-2 has no deadband in rate 
feedback', so the fJfI. switch tolerance (.008 for f100-5A) was set equal to 
O. Note that the MOO-2 control loop added a tower frequency notch filter, to 
avoid large tower motions. This filter was not used in this analysis. 
The effect of the differences between the MOO-2 and MOO-5A control systems is 
exempl ified in Figures 6-43a and b. These two runs were for identical 
conditions of 30 mph wind, 4,444 kW power set point, 0° inflow and an initial 
tip angle of 2° toward feather. The tip angle of the MOO-5A is very stable, 
with excursions~of less than .05° after 40 seconds, while the tip angle on the 
scaled MOO-2 system varied by ± 12°. Similar observations were made on the 
tower acceleration response and hub torques, which are shown in Figures 6-44a 
and b. 
Integral, proportional, and rotor speed gains, and the pitch servo time 
con,;tants were all varied between the MOO-2 and MOO-5A basel ine values to 
de:t.ermine the effect of each on system responses. Varying the integral and 
proportional gains within the range of basel ine values had 1 ittle effect on 
the resul ts. Var iat ions in the rotor speed ga in and the p itch servo time 
constant, however, had sign ificant effects. The effects of these two 
variables are shown in Figure 6-45aand b. Tower g's varied nearly 1 inearly 
with rate gain, while servo constant had little affect. The alternating tip 
angle varied linearly with rate gain, with the small.er MOO-5A servo time 
constant g iv ing about half the excurs ions of the 1 arger f100-2 servo time 
constant. 
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Note that the effective servo loop gain depends on both 1:he rate gain and the 
time constant. That is, 
Effective gain" rate ga.in/(l + Tw) 
Rate gain " 4711 
Effective gain 
atw tower " (4711) (.394) " 1856 (T" .89), MOD-2 
Effective gain 
at w tower " (4'711) (.B53) " 4018 (T " .1), MOD-5A 
ThUS, if Figure 6-45 were plotted against the effective loop gain (at the 
tower's natural frequency), the system with the higher time constant would 
appear much worse, as it should, because of the undesirable phase lag that is 
introduced. 
The TRAC analysis with the scaled. MOD-2 model parameters predicted 
qual itatively the interaction between the control system and the structuI'e 
that Boeing experienced. The high rate gain is the main offender, with the 
pitch servo time constant a significant contributor. This high rate gain was 
needed on MOD-2 to provide damping to the drivetrain. However, crivetrain 
damping is obtained passively on the MOD-SA design. 
The output tower g's, and other loads were not in close agreement with MOD-2 
measurements. The reason for th is was that the tower notch fil ter in the 
control system was not simulated. 
The run us ing the MOD-5A control system parameters showed no unfavorable 
.-!' 
I 
I 
I 
" 
. ' 
r ) 
coupl ing between control system and structure, for two reasons. First, the I' 
passive drivetrain damping in the MOD-5A drivetrain allows a much smaller rate 
gain than in the MOD-2 design. Second, the MOD-SA tower is stiffer than the 
dynamically scaled MOD-2 tower. 
6.6.3 APPLICABILITY TO CURRENT MOD-5A CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN 
All subsequent analyses on the MOD-5A with the updat'ed control system models 
showed that the system:Js stable. In addition, a deadband was added to the 
6-82 
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system .before t.he pitCh servo, to el iminate dither caused by small excitations 
from atmospheric t.urbulence. 
There is another important difference between the current and the 
tip-controlled MOD-5A designs. The constant speed generator was replaced by a 
var iab le s peed generator and cycl oconverter. 'fh is subst itut ion has no effect 
on the stab il ity of the control system since the numerica 1 value of damp ing 
(in the form of a controlled back torque) provided by the cycloconverter was 
designed to be better than that of the earlier desigl'l. 
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7.0 SYSTEM LOADS ANALYSIS 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The object ive of the system loads ana lys is was to determine des ign loads 
consistent with those that the MOD-5A will experience over its 30-year life. 
The analysis was also used to: 
(1) specify the system's dynamic properties, such as the teeter brake 
characteristics and yaw rate requirements, 
(2) determine the control system procedures and characteristics that 
minimize shutdown and normal operating loads, 
(3) - verify the safe operation within the operating envelope. 
The experience gained, and methods developed during the MOD-1 program served 
as a cornerstone for the MOD-5A analysis. Extensive correlation studies and 
code verification exercises were conducted before and during the MOD-5A 
program us ing test data drawn from the MOD-O, MOD-l and MOD-2 wind turb ines. 
GE's loads prediction capabil ities were enhanced during the MOD-5A program, 
particularly in the. areas of transient analysis, wind modelling and load 
statistics. These topics are discussed in Section 7.2. The final design 
loads are defined in sections 7.3 through 7.5. 
7.2 METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
7.2.1 AEROELASTIC CODES 
Two aeroe 1 ast ic codes were used. to pred ict des ign loads for the MOD-5A: 
GETSS, General Ilectric Turb ine ~stem ~nthes is and TRAC, Irans ient E.otor 
L:\.na-lys is fode. 
GETSS - GETSS was developed during the MOD-l program and was used to predict 
the MOD-5A' s fatigue loads dur ing the prel iminary des ign phase. The code was 
verified by NASA during the MOD-l program, by correlating its predictions with 
MOD-O test data. It provided excellent load estimates for MOD-l and was 
ver'ified aga inst MOD-O soft tower and teeter ing rotor configurations during 
the MOD-5A contract. 
The GETSS analysis flow is shown in Figure 7-1. The system's structural 
dynamics are apprOXimated by piecewise linear models of the entire system, in 
wh ich natural modes are input for discrete rotor pos it ions. As the blades 
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rotate, the dynamical equations switch from one model to the next. A time 
history sol ut ion is determined over as many revol ut ions as are requ ired to 
produce a steady-state response. The last rotor cycle is used to comput~l 
steaay-state fatigue loads. Aerodynamic and gravitational forces are computed' 
as a function of the rotor position by the computer code, WINOLO, before the 
time history calculations, and are applied to the right side of the modal 
equations. Aeroelastic coupl ing comes from aerodynamic modal; damping 
coefficient calculations computed by the computer code, QAERO, before the time 
history calculations. Finally, interface design loads are computed from the 
moaa1 response. The code can handle a large number of system modes at 
relatively low computational cost, because the modal equations are decoupled, 
1 inear, second-oraer equat ions, for wh ich there are very effie ient numerica 1 
integration algorithms. More detailed code descriptions may be found in the 
MOO-l preliminary and final design reports (ref. 7-1, 7-2). 
, 
TRAC - TRAC was developed during the MOD-SA program to predict trans ient 
loads. I t was successfully .correlated aga inst measured MOO-l stiutdow.n loads. 
Recently, steady-state results were shown to correlate with MOO"loperational 
fatigue loads. The program was checked, using steady-state ,loads calculated 
by the GETSS code as a benchmark. The verification provided confidence in the 
calculations made by both pl'ograms. TRAG also agreed qualitatively with MOO-2 
on the subject of interact ions between the structure and the control system. 
TRAC was used to compute all the MOD-SA's final design loads. 
The self-explanatory features of the TRAC code are illustrated in Figure 7-2. 
It doe!! not use piecewise-1 inear modal inputs, as GEISS does. Rather, 
separate inputs are provided for rotating and fixed system modes. Complete 
inertial and aerodynalilic coup1 ing between the degrees of freedom Was retained 
in the development. Furthermore, non-1 inear inertia terms," caused by finite 
elastic deflections of the blade, are included. As such, the equations are 
highly-coupled. A Runge-Kutta numerical integration, was used to obtain 
solutions. Loaas are calculated after each time sti:p using 'the "modal 
acceler~tion", technique, which is superior to basing loads on elastic 
deflections (modal deflection technique). When the rotor speed varies during 
a transient solution, the blade stiffness terms are adjusted using Southwell 
coefficients, which are computed within the program. NASA's interim 
turbulence model was incorporated into the code for fatigue load computation, 
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however, the capability of analyzing only wind shear or tower shadow, or both, 
was retained. A comparison of TRAC's theoretical predictions with measured 
loads is given in section 7.2.4. 
7.2.2 LOAD STATISTICS 
Fatigue loads for the MOD-SA were expressed as probability distributions (or 
histograms) to be applied for the 30-year life of the machine. This section 
describes the methodology used in deriving the fatigue load statistics. 
(Limit loads were computed for critical design conditions, which are covered 
in Section 7.2.5). Fatigue loads were segregated into three categories, shown 
in Figure 7-3, the same categor ies used in prev ious wind turb ine generator 
programs. The Type I loads represent the alternating loads, which .occur at 
1 or 2P (P stands for per revolution). For deSign purposes, all load 
components were conservatively assigned an occurrence rate of 2P. The Type II 
loads stem from gusts, which cause a shift in mean load during the gust. This 
mean shift, and the normally occurring alternating loads were used to compute 
a cycle of fatigue loading for each gust occurrence. Similar Type IIA loads, 
wh ich stem from longer sh ifts in mean wind speed, are not shown in the 
figure. The Type III loads represent the "ground to air to ground" cycle and 
have a frequency of occurrence equal to the number of start-stop cycles. Type 
IH loads were computed from the delta loads between norma I operat ion and 
Shutdown to the parked statp.. Note that shutdown transients can produce wider 
aeltas in some load components than simply considering the normal operating 
and parked conditions. The number of Type I, II, IIA, and III cycles expected 
over 30 years are 3.5 X 10· , ]. 4 X ]07, 1.5 X 10· and 35,000, 
respectively. 
The first step in determining the life cycle fatigue loads was to obtain the 
mean wind statistics of the site. The wind specification in the Statement of 
Work was used for MOD-SA. The operation of the wind turbine was separated 
into a iscrete wind bins, as ill ustrated in Figure 7-4. The tota 1 number of 
Type I cycles, which was based on the number of rotor cycles, and Type II 
cycles, which was based on the number of gusts, were computed for each bin. 
In the second step, mean and alternating steady-state loads were computed from 
cut-in to cut-out speeds,·· us ing TRAC. The wind speeds analyzed did not 
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necessarily correspond to the bin mean wind speeds; instead a sufficient 
number of wind speeds was chosen to construct smooth curves of load versus 
wind speed. In this way. the data could be applied to wind sites other than 
the one selected. The steady-state loads were computed us ing the root mean 
square wind speed harmonic variations given by NASA's Interim Turbulence 
Model. The third step determined the distribution of Type I loads for each 
bin. First the steady-state loads data were converted to 50th percentile 
values on the basis of a Rayleigh distribution. Data measurements from 
existing wind turbines indicated that Type I loads were well fitted by a 
log-normal distribution and so this distribution was used to compute loads at 
other percentiles. The slope of the distribution was based on existing 
teeterell rotor test data. It is bel ieved that the log-normal distribution 
stems from the sum of a constant (or deterministic) load level and stochastic 
loads with a Rayleigh distr ibut ion. Th is premise was supported by the MOD-l 
fatigue loall correlation study reported in section 7.2.4. in which loads were 
computed for various turbulence ampl itude percentiles and were compared to 
measurell values. Both the measurements and predictions appeared to be 
log-norma 1 • 
In the fourth step of Figure 7-4. the procedures used to obtain Type II and 
Type IIA loads are summarized. A probabil ity distribution of glJst ampl itude 
was constructed on the basis of the wind turbulence model. Mean and 
alternating loads were used to determine the Type II loads corresponding to a 
sufficient number of discrete gust ampl itudes. The load probabil ities were 
equal to the gust probabil ities from which they were derived. The Oth 
percentile load (no gust) was equal to the steady-state. 50th percentile 
load. Note that the Type II load distribution was not assumed to follow any 
prescribed probabil ity 1 aw; instead it was constructed directly from the wind 
turbulence model and associated response load. Type II calculations were 
further refinell to account for the dynamic action of the control system 
causing load amplification during a gust. 
Type III loads were determined from the differential load encountered in the 
transition between normal operation and the parked state. 
7-9 
Finally, in the sixth step, composite fatigue histograms were constructed from 
all tile data. These histograms define the total fatigue loading that is 
projected to occur over 30 years. ThE cycl ic loads are presented in the form 
of a histogram as shown, or equivalently as a cumulative probabil ity. These 
loads, along with statistics of the corresponding mean loads, were supplied to 
the des igners. Tile procedure was computer ized, for rapid turnaround and to 
allow 1 ife cycle loading for various wind sites to be generated with 1 ittle 
effort. 
7.2.3 WIND MODELS 
The wind models used to compute design loads are classified in Table 7-1. 
Wind models used for (A) limit and (B) fatigue load calculations appear 
separately. The same large gust model is used in each case (Model A.2~nd 
Model B.3). Models B.2, B.3, and B.4 will be described in this section. The 
other models appearing in the table are self-explanatory. 
Mean Wind Variations (Model B.2) - These variations produce shifts in mean 
load levels that must be considered as fatigUf;! cycles. For example, if the 
machine is operating ill a 20 mph wind and during 10 minutes the wind shifts to 
30 mph and returns to 20 mph, a fatigue cycle results from the difference in 
load levels at 20 and 30 mph. The load shift, which can be viewed as a "DC" 
phenomenon, is referred to as a Type IIA load. In order to quant ify the 
variation in mean wind speed, data taken over four months at Amarillo, TX by 
PN~~B~ttelle was statistically analyzed. Figure 7-5 outlines the analysis and 
tile results. In addition tor.Jean wino shift statistics, the data was used to 
compute the number of start-stop cycles that would be experienced by a 
MOD-5A. It might be added that the yearly wind speed distribution at Amarillo 
1s quite similar to the specification in the MOD-5A Statement of Work. 
Large Gusts (Models A.2 and B.3) - Figure 7-6 summarizes the large gust model 
used for the MOD-5A design. The power spectral density (PSD) for the 
Statement of Work wind was integrated to determine the root mean square gust 
value. The cut-off frequency of .02 HZ, used in the integration, was based on 
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-Table 7-1 Classification of Wind Models 
A WIND MODELS FOR LIMIT LOADS 
1. Hurricane - per MOD-5A SOW 
2. Large Rotor Enveloping Gusts (99.99th percentile) 
3. Yaw Misalignments 
4. Wind Shear - per r~OD-5A SOW 
B WIND MODELS FOR FATIGUE LOADS 
1. Yearly Mean Wind Distribution - Weibu11 per MOD-5A SOW 
2. Mean Wind Variations 
3. Large Rotor Enveloping Gusts (Up to 99.9%'i1e) 
Note: Same as Model A.2. 
4. Local Turbulence - per NASA Interim Turbulence Model 
5. Tower Shadow - per Potential Flow Theory for Upwind Rotor 
6. Wind Shear - per MOD-5A SOW 
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1 MONTH 
INTERVAL MEAN 
AVERAGING INTERVAL (1-12 HRS CONSIDERED) 
• CYCLES BASED ON NO. 
OF +SLOPE MEAN 
CROSSINGS 
RESULTS 
• AVERAGE PERIOD ~ 10 MIN (1.5 E6 ~/30 YRS) 
• RMS DOUBLE AMP. =0.16 Vmean 
• PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION ~RAYLEIGH 
• NO OF START/STOPS = 35,000 PER 30 YRS 
BASIS 
• ANALYSIS OF 4 MONTHS DATA. - AMARILLO, TX 
CYCLIC DOUBLE A~lP. 
Figure 7-5 Development of Mean Hind Variation Model 
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WIND 
PSD 
MOD-SA STATEMENT OF WORK 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
~~~""''''''~~;:;-;;::ru:~"tFREQUENCV BASED ON 
02 HZ WIND SPATIAL COHERENCE AND 
. . ROTOR SIZE 
V SHAPE 1-cos 
RESULTS 
• AVERAGE PERIOD ~ 50 SEC (13 E6 ~/30 YRS) 
• RMS AMP ~.11 Vmean 
• DISTRIBUTION - RAYLEIGH 
• SHAPE 1-cos 
~ _______________ t 
BASIS/CONFIRMATION 
• MOD-SA SOW 
• PNL-BATTELLE GUST MEASUREMENTS 
• MOD-2 LOADS DATA SUPPORTS MODEL 
Fi gure 7-6 Development of La rge Rotor,.Enve1oping Gust Model 
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a spatial coherence model developed during MOO-2, and used in conjunction with 
the MOD-SA ·rotor oiamet.er. The relevant formula for the coherence, COH, 
appears below:' 
COH 
where: 
f 
x 
d 
KV 
= exp-(fxdKV) 
= cut-off frequency (Hz). 
= fraction of rotor disc for which the coherence 
A value of 1.0 (or the whole disc) was used. 
= rotor diameter (m) 
= .37 - .005V. V = wind speed (m/s) 
is sought. 
Gusts with i! coherence equal to or greater than 0.50 were conservat ively 
treateo as rotor encompassing gusts. This formula leads to a cut-off 
frequency of .018 Hz at 25 mph and .022 Hz at 50 mph. An average of .02 Hz 
was used for all wind speeds. This cut-off frequency implies an average gust 
per iod of 50 seconds, wh ich is supported by r~OO-2 test measurements discussed 
in Section 7.2.4. A Rayleigh distribution was selected for the gust 
ampl itudes on the bas is of PNL-Batte 11 e' s "Gust-O" measurements reported in 
ref. 7-3. The gust model in Figure 7-6 is used to compute Type II (see 
Section 7.2.2 for definition) fatigue loads and limit loads. The MOO-2 loads 
oata analysis covered in Section 7.2.4 appears to support the gust amplitudes 
we have used. 
Local Turbulence (Model B.4) - Gusts smaller than the rotor diameter produce 
variations in the apparent wind speed experienced by the rotating blades at 
harmonics of the rotor speed. The situation is illustrated in Figure 7-7. 
This harmonic forcing produces fatigue loads that occur every rotor cycle 
(Type I). Measurements and data ana lys is conducted by PNL-Battell e began to 
quantify the magnitudes of these turbulent inputs. NASA developed an "Interim 
Turbul ence r~odel" from th is data, wh ich conven iently expresses the root mean 
square values of the harmonic forcing for r;>t;l)rs of different sizes. The 
formulas are summarized in Table 7-2. GE adopted NASA's model for MOD-SA 
fatigue load calculations. GE assumed the probabil ity distribution of the 
random harmonic coefficients was Rayleigh, as would be the case foy' a 
narrow-band process. The Rayleigh assumpt ion also seems. to be supported by 
the ratios of 99.9th percentile to 50th percentile 'loads generally found in 
flap bending moment test data •. The correlation with MOO-l loads appears in 
section 7.2.4. 
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PSD OF PDINT IN SPACE 
EDDY 
'--____ ....:::. __ f 
PSD OF PT. ON ROTATING BLADE 
lP 2P 3P 
RESULTS 
• RANDOM FORCING @ ROTOR HARMONICS 
• RMS AMP - VARIES WITH HARMONIC & V 
• DISTRIBUTION - ASSUMED RAYLEIGH 
BASIS 
• PNL BATTELLE MEASUREMENTS 
• NASA ANALYSIS 
Figure 7-7 Development of Local Turbulence Wind Model 
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Table 7-2 Formulas for the MOD-SA Wind Turbulence Model 
6 
VTURB (X, $, P) = X E VRMS. COS i ($ + ~i) 1-2 ln (l-P) 
i=l 1 
where 
VTURB 
X 
P 
i 
= ~Iind speed variation caused by turbulence 
= Non-dimensional blade spanwise station 
= Probabil ity that turbulence input is less than or equal to 
VTURB 
= R~IS of turbulence velocity at the ith rotor harmonic, per 
NASA Inter im Turbulence 110de 1 
= Rotor harmonic 
$ = Rotor blade angular position 
~i = Phase of ith harmonic (set = constant for MOD-SA analysis -
= 
theoretically random) 
1 
i + .75 
Difference in wind speed between the highest and lowest 
points in the rotor disc as predicted by the wind shear 
model in the MOD-SA Statement of Work. 
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7.2.4 VERIFICATION OF CODES AND MODELS 
The GETSS code was correlated with MOD-O data suppl ied by NASA during the 
MOD-l program and during the conceptual design of the MOD-5A. These 
validation results will not be repeated here. Rather, this section focuses on 
substantiating the wind models that were adopted, and the loads predicted by 
the TRAC code. Specifically, it will cover shutdown transients, Type I load 
probability distributions and Type II loads. Shutdown testing performed 
during the MOD-l check was simulated using the TRAC code. Figure 7-8 shows a 
typical simulation, in which rotor speed, pitch angle, and blade flap bending 
moment at .35R (where R is the radius), are plotted versus time. Following 
about 3 seconds of steady-state operation at 25 rpm, the blades were feathered 
at 8°/sec for 1.5 seconds followed by a 2°/sec pitch rate for the remainder of 
the shutdown. (The dual feather rate was used on MOD-l to guard against high 
loads). The time h istor ies show that the rotor speed decreased cont inuous ly 
after feather, while the flap bending moment reached a peak at about 5 
seconds. Simil ar analyses were conducted for shutdowns from other in it ia 1 
rotor speeds and the peak fl ap bend ing loads were recorded. Figure 7-9 
compares theoretically predicted loads with test measurements made at two 
blade stations. Here, peak moments were plotted against the rotor speed at 
wh ich the shutdown was in it iated. There was exc" llent agreement between the 
test and the theory. 
Probabil ity distributions of MOD-l flap-bending moments measured at three 
blaae radial stations are compared with theoretical predictions in 
Figure 7-10. These represent Type I cycl ic (1/2 peak-peak) loads. A band of 
measured data is shown along with discrete test points taken on a typical day 
of operation. The theoretical loads were computed using NASA's Interim 
Turbulence Model with the TRAC code. Points at three percentiles were 
generated by ascribing turbulence disturbance amplitudes according to a 
Rayleigh distribution. Tower shadow was also included in the model. The 
results indicated excellent agreement between test and theory at mid-span, 
wh il e pred ict ions were at the top and bottom of test scatter for outboard and 
inboard locations, respectively. In view of the contingency factors of 
15-25%, which were applied to all MOD-5A load predictions, the turbulence 
model was considered to be satisfactory for design purposes. 
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Figure 7-9 Comparison of MOD~l Shutdown Test Bl ade 
Loads with Theoretical Predictions 
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Figure 7-10 Test and Correlation with Theory of MOO-l Type I Fatigue Loads 
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Type II loads were extracted from MOD-2 data tapes supplied by NASA. 
Occurrances were counted according to pos it ive slope cross ings of the mean 
load versus time. Figure 7 -S shows the s imi1 ar procedure. used for wind 
data. figure 7-11 contains a tabie of the frequency of Type II load 
occurrances along with the number of wind speed sh'ifts. Note that there are 
more cycles of the wind speed point measurement (81.9/hr.) than of the loads 
(SS-61/hr.), Which makes sense because all the shifts in wind speed may not be 
spatially large enough to cause a change in mean rotor loads. Below the 
table, a scattergram of Type II load magnitude is plotted against load 
period. liigher loads correspond to higher periods, as would be expected 
because the large rotor enveloping gusts have longer periods. About a SO 
second period, or more, was needed to produce peak load levels. The average 
frequency of MOD-2 loads (SS-61!hr.) agreed well with what was modelled for 
the MOO-SA (65/hr.). If anyth ing, the MOD-SA wou1!l be expected to have a 
lower frequency because of its increased size, so th is ana1ys is was sl ight1y 
conserv at ive. 
Type II load probabi1 ity distributions are plotted in Figure 7-12. MOD-SA 
predictions for similar wind conditions are also shown. The MOD-SA 
predictions were in line with the sCJled test data, if not somewhat 
conservative. This analysis provided confidence in the modelling of Type II 
loads on the MOD-SA. 
7.2.S DESIGN OPERATING CONDITION~ 
The MOD-SA loads were based on cut-in and cut-out wind speeds of 14 mph and 60 
mph, respectively, at the hub height. Fatigue cycles for 30 years of 
operation were computed for the MOD-SA Statement of Work Wind Duration Curve, 
which is defined and illustrated in section 4.2. The wind bins used to 
generate the fatigue data are summarized in Table 7-3, along with the numbers 
of Type I, II, and IIA cycles. for each bin. Gust and mean wind shift 
amp1 ituoes at the bin mean wind speeds are contained in Table 7-4. Gust 
amplitudes up to and including the 99.9th percc~ti1e were used to predict the 
fatigue loads. The 99.99th percentile gust was used to compute limit loads. 
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Figure 7··11 Frequency of Occurrence of 1100-2 Type II Load Measurements 
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Table 7-3 MOD-5A Wind Bin and Fatigue Cycle Summary 
BIN 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
TOTAL 
MID-POINT (MPH AT HUB) 
16.5 
21.5 
26.0 
31.5 
40.0 
52.5 
RANGE 
(MPH) 
14 - 19 
19 - 24 
24 - 28 
28 - 35 
35 - 45 
45 - 60 
ROTOR SPEED 
(RPM) 
13.8 
13.8 
16.8 
16.8 
16.8 
16.8 
NOTES: FATIGUE CYCLES BASED ON .96 AVAILABILITY 
TYPE I CYCLES BASED ON 2P OCCURRENCE RATE 
." 
NO. OF FATIGUE CYCLES PER 30 YEARS 
TYPE I TYPE II TYPE IIA TYPE III 
92.7E6 4.05E6 .365E6 
93.5E6 4.08E6 .368E6 
7l.3E6 2.55E6 .230E6 
66.5E6 2.37E6 .214E6 
19.2E6 .68E6 .062E6 
.86E6 • 03E6 280D • 
344.E6 13.8E6 1.24E6 35000. 
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Table 7-4 Gust Amplitudes Used for the MOD-5AFatigue Loads Analysis (a) Amplitude of Large Rotor Enveloping Gusts Used for Type II and Limit Loads 
vr1cAN t;V = TOTAL GUST MAGNITUDE (MPH) FOR PERCENTILE 
BIN (MPH) 40% 86% 
1 16.5 1.83 3.60 
2 21.5 2.39 4.69 
3 26.0 2.89 5.67 
4 31.5 3.50 6.87 
5 40.0 4.45 8.73 
6 52.5 5.84 11.45 
t;V = .11 VMEAN .; -2 1n (l-P). P = %/100 
V RANGE = VMEAN TO (VMEAN + t;V) FOR UPGUSTS 
V RANGE = (V MEAN - t;V) TO VMEAN FOR DOWNGUSTS 
99% 99.9% 
5.51 6.75 
7.18 7.79 
8.68 10.6 
10.5 12.9 
13.4 16.4 
17.5 21.5 
(b) Amplitudes of Mean Wind Shifts Used for Type IIA Loads 
99.99% 
7.79 
10.2 
12.3 
14.9 
18.9 
24.8 
vr1EAN t;V = .:t. SHIFT MAGNITUDE (~IPH) FOR PERCENTILE 
BIN (MPH) 40% 86% 99% 99.9% 
1 16.5 1.33 2.62 4.01 4.91 
2 21.5 1.74 3.41 5.22 6.39 
3 26.0 2.10 4.12 6.31 7.73 
4 31.5 2.55 5.00 7.65 9.37 
5 40.0 3.23 6.35 9.71 11.9 
6 52.5 4.25 8.33 12.8 15.6 
t;V = .08 VMEAN .; -2 1n (l-P) 
V RANGE" (VMEAN - t; V) TO (VMEAN + t; V) FOR ALL SHIFTS 
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Critical operating conditions used to compute limit loads are summarized in 
Table 7-5. The system was designed to withstand the first four conditions 
without damage. The last case represented an ext.reme condition, which the 
MOD-5A could withstand without a catastrophic failure, such as losing a 
blade. Table 7-6 summarizes additional events that were analyzed, but were 
not critically important for the MOD-SA. 
7.3 INTERFACES AND COORDINATE AXES 
The design loads were calculated at the locations listed in Table 7-7. A full 
set of shear and moment loads (Vx' Vy' Vz' Mx' My' Mz) are given 
at these points. The sign conventions for the main blade and the fixed system 
are shown in Figure 7-13. Note that the reference axis for the shear loads on 
the blade is the 30% chord. Also, the coordinate directions lie on principal 
axes and twist with the cross-sections of the blade airfoil. 
The coordinate system used to define loads on the aileron is illustrated in 
Figure 7-14. Again, the axes are fixed to the structure and rotate with the 
aileron. iJn 1 ike other load components, 1 oca 1 aileron loads are def ined by 
running shears (V
x
' Vy'· Vz in lb/ft) and a running hinge moment (Mx in 
ft-lb/ft) as a function of the blade span. The reference 1 ine for inertial 
shear loads is the aileron's center of gravity. The reference line for 
aerodynamic shear loads is the hinge 1 ine. It should be noted that the main 
blade loads include the local loads generated by the ailerons. 
The dimensions of the system and the locations of the non-blade interfaces are 
shown in Figure 7-15. One-g interface loads are listed in Table 7-8 • 
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Table 7-5 Critical Limit Load Conditions 
CONDITION 
1. HURRICANE (130 MPH AT HUB) 
2. CONTROL HARUWARE FAILURE 
(60 MPH, 0° AILERON ANGLE) 
3. 99.99TH PERCENTILE .GUST AT RATED 
WIND SPEED, 25%OVERSPEED, 
DESYNGRONIZATION AND SHUTDOWN 
4. SHUTDOWN AT CUT-OUT WIND 
SPEED WITH YAW ERROR 
5. 50% OVERSPEED, HIGH WIND 
ADVERSE AILERON SETTING 
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COMMENTS 
TOWER BENDING AND 
FOUNDATION CRITICAL 
INBOARD BLADE/ROTOR 
CRITICAL 
OUTBOARD BLADE 
CRITICAL 
SETS DESIGN REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR TEETER BRAKES 
SURVIVAL CONDITION, SYSTEM 
DESIGNED TO PREVENT 
CATASTROPHIC FAILURE 
I 
Tab1 e7-6 Addit iona 1 Trans ient Events Analyzed 
CONDITION COMMENTS 
1. GUSTS/SHUTDOWNS AT WIND SPEEDS GUST AT RATED WIND SPEED I OTHER THAN RATED PRODUCED LARGEST LOADS 
i 
2. ONE SET OF AILERONS ~.TUCK 0 LOADS NOT CRITICAL BECAUSE OF 
(i.e MISMATCH BETWEEN THE 2 TEETERING RELIEF 
BLAOES) 0 SUFFICIENT ROTOR/TOWER 
CLEARANCES 
0 SUFFICIENT BRAKING TORQUE 
.j 
ON ONE BLADE FOR SHUTDOWN 
!. 
3. 1800 SHIFT IN WIND DIRECTION LOADS/MOTIONS NOT CRITICAL 
WITHIN 10 SECONDS 
4. START UP/SHUTDOWN THROUGH MOD-SA CONTROL SYSTEM AVOIDS 
TOWER RESONANCE DWELL AT RESONANCE. LOADS 
NOT CRITICAL -., I; 
, ' 
I. 
I . 
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Table 7-7 System Interfaces 
Reference Location Comment 
1 .90R 
2. .80R 
3 .70R 
4 .60R Main Blade Station 
5 .50R 
" . ' 
6 .40R i;ir .: , , 
',';: 
7 .30R 
8 .25R 
• ! 
" 
9 .20R ' , 
, 
10 .10R 
11 .OR 
12 Teeter Bearing Rotating System ,J 
13 Rotor - CL Center of Teeter Bearing 
-
'0 > 
Non-rotating 
14 Rotor/Nace 11 e , ;..-' ~, 
, ' 
15 Yaw Bearing ~~ 16 Tower 185 (Feet Above ground) 
17 Tower 117 1- ' 
18 Tower 51 (Tower knuckle) , ~ , ~ 
, 
19 Tower base 
20 Ailerons Lo~d/span from.60R to .99R 
, , 
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Table 7-8 One-G Interface Loads (Model 304.2) 
Vx Vy Vz Mx MY Mz 
INTERFACE 1b 1b 1b ft-lb ft-1b ft-1b 
X 10-6 XW- 6 
BLADE .90R +1465. +1465. -180. O. .00168 + .0138 
.80R +4600. +4600. -560. O. .00876 +.0719 
.70R +10330. +10330. -1260. O • .0268 +.220 
• 60R +18600. +18600. -2270. O. .0620 +.509 
• 50R +28690. +28690. -3500 • O • .122 +1.00 
• 40R +40160. +40160. -4890. O. .208 +1.71 
• 30R +53120. +53120. -6470 • O • .324 +2.66 
• 25R +60400. +60400. -7360. O. .395 +3.24 
• 20R +68640. +68640 • -8370. O. .475 +3.90 
• lOR +88680. +88680. -10807 • O. .668 +5.48 
OR + 133940. +133940. -16320. O. .906 +7.44 
TEETER BRGS. +.268E6 +.268E6 -32650. O. O. O. 
ROTOR CL -.26BE6 O. -32650. O. O. O. 
ROTOR/NACELLE -.514E6 O. -62650. O. -4.39 O. 
YAW BEARING -1.03E6 O. O. O. -9.44 O. 
TOWER 185 -1.10E6 O. O. O. 1.06 O. 
TOWER 117 -1.24E6 O. O. O. 1.06 O. 
TOWER !i1 -1.41E6 O. O. O. 1.06 O. 
TOWER BASE -1.59E6 O. O. O • 1.06 O. 
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Figure 7-14. Aileron Coordinate System 
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Figure 7-15 System Dimensions and Interfaces 
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7.4 INTERFACE DESIGN LOADS 
The interface design lDads are specif'jed in three sets of tables: 
(1 ) 
\2) 
,3) 
histogr~ms combining Type I, TYpe II, and Type IIA fatigue loads 
(359x10 cycles in 30 years) 
Type III fatigue loads (35,000 cycles in 30 years) 
limit loaas for each critical operating condition 
Because of the volume of this data, the complete set of tables has been 
relegated to Appendix B. Highlights are presented in this section. 
A sample histogram is displayed in Table 7-9. Each row corresponds to a bar 
of the histogram. Col umns 1 and 2 prov ide the number of cycles in and the 
cumUlative probabil ity associated with each bar. The range of cyc1 ic loads 
for each bar, the bar width, i,s defined in columns 3 and 4. Columns 5 and 6 
are these same dimensional loads divided by the maximum cyclic value. Columns 
7 and 8 are also non-dimensionalized by the 50th percentile cyclic load at the 
rated wind speed. The remaining columns provide statistics of the mean, or 
mid-range, load for each bar of the histogram. Included below the table are 
the root-mean-cubed value of all cyclic load occurrences and the average mean 
load for 30 year~ of operation. The table formats for Type III fatigue loads 
and limit loads are self-explanatory and are not illustrated. 
Probability distributions of alternating blade flap bending moments are shown 
in Figure 7-16 for three radial stations. The load magnitudes have been 
divided by the mean flap-bending moment at the rated wind speed, 32 mph, to 
allow comparison with data from other wind turbines. The curves display a 
slight increase in slope above the 99.9th percentile, which is caused by Type 
II load occurrences. Type III fatigue levels, indicated by horizontal lines, 
are sl ightly greater than the maximum Type I and II values. To lend credence 
to the predictions, scaled test data from the Boeing MOD-2 and Hamilton 
Standard SVU2 wind turbines are included on the plot. This data suggests that 
MOD-5A predictions are appropriate, and even somewhat conservative. 
Figure 7-17 contains probability distributions of the alternating blade chord 
bending moment, normalized by the one-g moments. Here the loads are dominated 
by gravity, so there is only a sl ight increase between the 50th and 99.99th 
percentile. This trend was also true for, MOD-2 test results, which are not 
shown. 
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Table 7-9 Typical load Histogram Presentation 
CUMULATIVE FATIGUE HISTOGRAM DUTPUT 
TDWER BASE MZ 
I HALF-RANGE FATIGUE LDADS I 
I I I 1 
___ ~ND~. CYCLES CUM PRDa I LDAD LEVELS NORMALIZED LDAD/SO% AT RATED I 
IN 30 YEARS -------- I LDAD LEVfLS I 
(TYPES 1+2) I I 
CDRRESPDNDING MID-RANGE LDAD DISTRIBUTION 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 
-----------------------1------------------------------------------·-----------------1--------------------------------------------o. o. I o. - O.17I1E 06 O. - 0.03 O. 0.08 I o. o. o. o. 
o. O. I 0.178E 06 - 0.357E 06 0.03 - 0.07 0.08 - 0.15 I O. o. o. o. 
o. o. I 0.351E 06 .• 0.S35E 06 0.07 - 0.10 0.15 - 0.23 I o. o. o. o. 
o. o. I 0.!l3!5E 08 - 0.713E 06 0.10 - D.14 0.23 - 0.31 I o. o. o. o. 
o. o. I 0.713E 06 - 0.891E 06 0.14 - 0.17 0.31 - 0.38 I o. o. o. o. 
~i o. o. I 0.891E 06 - 0.107E 07 0.17 - 0.20 0.38 - 0.46 I o. O. o. c. o. o. I 0.107E 07 - 0.125E 07 0.20 - 0.24 0.46 - 0.54 I o. O. O. O. 
O. O. I 0.125E 07 - 0.143E 07 0.24 - 0.27 0.54 - 0.62 I O. o. O. O. t5 
~~~~_7~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 
-en 
TOTAL CYCLES. 0.359E 09 
ROOT MEAN CUBED IS 0.322E 01 AVERAGE MEAN IS -0.172E 07 
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x=.60 
x=0 
x=.40 
Tower fatigue bending moment distributions are plotted in Figure 7-18. In 
this case the alternating moments at the base of the tower haVl' 'been 
normal ized by the mean bending moment created by the rotor aerodynamic ',thrust 
at rated wind speed. The alternating thrust moment (My) is far more sensitive 
to gusts than Mz, which accounts for the differences in the probabil ity 
d istr ibut ions. The MOD-SA pred ict ions appear to be cons istent with MOD-2 
data, which is also included in the figure. The earl ier MOO-2 data, in the 
upper curve, was taken before improvements were made to the control system, so 
it exhibits higher loads. 
Vibratory rotor torques are plotted in Figure 7-19. Alternating torque levels 
and power levels, are below 10% of rated torque for over 90% of the operating 
time. The pronounced increase in load above the 98th percent il e is due to 
Type II gusts and shifts in mean wind speed. Curves of Y'JW bearing moments 
and drive torque are included in Figure 7-20. Probabil ity distributions for 
other system interfaces may be constructed from the data in Appendix B. 
Normalized blade limit loads are summarized in Figure 7-21. The flap bending 
moments are 2.25 to 3 times the mean moment at rated wind speed. Chord 
bending moments are about 2 g's at the root, where gravitional effects are 
greatest. They increase to about 9 g's at the tip, where the aileron drag 
forces far exceed the 1 g loads. 
reported at selected interfaces 
Norma 1 ized fixed 
in Table 7-10. 
dimensional loads may be found in Appendix B. 
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Table 7-10 Normalized Fixed System Limit Load Summary 
RESULTANT 
ROTOR TORQUE RESULTANT BENDING/1G BENDING AT 
CONDITION RATED TDRQUE ROTOR/NACELLE YAW BEARING TOWER BASE* 
HURRICANE 1.0 1.80 2.35 
CONTROLS FAILURE 1.39 1.57 .60 1.91 
AT bO MPH 
99.99% GUST AT 1.26 1.44 .60 1.93 
RATING 
SHUTDOWN AT CUT -OUT NOT CRITICAL 1.85 1.22 NOT CRITICAL 
WITH YAW ERROR 
CYCLOCONVERTER 1.73 
MISHAP 
* Normal ized by bending moment because of rotor aerodynamic thrust at rated 
wind speed. 
• 
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7.5 COMPONENT DESIGN LOADS 
The des i9n loads and dynamic requirements for components of the MOD-SA are, 
presented in this section. The loads, for the most part, were derived from 
the interface load resultants discussed in section 7.4. The dynamic 
requirements were developed from dynamic response parametric studies. The 
magnitudes and requirements of some loads are quoted from the component 
specifications prepared for the subcontractors. These loads are often higher 
than those defined by the interface loads because in many cases the 
specifications were written for an earl ier MOD-5A model. The higher load 
specifications should not cause problems, and should result in a final design 
that is conservative in some areas. 
Rotor system, drivetrain system and yaw system components are addressed in the 
following subsections. The tower and nacelle design loads are defined 
exp1 icit1y in the interface load definitions, so they will not be repeated 
here. 
7.5.1 AILERONS 
Aileron loads are specified as continuous functions of the blade span, from 
the start of the aileron at .60R to the outmost section at .99R. Load/unit 
span, rather than stress resultants were used, so that the hinge locations and 
their end conditions could be varied during the design without changing the 
external loads. Furthermore, aerodynamic and inertial loads are spec ified 
separately, so that the inertia loads could be made consistent with the actual 
final design weight by using appropriate g factors. 
Genera 1 formu1 as that combine the aerodynamic and inert ia 1 contr ibut ions of 
the running shears. (Vx' Vy , Vz) and hinge moment (~) are given in 
Table 7-11. These formulas must be integrated with respect to span, to 
determine the hinge reactions and the six stress resultants at a given 
cross-sect ion. Geometry and s igo conventions were defined in sect ion 7.3, 
Figure 7-14. 
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Taole 7-11 Formulas Needed to Combine Aileron Aerodynamics and Inertial Loads 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Vx = W • GX 
Vy = W • Gy + VYA 
Vz = W • 'GZ + VZA 
MH = -z . W • Gy 
+ K ISH + 
Where: 
Vy A. VZA. MHA 
GX. Gy. GZ. K 
W 
y. z 
+ V. W (GZ - .GXSI NAH) 
MHA 
= Runn ing des ign shears that are a function of 
spanwise position x (lb/ft) 
= Running design hinge moment (torsion) function 
of x (lb-ft/ft) 
= Aerodynamic loads - functions of x 
= Design 9 factors - functions of x 
= Aileron running weight (lb/ft) to be 
determ ined as a funct ion of x for the actua 1 
design being analyzed 
= Center of gravity of aileron structure that 
rotates about hinge (ft); See Figure 7-14. 
To be determined as a function of x for actual 
design. 
= Aileron running mass moment of inertia about 
hinge (slug - ft 2/ft). 
= Incl ination of hinge axis in X-Z plane (see 
Figure 7-14). 
It is 1 ikely that concentrated masses will exist at certain pOints in the 
structure (e.g. actuators. fiU ings. etc.). Concentrated loads should be 
applied at these points using equations (1)-(4) with W being replaced by the 
concentrated weight (lb) and the aerodynamic contributions set to zero. 
(V ana I in Equat ion (4) shoul d be repl aced by tj1e concentrated weight I s 
center of gravity). 
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Limit Loads 
-" 
(1) Hurricane (130 mph) 
(a) Blades Horizontal (Aileron in Line with Main Blade) 
Vya = 0 for all X 
Vza vs X in Figure 7-22 
f:1ha vs X in Figure 7-22 
Gx = 0 for all X ~y = +1 for a.ll X or -1 for all X 
bz = -.18 for all X 
K = 0 for all X 
(b) Blades Vertical (Aileron Pitched 90 0 ) 
V ya vs X in Figure 7-23 
Vza vs X in Figure 7-23 
f'ha vs X in Figure 7··23 
Gx = +1 for all X or -1 for all X 
Gy = .018 for all X 
Gz = 0 for all X 
K = 0 for all X 
(2) Overspeed Condition (Aileron Pitched 45 0 ) 
Vya vs X in Figure 7-24 
Vza vs X in Figure 7-24 t11 vs X in Figure 7-24 
Gx
a 
vs X in Figure 7-25 
Gy vs X in Figure 7-25 
Gz vs X in Figure 7-25 
K 1.7 for all X 
Fatigue Loads 
A mean and alternating load component was used to define each fatigue cycle. 
The same mean loads are conservatively applied to all fatigue cycles, and 
probability distributions are assigned to the alternating loads. The total 
number of fatigue cycles for the 30-year 1 ife of the machine is 
400 x 10 6. 
Mean Loads 
Vya vs X in Figure 7-26 
V
za 
vs X in Figure 7-26 
M . vs X in Figure 7-26 '~a 
. Gx . vs X in Figure 7-27 
Gy vs. X in Figure 7-27 
G
z 
vs X in Figure 7-27 
K .55 for all X 
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Alternating Loads 
The load probabil ity distribution of each load component is determined by 
multiplying the corresponding normal ized probabil ity distribution (NPC) and 
the load magnitude given below. The same NPD applies to all X stations. 
Vya NPD in Figure 7-28 
magnitude = .15 * values in Figure 7-26 
Vza NPD in Figure 7-28 
magnitude = .15 * values in Figure 7-26 
Mha NPD in Figure 7-28 
magnitude = .15 * values in Figure 7-26 
G
x 
NPD in Figure 7-29 
magnitude = 1.15 for all X 
Gy NPD in Figure 7-29 
magnitude = 1.15 for all X 
Gz NPD in Figure 7-28 
magnitude vs X in Figure 7-30 
K = 0 (No Contribution) 
Because the des ign for the ail erons was not as mature as other system 
components, these structural loads were developed conservatively. This 
approach. was adopted to ensure a safe configuration on the first design. The 
particulars of the loads derivation are summarized: 
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Mean Fatigue 
Aerodynamics - The maximum normal operating condition, or the rating, was 
specified for all cycles, with a contingency factor of 1.2 
G - Steady-state values at the rated wind speed, with contingency factors 
between 1.15 to 1.25, depending on the wind direction 
Alternating Fatigue 
AerodynIDnics -. 50% Load = 15% of the mean load, with a contingency factor 
of 1.2 
(Note - outboard main blade is 11% of mean) 
99.9% load = 4.2 times 50% of the mean load (based on main blade). 
The distribution is log-normal to 99.99%. This definition covered 
all possible Type II and Type III occurrances. 
G- 50% = steady-state TRAG with contingency factors between 1.15 to 1.25. 
Distribution is log-normal (similar to aero in flap direction). 
Limit loads were estimated for the hurricane and for 25% overspeed. For the 
latter, TRAG accelerations were used and airloads were based on an aileron 
deflection of 45°. Less than 45° would be needed to stop the machine, and 
lower angles produce lower loads. A 20% contingency was applied to the limit 
loads. It was assumed that g-loads and airloads were phased to add directly 
in both limit and fatigue conditions. 
Weight could probably be trimmed from the final aileron design, using refined 
loads and less conservatism. 
7.5.2 BLADES 
7.5.2.1 Primary Bending Loads 
Stress resultants acting on the main blade structure were defined at a 
sufficient number of interfaces to determine the size of the primary structure 
in section 7.4. 
7.5.2.2 Blade Pressure Loading 
In this section, blade internal and external pressure distributions are 
discussed. These loads produce membrane and plate bending stresses that can 
be critical in the cross-grain direction • 
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The pressure loads on the blade depend upon blade venting, which influences 
the internal pressure. A blade sealed against the atmosphere would experience 
excess ive pressure loads. Therefore, a vented des ign was adopted. Inboard 
and outboard vents were incorporated, because they minimize pressure loads and 
provide for the exit of contaminents within the blade. The trail ing edge 
section, which extends from the blade root to the ailerons at .60R, is vented 
at .IOR and .60R. The two forward cells of the blade cross-section are vented 
at .IOR and the tip (I.OR). 
The internal pressure in the cavities of the blade at the non-dimensional 
spanwise station, x, is given by: 
where, 
p = air density 
Vt = tip speed 
xl and x2 are the non-dimensional spanwise locations of the 
vents 
Pi = absolute pressure in the cavity at station x 
Po = vent pressure (taken to be atmospheric) 
Pg = gage pressure within the cavity 
The external pressures on the blade surface are obtained from the ail'foil 
pressure distribution. Figure 7-31 contains plots of airfoil pressure 
coefficient (Cp) vs the chordwise location for critical operating conditions. 
This data is furnished at three spanwise locations, x = .25, .55, and .95. 
Dimensional gage pressures on the exterior surfaces are given by 
Pg = Pe - Po = qtX2C p 
The external pressures were used with the previously defined internal 
pressures in the blade structural analysis. The following pressures for the 
parked blade in hurricane conditions were also analyzed: 
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Figure 7-31 Airfoil Pressure COefficients, Shown for Sections 
at X = .25, .55 and .95 
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internal gage pressure = 0 
external gage pressure = i/2 pV2Cph 
where: 
p = air density 
V = wind speed (130 mph) 
Cph = 1.0 windward side (constant across surface) 
= .40 leeward side (constant across surface) 
These values of Cph correspond to a drag coefficient of 1.4. In all the 
analyses, the pressures defined in this section were multiplied by a 
contingency factor of 1.15. 
7.5.2.3 Balance Requirements 
Mismatches in blade to blade mass properties cause a 1P dynamic excitation. 
In order to minimize this dynamic excitation, a static balance requirement of 
18,000 ft.-lb. was imposed on the MOO-5A blades. That is, the manufactured 
blades of a rotor set will be teeter-balanced to within 18,000 ft.-lb. of one 
another, with respect to a fulcrum point at the blade root. The balance will 
be accomp'i ished by insel,'ting weights at 50% of the span or at the tip or in 
both places. While the balance can be effected with minimum weight using only 
the tip location, this station has the greatest influence on the natural 
frequency. Therefore, to minimize frequency mismatches, balance provision was 
made at two locations. 
7.5.3 ROTOR HUB 
Loads, and related dynamic requirements for the teeter brake, teeter bearings, 
and low speed shaft bearings are discussed in this section. The loads were 
either derived from the interface loads in section 7.4, or are earlier loads 
for the heavier partial span control. In most cases, the component 
specifications were not updated for the aileron configuration, recognizing 
that the design would be conservative using the earlier load definitions. 
The structure of the yoke can be des igned us ing the rotor center 1 ine 
interface loads given in section 7.4, so they will not be addressed here. 
I 
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7.5.3.1 Teeter Brakes 
Some form of teeter restraint is necessary to prevent impact into hard stops 
during abnormal operating conditions. Conditions are particularly severe 
during high wind shutdowns with a yaw error. Comprehensive parametric studies 
led to the selection of a two-stage, friction brake system as protection for 
the rotor, because ft iirtroduced the min imum load into the system. The brake 
force schedule is illustrated in Figure 7-32. During most of the operation, 
the teeter angle is less than 2.5°, and the brakes are totally disengaged. If 
for any reason the teeter angle exceeds ± 2.5° the first set of brakes 
engages. This brake force can handle all but the most severe conditions. In 
the very few instances in which the teeter angle exceeds 5°, the full brake 
force is appl ied and maintained and the system will shutdown. Transient 
dynamic analyses have shown that this brake system will keep operational 
teeter angles below 6°. When parked, the brakes are set at their highest 
level, to protect the system from dissymmetries in the oncoming wind. During 
<",artup, the high brake force is ma.inta ined unt il the rotor speed exceeds 6 
rpm, then the schedule illustrated in Figure 7-32 is adopted for the remaining 
operation. 
The supporting structure for the brake system is des igned to 1.15 times the 
maximum brake level, or 2.76 x lOti ft.-lb. 
7.5.3.2 Teeter Bearings 
Teeter bear'ing spec ificat ion loads are given for both normal operat ing and 
1 imit conditions. These specifications were obtained from the fatigue load 
histograms, and the 1 irnit loads of model 304.1, with appropriate factors of 
safety added. 
The abnormal operat ing loads are der ived by comb in ing the 1 imit shears and 
moments. With a spacing of 17.7 ft. between bearings, the x-x load is 
obtained by combining half the x shear with half the z moment divided by the 
bearing spacing. The y-y load is equal to half the y shear. The z-z load is 
calculated similarly to the x-x, by combining half the z shear with half the x 
moment divided by the bearing spacing. 
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The normal operating loads were derived from the fatigue load histograms. The 
mid-range load is equal to half of the absolute value of the largest mean load 
from the histogram table. The alternating loads were obtained from the 
99.99th percentile fatigue loads, as follows: the x-x load is equal to half 
of the 99.99th percentile x load, plus half of the 99.99th percentile z moment 
divided by the bearing spacing. They y-y load is half the y shear. The z-z 
load is half the z shear, plus half of the x moment divided by the bearing 
spacing. 
The specification loads for normal operation and 1 imit conditions are 1 isted 
in Table 7-12. Table 7-13 contains ratios of these loads divided by those 
calculated in the more recent analysis of the final model, 304.2. The 
specification is conservative with respect to the model 304.2. The teeter 
angle probabil ity distribution, for bearing design, is presented in 
Figure 7-33. Also included is Table 7-14, a reprint of the specification 
start-up and shut-down loads. They are divided into teeter angle bins 
indicating the number of load cycles encountered during 35,000 start-up to 
shut-down cycles. 
Stiffness requirements were also defined and are presented in Table 7-15. The 
numerical values 1 isted in the table as maxima or minima are those used in the 
frequency model for model 304.2. 
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Table 7-12 Teeter Bearing Normal Operating and 
Limit Load Specification 
Normal Operating Loads (kips) 
Spectrum 
(Degrees) 
Fig. 7-33A 
Fig. 7-33B 
Abnormal 
Spectrum 
(Degrees) 
Radial Bearing 
x-x z-z 
140 ±336 139 ±92 
140 ±336 139 ±92 
O~eratin~ Loads ! ki~s) 
Radial Bearing 
x-x z-z 
Thrust Bearing 
y-y 
~~~H l 
Thrust Bearing 
y-y 
500 ±2.0o 343 ±277 324 ± 0 225(1) 
(1) 225k is the peak value - the minimum is 189k (dead weight). 
Table 7-13 Ratio of Specification to Model 
304.2 Loads-Teeter Bearing 
Normal Operating Ratios 
Radial Bearing 
x-x 
1.25;;1.34 
x-x 
2.30 ±1.67 
z-z 
1.01 ±1.64 
Abnormal Operating Ratios 
Rad'ial Bearing 
z-z 
1.34 ±O 
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Thrust Bearing 
y-y 
1.10 
Thrust Bearing 
y-y 
1.32 
Normal 
Start 
Up 
Shut 
Uown 
Abnormal 
( , ) 
Table 7-14 Normal Start-up and Shutdown Loads (kips) 
BIN NO. OF CYCLES SPECTRUM RADIAL BEARING THRUST BEAR ING 
(degrees) x-x z-z y-y 
El 315,000 < ±2.5° o ±204 75 (, ) 225 
E2 420,000 ±2.5 to 3.5 0 o ±204 75 225 
E3 210,000 ±3.5 to 4.5 0 o ±204 75 225 
1:4 84,000 ±4.5 to 5.5 0 o ±204 75 225 
E5 18,900 ±5.5 to 7° o ±204 75 225 
Fl 84,000 < ±2.5° o ±204 160(' ) 225 
F2 126,000 ±2.5 to 3.5 0 o ±204 160 225 
F3 126,000 t3.5 to 4.5 0 o t204 160 225 
F4 67,200 t4.5 to 5.5° o ±204 160 225 
F5 13,500 ±5.5 to 70 o ±204 160 225 
E6 2,100 ±7° to 90 o ±204 250 225 
F6 600 ±7° to 9° o ±204 330 225 
This value is the maximum rotor thrust expected during start-up. 
The load will vary from zero at 0 rpm to peak shown with an 
average value of 35 kips. 
This value is the maximum rotor thrust expected on shutdown. The 
load can reverse to a peak negative value, of 25k. The average 
shutdown value will be +40k • 
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Table 7-15 Teeter Bearing Stiffness Requirements 
The axial and radial spring rates of the individual bearings are in the range 
specifieo below at 75°F ±15 uF. 
Bearing Axial Spring Radial Spring Torsional Spring 
Rate Rate Rate 
(lbs/in. ) (lbs/ in.) ('in 1 b$i degree) 
Radial Not app1 icab1e >2x10ti dxlG" 
Thrust >4x10· N/A <105 
7.5.3.3 Rotor Bearing 
The rotor is supported by two bearings 40 in. apart, which are mounted within 
the yoke. The loads appearing in the bearing specification are summarized in 
Table 7-16. The loads were derived from the shears and moments reported at 
the rotor center1 ine and rotor and nacelle interfaces, which straddle the 
bearing locations. The specified loads were adjusted conservatively to 
accommodate possible weight increases. For example, the mean radial loads 
quoted are 40 to 50% higher than the 1 g loads that will be experienced during 
normal operations, while the alternating radial loads are 50 to 70% greater 
than the anticipated 99.99th percentile fatigue loads. Furthermore, the 
radial bearings are capable of withstanding a 100% overload, while the maximum 
ant icipated loads, wh ich occur when the teeter brakes are engaged, present 
only a 25% overload. The thrust bearing loads in Table 7-16 were also treated 
conservatively. 
7.5.4 GEARBOX AND DRIVETRAIN 
Special cons iderat ions were necessary in developing the fatigue spectrum for 
the gearbox design. Because the gear teeth are continually cyc1 ing between 
full load and no load, the absolute value of the torque governs the fatigue 
design. Therefore, a probability distribution of the sum of mean plus 
alternating rotor torques was developed. This distribution is referred to as 
the gearbox torque duty cycle. 
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The gearbox torque duty cycle is illustrated in Figure 7-34. Torque levels 
were normalized by the rated value. The curves depict the load level 
probabil ity of a sample taken at random during the 30 years of operation. 
Because certain fatigue loads, such as that caused by wind shear, reach a peak 
magnitude at a preferred rotor azimuth, the gears that are always· in contact 
at a given rotor position (upper curve) must be distinguished from those that 
are not. In the first case the design is driven by the most highly loaded 
tooth, while in the second case the design takes advantage of the fact that 
load peaks are distributed among the many teeth. 
The operation of the cycloconverter 1 imits the maximum torque dUl'ing normal 
operation to less than 1.3 times the rated value. Hence, the probability 
d istr ibutions may be truncated at th is 1 evel for the purposes of gearbox 
fatigue design. The gearbox can withstand two times the rated torque as an 
extreme overload. This torque is. much greater than the maximum anticipated 
torque for the system. 
Other drivetrain components, such as shafting, can use the interface torque 
loaDS that were presented in section 7.4. 
7.5.5 YAW SYSTEM 
The loads acting on the yaw bearing are identical to those defined at the yaw 
interface in section 7.4, and the actual tabulations are in Appendix B. For 
reference, the loads quoted in the Yaw Bearing Spec1iication are reproduced in 
Tab 1 e 7-17. These loads are generally greater thai! the interface loads for 
model 304.2, with the exception of Vx' which is slightly lower. The 
critical loads on the yaw bearing, however, are moments, not shears, so that 
the final design remains conservative. 
The. yaw drive system was designed to provide a maximum holding torque of 
1.3.x 10 6 ft.-lb. and a maximum driving torque of 750,000 ft.-lb. The 
predicted maximum yaw torque, mean plus alternating, is 1.1 x 106 ft.-lb., 
which is below the holding torque capability. The maximum anticipated mean 
torque, wh ich is what must be overcome by the yaw ·drive, is 5.3 X 105 
ft.-lb., well below the system's capability. The yaw drive has an additional 
requirement: maximum yaw rate may not exceed .5°/sec. This requirement 
protects the rotor from excessive teeter motions. 
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Table 7-16 Rotor B~aring Design Loads 
Radial Bearings 
Thrust 
Forward 
Aft 
Mean 
1.5 x ]06 lb. 
1.0 x 106 1 b. 
Peak Load = 533,000 lb. 
Rated Operating = 280,000 ± 40,000 
No. of Cycles = 2P for 30 years 
lb. 
Alternating 
.15 x ]06 lb. 
.10 x 10 6 lb. 
Table 7-.17 Yaw Bearing Design Loads 
VlI Vy Vz M (klpS) (ft.-lb. 
Non-Operat ing -994 0 0 -11.1 
Normal Operating 
Mean -954 -2.5 -191 - 10.1 
+99.9th percentile 26 26 59 1.0 
"/root Mean Cubed 18 19 18 .37 
Abnormal ( Limit) 
Hurricane -867 0 +455 -18.6 
Gust -994 60 180 -14.4 
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